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This text is dedicated to all of those who have lost their families, 
friends, livelihoods, health and lives while fighting for the truth. 

 
In the end, God wins. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  



 

  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. 
 

-John 8:32 (KJV) 

 
 
 
 
The good fighters of old first put themselves beyond the possibility of 

defeat, and then waited for an opportunity of defeating the enemy. 
 

-Sun Tzu, The Art of War 
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Introduction 

 

The posts throughout this book pick up where Volume Two 

left off.  These posts are a compilation of anonymous and non-

anonymous drops by civilians, archived from VOAT (an anonymous 

internet chat forum) within the sub-verse of QRV.  In Volume Three, 

these posts begin on May 13, 2020 and carry on through the month 

of June, 2020. 

QRV (https://voat.co/v/QRV) is the only Q endorsed sub-

verse via Q posts: 2269 and 2272 that were posted on qmap.pub and 

qanon.pub on September 21, 2018.  At the beginning of compiling 

Volume Three, QRV had roughly 20,215 subscribers, and that 

number was growing by the day.  Depending on the day, Q was also 

making posts throughout this time on 8kun.top.  Then, those Q posts 

always make their way to qanon.pub and qmap.pub.  The Q posts 

during this time are embedded among the anonymous comments 

from QRV on the corresponding day. 
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Q has encouraged everyone to archive offline (i.e., Q posts: 

672, 993, 1186).  These books are just some examples of such an 

archive.  These predominantly anonymous citizen posts are unedited, 

stemming from thousands of Americans and those in foreign 

countries across the world who subscribe to QRV on VOAT.  These 

posts are only organized by the day of the week and month in which 

they were posted.  Some posts are news reports, while many posts 

are personal accounts and observations, social-media threads, videos, 

and Anon investigations of politicians and public figures. 

On over 17 occasions, Q has stated; “You are the news now.”  

Therefore, the mainstream media is 100% irrelevant.  The real 

investigations and facts are coming from anonymous citizens.  

General Michael Flynn himself stated; “We have an army of digital 

solders... We have what we call; citizen journalists.” 

While some may not be familiar with Q, or Q posts, we 

encourage you to look up “Storm is Upon Us” by Joe M on 

YouTube, and watch the videos in chronological order to give 

yourself a starting point.  We also recommend watching the 

documentary titled Out of Shadows, on YouTube, which was 

published while this archive of online posts was being put together. 
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More recently, the short documentary titled, Plandemic: The 

Movie, featuring Judy Mikovits, Ph.D. (also author of the book 

Plague of Corruption) became available during this time throughout 

Volume Two.  This short documentary was being scrubbed from 

most mainstream online video platforms once it made its way to the 

internet.  It’s available on Bitchute and some places on YouTube, 

and it’s highly recommended.  We also recommend the 

documentary; UK’s Hidden Shadows.  This, too, is available on 

YouTube and Bitchute if it hasn’t been removed by now. 

 Then, and more importantly, visit qmap.pub and qanon.pub 

and read the Q posts in chronological order, which begin on October 

28, 2017. 

This is a historical archive for the purposes of personal use, 

personal education and entertainment.  These are anonymous 

commentaries, reflections and experiences of Americans, and 

citizens across the world, during the Spring and Summer of 2020.  

Some of these anonymous posts within may be pure speculation.   

This is Volume Three. 
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Wednesday May 13, 2020 

 

 

To begin to understand the danger we face and how much (They) 
hate us, the link provided should not only be read but should be 
studied in great detail. This is their agenda against humanity. 
READ IT. 
https://jabajabba.com/the-secret-covenant/ 
“An illusion it will be, so large, so vast, it will escape their 
perception. 
Those who will see it will be thought of as insane.” 
 
The author of The Secret Covenant is unknown. Questions as to the 
origin of The Secret Covenant have been debated and as it seems 
most have even dismissed it as a work of complete fiction but to 
those who have obtained a deep understanding of these things when 
presented with the facts cannot deny and ignore the Validity of this 
Demonic Manifesto. 
The Secret Covenant was leaked out on www.Bankindex.com 21 
June 2002. The piece came in through one of Bankindex forms with 
the author left leaving an unusable e-mail address. 
  
The Secret Covenant 
An illusion it will be, so large, so vast, it will escape their perception. 
Those who will see it will be thought of as insane. 
We will create separate fronts to prevent them from seeing the 
connection between us. 
We will behave as if we are not connected to keep the illusion alive. 
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Our goal will be accomplished one drop at a time, so as to never 
bring suspicion upon ourselves. This will also prevent them from 
seeing the changes as they occur. 
We will always stand above the relative field of their experience for 
we know the secrets of the absolute. 
We will work together always and will remain bound by blood and 
secrecy. 
Death will come to he who speaks. 
We will keep their lifespan short and their minds weak while 
pretending to do the opposite. 
We will use our knowledge of science and technology in subtle ways 
so that they will never see what is happening. 
We will use soft metals, aging accelerators and sedatives in food and 
water, also in the air. 
They will be blanketed in poison everywhere they turn. 
The soft metals will cause them to lose their minds. We will promise 
to find a cure from our many fronts, yet we will feed them more 
poison. 
The poisons will be absorbed through their skin and mouths. They 
will destroy their minds and reproductive systems. 
From all this, their children will be born dead, and we will conceal 
this information. 
The poisons will be hidden in everything that surrounds them; in 
what they drink, eat, breathe, and wear. 
We must be ingenious in dispensing the poisons for they can see far. 
We will teach them that the poisons are good with fun images and 
musical tones. 
Those they look up to will help. We will enlist them to push our 
poisons. 
They will see our products being used in film and will grow 
accustomed to them and will never know their true effect. 
When they give birth we will inject poisons into the blood of their 
children and convince them it is for their help. 
We will start early on, when their minds are young. We will target 
their children with what children love most, sweet things. 
When their teeth decay, we will fill them with metals that will kill 
their mind and steal their future. 
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When their ability to learn has been affected, we will create medicine 
that will make them sicker and cause other diseases for which we 
will create yet more medicine. 
We will render them docile and weak before us by our power. 
They will grow depressed, slow, and obese, and when they come to 
us for help, we will give them more poison. 
We will focus their attention towards money and material goods so 
that the many never connect with their inner self. 
We will distract them with fornication, external pleasures, and 
games, so that they may never be one with the oneness of it all. 
Their minds will belong to us and they will do as we say. If they 
refuse, we shall find ways to implement mind-altering technology 
into their lives. We will use FEAR as our weapon. 
We will establish their governments and establish opposites within. 
We will own both sides. 
We will always hide our objective but carry out our plan. 
They will perform the labour for us and we shall prosper from their 
toil. 
Our families will never mix with theirs. Our blood must be pure 
always, for it is the way. 
We will make them kill each other when it suits us. 
We will keep them separated from the oneness by dogma and 
religion. 
We will control all aspects of their lives and tell them what to think 
and how. 
We will guide them kindly and let them think they are guiding 
themselves. 
We will foment animosity between them through our factions. 
When a Light shall shine among them, we shall extinguish it by 
ridicule, or death, whichever suits us best. 
We will make them rip each other’s hearts apart and kill their own 
children. We will accomplish this by using hate as our ally, anger as 
our friend. 
The hate will blind them totally, and never shall they see that from 
their conflicts we emerge as their rulers. They will be busy killing 
each other. 
They will bathe in their own blood and kill their neighbors for as 
long as we see fit. We will benefit greatly from this, for they will not 
see us, for they cannot see us. 
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We will continue to prosper from their wars and their deaths. 
We shall repeat this over and over until our ultimate goal is 
accomplished. 
We will continue to make them live in fear and anger though images 
and sounds. We will use all the tools we have to accomplish this. The 
tools will be provided by their labor. We will make them hate 
themselves and their neighbors. 
We will always hide the divine truth from them, that we are all one. 
This they must never know! They must never know that color is an 
illusion, they must always think they are not equal. 
Drop by drop, drop by drop we will advance our goal. 
We will take over their land, resources and wealth to exercise total 
control over them. 
We will deceive them into accepting laws that will steal the little 
freedom they will have. 
We will establish a money system that will imprison them forever, 
keeping them and their children in debt. 
When they shall banD together, we shall accuse them of crimes and 
present a different story to the world for we shall own all the media. 
We will use our media to control the flow of information and their 
sentiment in our favor. 
When they shall rise up against us we will crush them like insects, 
for they are less than that. They will be helpless to do anything for 
they will have no weapons. 
We will recruit some of their own to carry out our plans, we will 
promise them eternal life, but eternal life they will never have for 
they are not of us. 
The recruits will be called “initiates” and will be indoctrinated to 
believe false rites of passage to higher realms. Members of these 
groups will think they are one with us never knowing the truth. 
They must never learn this truth for they will turn against us. 
For their work, they will be rewarded with earthly things and great 
titles, but never will they become immortal and join us, never will 
they receive the light and travel the stars. 
They will never reach the higher realms, for the killing of their own 
kind will prevent passage to the realm of enlightenment. This they 
will never know. 
The truth will be hidden in their face, so close they will not be able to 
focus on it until its too late. 
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Oh yes, so grand the illusion of freedom will be, that they will never 
know they are our slaves. 
When all is in place, the reality we will have created for them will 
own them. This reality will be their prison. 
They will live in self-delusion. When our goal is accomplished, a 
new era of domination will begin. 
Their minds will be bound by their beliefs, the beliefs we have 
established from time immemorial. 
But if they ever find out they are our equal, we shall perish then. 
THIS THEY MUST NEVER KNOW. If they ever find out that 
together they can vanquish us, they will take action. 
They must never, ever find out what we have done, for if they do, we 
shall have no place to run, for it will be easy to see who we are once 
the veil has fallen. 
Our actions will have revealed who we are and they will hunt us 
down and no person shall give us shelter. 
This is the secret covenant by which we shall live the rest of our 
present and future lives, for this reality will transcend many 
generations and life spans. 
This covenant is sealed by blood, our blood. We, the ones who from 
heaven to earth came.” 
This covenant must NEVER, EVER be known to exist. 
It must NEVER, EVER be written or spoken of for if it is, the 
consciousness it will spawn will release the fury of the PRIME 
CREATOR upon us and we shall be cast to the depths from whence 
we came and remain there until the end time of infinity itself. 
 
 
 
 
Kentucky has LOST ITS WAY. 
2 months ago I would have laughed at the idea that what is happened 
here in Kentucky has, and is happening.  
We WERE one of the 'last bastions of freedom'.  
We elected a Dem Governor last fall. Andy fucking Bershear. He is a 
fascist fuck who is making up the rules, calling it law, and enforcing 
with de-facto bans and state police/government. He has a cult like 
following too. I see these moronic soccer moms and Nanny staters 
with fucking "I love Andy" t-shirts walking around. Here in my 
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county we had two boys recently in a car accident. One died, one in 
critical care. The parents could not see their dying son in the hospital. 
Hospital said "NOPE ... COVID rules are in effect". If that were me, 
there would be a line of seriously fucked up hospital fuckers. Period. 
I'd bury my kid then go to prison.  
We are quickly becoming New York, and NO ONE is doing a 
fucking thing. No one... In Kentucky! Land of "get the fuck off my 
property or become fertilizer" Kentucky, where in half the counties 
in this state when you graduate high school you get a diploma, a gift 
certificate for a gun at 90% off, a carry conceal permit, and a Bible.  
We are fixin' to open up horse racing again. That shit it OUT 
FUCKING DOORS ... yet we can't go watch.  
Muther fuckers here just rolled the fuck over and let slicky boy Andy 
just pound the Commonwealth right in the ole poop shoot - 
Deliverance style.  
I Should have planted my flag in Tennessee. 
 
Moral of the story: don't elect Democrats. 
 
 
 
'Obamagate' Isn't A Conspiracy Theory, It's The Biggest 
Scandal Of Now (thefederalist.com) 
https://thefederalist.com/2020/05/13/obamagate-isnt-a-conspiracy-
theory-its-the-biggest-political-scandal-of-our-time/ 
 
It's very informative to watch how the Left is handling the entire 
#obamagate issue. Their responses range from "Ho hum, so what?" 
to "This is another hoax" and "This is just a distraction for the 2020 
election." Others are outright justifying what happened, which is 
typical of the Left's "by any means necessary" and "the ends justify 
the means" thinking. These are dangerous people, and we must 
thoroughly defeat them and their sick ideology. 
 
 
 
PA Secretary of Health admits she moved her mother out of a 
nursing home to a hotel while ordering infected patients into 
nursing homes (wjactv.com) 
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https://wjactv.com/news/local/critics-argue-state-nursing-home-
transparency-is-too-little-too-late 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ca4b0f No.9154125  (4226) 
May 13 2020 09:54:50 (EST) NEWDmHRTaGVsAAtI9I.jpg 

 
https://twitter.com/QBlueSkyQ/status/1260366918223114240 
Excellent find, Anon(s). 
But, you must go back before you can go forward. 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-russia-flynn/judge-
presiding-over-michael-flynn-criminal-case-is-recused-court-
idUSKBN1E202V 
Why did U.S. District Court Judge Rudolph Contreras recuse? 
https://www.fisc.uscourts.gov/current-membership 
Judge Rudolph Contreras current member of FISC? 
WHO SIGNED THE FLYNN FISA? 
THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 04ba04 No.9154434   (4227) 
May 13 2020 10:23:26 (EST) NEWEW4co5dWAAYy_Ft.jpg 

 
https://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2020/05/12/fox-news-
john-brennan-russia-hillary-clinton/ 
[Russia] narrative ALL FAKE? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
HEADS UP!!! They won't call California 25th District race for 
winning Republican!!! Almost 80% reporting and (R) has 
17,000+ vote lead....... LA/Ventura County FRAUD 
INCOMING!!!! (nytimes.com) 
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Would any of the 99% patriot FBI like to get off their asses and go 
do some real work? The crime is happening in real time right here... 
GO. 
 
 
 
 
Why would gates make a vax to save lives when he believes the 
world is over populated? (armstrongeconomics.com) 
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/corruption/gates-
modi-connection-from-india/ 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e326b4 No.9156416   (4228) 
May 13 2020 14:15:10 (EST) NEWEX01YkwXgAE1uIu.jpg 

 
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1260635872271228928 
Board under heavy attack. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 11d162 No.9156795   (4229) 
May 13 2020 14:38:27 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: 6604f5 No.9156649  
May 13 2020 14:28:56 (EST) NEWClipboardImage.png 

 
 
D5 date on the ODNI release… 
>>9156649 
Excellent find, Anon. 
[They] thought it meant Dec [5] _State Funeral. 
NSA 
A lot more coming [soon]. 
Q 
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BREAKING: List of Obama Operatives Who Unmasked 
General Mike Flynn Revealed Including Brennan, Clapper and 
Samantha Power (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/breaking-list-obama-
operatives-unmasked-general-mike-flynn-revealed-including-
brennan-clapper-
power/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons 
 
Joe Biden was just revealed as a recipient as well. 
 
 
 
 
Texan Doctor speaking up, how thx to Trump she found out 
about HydroxyChloroquine, prescribing cured almost all covid 
patients, pharmacies started giving her a hard time for 
prescribing it... (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/Robert93276857/status/1260620250741170176 
 
 
 
 
Eight lies that the MSM told us over and over. Look at the truth 
in each case. Enemies of the people. PROSECUTE this treason & 
sedition. 
MSM Lie --------------------------------- Truth 
Putin wanted Trump to win ----------------- Putin preferred Hillary - 
she is more "malleable" (easily controlled and influenced) 
Trump colluded with Russia ---------------- Hillary/DNC colluded 
with Russia/UK/Australia/Ukraine/China ... 
Russia hacked DNC server ----------------- Crowdstrike implanted 
code to make it appear that a Russian IP address was involved 
Russia hacked Podesta emails ------------ Podesta's email password 
was phished by someone 
Flynn colluded with Russia ------------------ Flynn was illegally 
wiretapped. Legal conversation with Kislyak 
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Mueller will find collusion -------------------- Mueller found no 
collusion and no obstruction. 
Obama's scandal-free admin --------------- Obama's admin was a 
organized crime unit. RICO prosecution. 
Orange man is bad --------------------------- Trump will go down as the 
best POTUS ever 
 
 
Fauxi CORONAted by gutless $enate [NOT grilled for 
murdering millions for million$].. Paul "respects" this POS, fails 
to ask The Questions: (1) 'How much money have you made 
suppressing REAL cures?'.. 
(2) How much money have you made hiding real cures, like 
HCQ,PNG while promoting fake cure, like remdesivir that you have 
a financial interest in? 
(3) How much money have you made since 1980 on AIDS 
maintenance drugs. 
(4) How much stock do you have in Guile-i-ad the one company that 
makes the useless but pornographically overprice drug remdesivir? 
(5) How many patents did you hold, and how much money did you 
make, on drugs related to the ineffective [AIDS] IL2 (interleukin 2) 
therapy? 
If you have time to waste, check out Fauxi's senatorial 
CORONAtion.YouTube Paul's softball pitching, his idea of 
protecting Americans from this profiteering ghoul, is to challenge 
Fauxi's authority to steer the Country during this plague. Or maybe 
this paraphrasing will save you 3 hours.. Paul basically says, 'Are 
you trying to run the Country?' And Fauxi answers, 'Well gosh.. No.' 
Fauxi's ongoing misinformation is misleading doctors and thereby 
killing people every day.YouTube He needs to be exposed for the 
'lethally lying Gates-loving satanic nwo stooge' he is. 
BONUS: V.A. Shiva Ayyadurai Crushes Dr. Fauci For Being Part Of 
The Deep StateYouTube 
 
 
 
Q told us 2 years ago [THEY] have been poisoning us since we 
were babies....."CHEMICALS PUSHED FOR HOME USE 
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CLEANING [CANCER][BABY ON FLOOR-HANDS IN 
MOUTH - THE START]." (qposts.online) 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2b70a8 No.9157795   (4230) 
May 13 2020 15:28:56 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: c74cf5 No.9157248  
May 13 2020 15:01:54 (EST) NEWdrip_drip.jpg 
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>>9157228 

 
PAIN 
EPS87P2XsAAuLgC.jpg 
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>>9157248 
This is only the start. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 60bf54 No.9158421   (4231) 
May 13 2020 16:03:21 (EST) NEWEX7IdRSWkAc8Axq.jpg 

 
Dates are important. 
FISA unmask request(s) [PRIOR TO] Amb. Kislyak phone call? 
WHO ASKED AMB. KISLYAK TO CALL FLYNN [SET UP _FBI 
entrap + FISA [late] justify]? 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 60bf54 No.9158650   (4232) 
May 13 2020 16:14:55 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: 684c33 No.9158507  
May 13 2020 16:07:27 
(EST) NEWHousley_re_Flynn_DECLAS_5_13_20.PNG 
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>>9158421 
>Dates are important. 
 
THIS IS EXACTLY THE POINT!! Thank You. 
https://twitter.com/adamhousley/status/1260646745815388160 
 
'''How do they explain so many of the requests being PRIOR to the 
Kislyak call that SUPPOSEDLY was the predicate for the  
 
investigation?''' 
And Sgt Schultz? He must have forgotten he was on the list, 
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considering what he told to George Stephanopoulos on Sunday 
https://twitter.com/treehuggingsis/status/1260646441380282374 
>>9158507 
 
Go back further. 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/what-mueller-
report-says-about-jared-kushner-ivanka-trump-donald-n995866 
The 'Hook'. 
Nov 30 'unmask' needed justification? 
WHO SET UP THE MEETING? 
WHO WAS DIRECTING AMB. KISLYAK TO MAKE CONTACT 
[MEETING + PHONE]? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 020975 No.9159315   (4233) 
May 13 2020 16:52:24 (EST) NEW 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/devin-nunes-criminal-
referrals-coming-for-mueller-team 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e531cb No.9159976   (4234) 
May 13 2020 17:31:54 (EST) NEW 
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-
lights-up-the-night/658552061001 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 1a3e4f No.9161693   (4235) 
May 13 2020 19:18:52 (EST) NEW 
The point to understand. 
They [knowingly] unmasked [attached names to] AFTER POTUS 
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won the election of 2016. 
They thought they could prevent the exposure of this information and 
remain protected. 
Why did they believe this? 
What 'insurance' did they have? 
Infiltration of US GOV? 
This fact alone should scare every American. 
SHADOW PRESIDENCY. 
SHADOW GOVERNMENT. 
It took this long for a reason. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: de276a No.9162213   (4236) 
May 13 2020 19:50:43 
(EST) NEWbbdb9a04fa8c19daaf579a962320823069d063f18ea850a
b21625a5565df06b5.jpg 

 
https://twitter.com/antlive73_am/status/1260729778983837696 
Panic? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Warrant served on Senator Burr for insider trading. That is a 
legit boom (latimes.com) 
https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2020-05-13/fbi-serves-
warrant-on-senator-stock-investigation 
Get Burr! Among the worst of DS RINOs.....he also appears to have 
tipped off his bro-in-law 
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significant, because if he did, he shared classified info with a family 
member who acted on it to get cash 
Pelosi is freaked. Gotta be. She's fair game now, Burr provides 
political cover to investigate her. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Judge Sullivan is so panicked that he has finally shed all illusions 
that we are at war. No holds barred. Gloves off. Last man 
standing. His moves are like a clumsy assassin in broad daylight.  
We have moved from a simmering war below the surface to a full-
blown thermonuclear conflict. His moves are so audacious that they 
can only have been provoked by threat. No judge, no matter how 
partisan, would do what he's done unless he is under extreme threat, 
as in "if Flynn walks before the election, your entire family dies in 
minutes after that." 
 
 
 
 
Gang, the fact that many of Obama's inner circle requested 
unmasking AT THE SAME TIME, after meeting with Obama, 
equals coordination. Equals conspiring. Equals conspiracy.  
Also, RICO conspiracy. The government, upon merely charging 
these people under RICO, can seize ALL their assets. 
 
Equals Treason! 
 
Also RICO has no expiration date. 
Equals death penalty option. 
Equals = military tribunals = GITMO 
 
Remember, we aren't conspiracy theorists. We're organized crime 
investigators. 
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WINNING! Wisconsin Supreme Court Strikes Down Evers' 
Stay-At-Home Order. (foxnews.com) 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/wisconsins-supreme-court-strikes-
down-governors-safer-at-home-order 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Well that is a problem, Flynn was unmasked BEFORE he spoke 
to the Russians even though it was his job to speak to the 
Russians. oops (wearethene.ws) 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/104409 
 
 
 
 
Should HCQ be given out to everyone?  
Seems to be a cure to much more than this COVID-19. Should it be 
placed on shelves? Or maybe given to anyone to take for 5 days? 
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Thursday May 14, 2020 

 

 

Just saw two CBP agents near Port Everglades, Fl. 
This happened just now. 
I'm standing in front of Dunkin Doughnuts, enjoying my morning 
coffee. Up walks two CPB agents, one female, one male. The female 
is friendly, smiles, waves and says good morning. The male isn't 
friendly, and says nothing. 
As I wait for them to come out, I decide I'm going to see if I can 
strike up a conversation when they come out. 
When they come out, I ask "Hey, how bad is human trafficking?" 
They don't stop walking as they answer: 
The dude says "It exists" 
The female says "Its really bad.....hang in there" 
I wish she was by herself, she would have stopped and talked with 
me. But unfriendly dude would have none of it. 
 
 
 
 
Finally My Dad is awake. 
I know with all the information coming out this is not worthy but for 
myself.  
Here's why.  
For the last 3 years my dad would not talk to me. He is 82 now and I 
am 55.. I have tried and tried to show him facts throughout and I was 
nothing more than a whack job in his eyes.  
Now comes #ObamaGate. That opened his eyes and this morning he 
called me up to apologize and now see's the truth and listen to him 
talk about all the corruption, I know I am a guy and raised that men 
don't cry. But I just sat there and listened to him and I teared up in 
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joy. FINALLY!!!!!!! God Bless Q team, our POTUS and us Patriots. 
#WWG1WGA (Which has meaning to me now) Thank you all. 
 
 
 
 
 
Coronavirus Testing Program Funded By Bill Gates Is 
Suspended By FDA(newspunch.com) 
https://newspunch.com/coronavirus-testing-program-funded-by-bill-
gates-is-suspended-by-fda/ 
 
What if the TEST kits ARE contaminated with the VIRUS 
THEY ARRRRRE!!!! Feds confirmed this back in April. Where ya 
been? 
 
 
 
 
 
"We'll Know Our Disinformation Program Is Complete When 
Everything the American Public Believes Is False." -- CIA 
Director William Casey ( 1981 ). 
http://truthstreammedia.com/2015/01/13/cia-flashback-well-know-
our-disinformation-program-is-complete-when-everything-the-
american-public-believes-is-false/ 
“I am the source for this quote, which was indeed said by CIA 
Director William Casey at an early February 1981 meeting of the 
newly elected President Reagan with his new cabinet secretaries to 
report to him on what they had learned about their agencies in the 
first couple of weeks of the administration. The meeting was in the 
Roosevelt Room in the West Wing of the White House, not far from 
the Cabinet Room. I was present at the meeting as Assistant to the 
chief domestic policy adviser to the President. Casey first told 
Reagan that he had been astonished to discover that over 80 percent 
of the ‘intelligence’ that the analysis side of the CIA produced was 
based on open public sources like newspapers and magazines. As he 
did to all the other secretaries of their departments and agencies, 
Reagan asked what he saw as his goal as director for the CIA, to 
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which he replied with this quote, which I recorded in my notes of the 
meeting as he said it. Shortly thereafter I told Senior White House 
correspondent Sarah McClendon, who was a close friend and 
colleague, who in turn made it public.” 
— Barbara Honegger 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9988f8 No.9169077   (4237) 
May 14 2020 10:08:27 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Stardust_1416/status/1260947737262120961 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9988f8 No.9169185   (4238) 
May 14 2020 10:15:17 (EST) NEW 
[Example A] 
Who [former WH staff][one or more] introduced [pushed] DAN 
COATS as DNI DIR to POTUS? 
Who [former WH staff][one or more] insisted he could be trusted? 
Knowingly or unknowingly? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9988f8 No.9169691   (4239) 
May 14 2020 10:44:58 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/tomselliott/status/1260907153235365888 
Is this about the virus OR ABOUT PROTECTING THEMSELVES? 
>Mail-in-Ballot push [Election] 
>[D] State bailout(s) push 
>Refusal to testify re: fear of COVID-19 
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST? 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 5e751f No.9170170   (4240) 
May 14 2020 11:16:12 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/PattyAngel64/status/1260854309756923904 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 402015 No.9171041   (4241) 
May 14 2020 12:08:47 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: eaeb32 No.9170717  
May 14 2020 11:49:07 (EST) NEWClipboardImage.png 
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>>9170641 
Graham shoots down Trump's call for Obama testimony on Russia 
probe origins 
 
https://twitter.com/JasonMillerinDC/status/1260973549067612165 
 
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/05/14/lindsey-graham-obama-
testimony-russia-258170 
x.PNG 
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>>9170717 
https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/31/graham-judiciary-
chairmanship-grassley-062993 
Worth remembering. 
Think Chess. 
Do you attack the KING in the beginning or middle-to-end? 
QUEEN protects KING? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2f1c02 No.9175165   (4242) 
May 14 2020 17:11:27 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/LouDobbs/status/1261054584195293186 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2f1c02 No.9175527   (4243) 
May 14 2020 17:35:24 (EST) NEW 
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6882587-Letter-From-
Obama-Office-to-NARA-03-13-20.html 
Q 
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Friday May 15, 2020 

 

 

 
Face Masks Pose Serious Risks To The Healthy, Worse for 
Unhealthy, Cancer Patients (technocracy.news) 
https://www.technocracy.news/blaylock-face-masks-pose-serious-
risks-to-the-healthy/ 
 
 
 
 
Ingraham: State Board in TX refusing hydroxy to patients, 
NEEDS Trumps Attention!! 
Motherfuckers are trying to kill more people. Trump admin needs to 
resolve this, people’s lives at stake! 
 
Dr. Ivette Lozano of Dallas, Texas was just on Laura Ingraham 
show. Not only did she hear about HCQ from President Trump, but it 
has been 100% successfully with every case of CV, including mild 
and severe cases! People are coming from all over Texas to get 
treated by her, this is so successful. Symptoms improved within 4 
hours, and all gone within a day or 2. She's now having trouble with 
pharmacies refusing to fill the prescriptions. 
Here's a YT video with Dr. Ivette speaking at a Texas rally: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bho803qRmkk&feature=youtu.b
e&fbclid=IwAR067hu3xhdbPzQ_AXAurbvaRviX0xjn3N4pbXa7JQ
qYYGylXxLNQx4ayMAYouTube 
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NIH begins clinical trial of hydroxychloroquine and 
azithromycin to treat COVID-19 (nih.gov) 
https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-begins-clinical-
trial-hydroxychloroquine-azithromycin-treat-covid-19 
 
They need to add zinc. And also, we need to know if this is the study 
that Bill Gates recommended which uses Vitamin C as the "placebo." 
 
They left out zinc to ensure the trial fails. 
 
Where is the Zinc? 
 
Exactly! No zinc means it's not going to work. This study is made to 
fail. 
 
It's already set up to fail - just like the VA sample. 
 
NBC news says it kills people because Trump recommend it! Why 
are we testing it? 
 
Trump Says He’ll Mobilize Military to Distribute CCP Virus 
Vaccine 
https://link.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/trump-says-hell-mobilize-
military-to-distribute-ccp-virus-vaccine_3350685.html 
Pro Trump paper. Fauci says distributing vaccine is a “bridge too 
far”.  
Umm wtf? 
 
 
 
 
Wisconsin bars packed with patrons almost immediately after 
court strikes down stay-at-home order (cbsnews.com) 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/wisconsin-bars-packed-supreme-
court-stay-at-home-strikes-down/ 
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Thanks for sharing. People being people again. Hopefully they will 
not stay asleep, or return there. 
 
Here's hoping there are real conversations about the shit that matters 
and not just bar fly shit. 
 
At least they got the balls to do it. 
If WE had the balls we would also. The law is actually on OUR side. 
WTP need to make this VIRAL! 
Our Constitution is NOT suspended. 
Governors don't make laws. 
Legislatures make laws. 
Judges and Police are to enforce existing laws and protect our 
Constitution. 
Examples: 
Blue laws some states created, requiring some businesses to be 
closed on Sundays declared unconstitutional. 
Governors/Mayors claiming Emergency Order to evacuate our 
homes due to Hurricane or inclement weather in the area is 
unconstitutional. 
Our Constitution pertaining to FORCED shutdowns/lock-downs: 
1st Amendment: Protects several basic freedoms in the United States 
including FREEDOM OF RELIGION, and THE RIGHT TO 
ASSEMBLE. Keeping people from meeting up for worship, like 
going to church IS A VIOLATION OF YOUR 1ST AMENDMENT 
RIGHTS! 
9th Amendment: The 9th Amendment was intended to provide a 
mode of interpretation for the Constitution, guaranteeing that federal 
courts would have been expressly forbidden from creating new 
governmental powers through clever interpretation. THIS 
INCLUDES GOVERNORS. 
The 9th Amendment offers a constitutional safety net,intended to 
make it clear that Americans have other fundamental rights beyond 
those listed in the Bill of Rights. It protects your NATURAL 
RIGHTS as U.S. Citizens...I.E. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT,and 
the state telling you that you CANT sell this, or that. MAKING you 
wear a mask, or anything else for ANY reason. This also includes 
FORCED tests and, or vaccinations! 14th Amendment: The 14th 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution says that anyone born in the 
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United States is a citizen and that all states must give citizens the 
same rights guaranteed by the federal government in the Bill of 
Rights. This covers the previous two Amendments. Basically says 
that you have EQUAL RIGHTS UNDER THE LAW! 
NOWHERE IN THE CONSTITUTION, OR BILL OF RIGHTS 
DOES IT SAY "EXCEPT When there is a Pandemic." NOT. ONE. 
PLACE. 
FORCED shutdowns/lock-downs, therefore is violating our Civil 
Rights and a crime under Deprivation Of Rights Under Color Of 
Law, Section 242 of Title 18 which makes it a crime for a person 
acting under color of any law to willfully deprive a person of a right 
or privilege protected by the Constitution or laws of the United 
States. 
Acts under "color of law" include acts not only done by federal, 
state, or local officials within the their lawful authority, but also acts 
done beyond the bounds of that official's lawful authority, if the acts 
are done while the official is purporting to or pretending to act in the 
performance of his/her official duties. Persons acting under color of 
law within the meaning of this statute include police officers, prisons 
guards and other law enforcement officials, as well as judges, care 
providers in public health facilities,and others who are acting as 
public officials. It is not necessary that the crime be motivated by 
animus toward the race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status 
or national origin of the victim. 
The offense is punishable by a range of imprisonment up to a life 
term,or the death penalty, depending upon the circumstances of the 
crime, and the resulting injury, if any. 
All offenders can be sued by citizen victims. Find the right lawyers 
and PREPARE TO BE WEALTHY! 
Deprivation Of Rights Under Color Of Law 
https://www.justice.gov/crt/deprivation-rights-under-color-law 
 
 
 
 
Local Sheriff Says enough of this, Let's have church! Will not 
enforce dem governor's lock down any longer. 
Sheriff of my county put this letter out yesterday. 
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Our pastors and church leaders have been patient and have adhered 
to government authority thus far regarding the Governor’s 
restrictions on holding indoor worship services. 
Church families are law abiding citizens, salt of the earth people that 
should stand in unison to protect our First Amendment rights 
to assemble peaceably and to exercise our freedom to worship. 
Johnston County Sheriff Steve Bizzell 
Retail businesses are allowed to operate daily under rules; however, 
church folks can’t even go to church once a week which is 
inconsistent and unfair, and quite frankly, morally wrong. All we’re 
asking the Governor is to allow indoor worship services with 
reasonable restrictions, somewhat similar to local retail businesses. 
If social distancing and other guidelines are good enough to allow 
big box stores to operate, why is it not good enough for in person 
church services? It’s as though churches have been treated 
differently. For example, currently worship services are limited to 10 
people, but 50 people can utilize the same space for a funeral. 
I think our pastors and church leaders would be more inclined to 
implement safety guidelines for their brothers and sisters, even more 
so than businesses do for their customers. Why can’t churches be 
trusted to open and take precautions to protect their people’s health 
and well-being? 
As Sheriff of Johnston County, the deputies and I took an oath that 
we would endeavor to support, maintain, and defend the Constitution 
for the people of this county. As long as I’m Sheriff, my deputies nor 
I will forego that oath and interfere or prevent church goers to 
peaceably assemble and exercise their constitutional right to freely 
worship. Before I would do that, I would lay down my badge and go 
home! 
NOW, LET’S HAVE CHURCH! 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 127906 No.9184246   (4244) 
May 15 2020 10:30:43 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/mashable/status/1261299545968910337 
Fear. 
Division. 
Dependency. 
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Control. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 1e6b16 No.9184605   (4245) 
May 15 2020 10:54:25 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/VincentCrypt46/status/1261122553461923840 
Listen carefully. 
Why are possible [treatments][cures] being banned? 
Why are possible [treatments][cures] being attacked? 
Why are possible [treatments][cures] being targeted? 
Evidence overwhelming? 
HOW DO YOU KEEP PEOPLE LIVING IN FEAR? 
HOW DO YOU KEEP PEOPLE DIVIDED? 
HOW DO YOU JUSTIFY VOTE-BY-MAIL? 
HOW DO YOU JUSTIFY STATE BAILOUT(S)? 
HOW DO YOU MAKE PEOPLE STARVE [DEPENDENT ON 
GOV]? 
HOW DO YOU JUSTIFY ANYTHING NON_COVID RELATED 
TO BE A POLITICAL ATTACK [FISA_UNMASK]? 
HOW DO YOU CREATE A DIVERSION? 
HOW DO YOU SHIFT THE NARRATIVE? 
HOW DO YOU KILL POTUS ECONOMIC GAINS? 
HOW DO YOU KILL POTUS UNEMPLOYMENT RECORD(S)? 
HOW DO YOU PREVENT POTUS RALLY[IES]? 
HOW DO YOU DELAY USA_CHINA TRADE NEGOTIATION 
[PREVENT [FIXED] BILLION(S) CLAWBACK]? 
HOW DO YOU SHELTER [BIDEN] FROM DEBATES? 
HOW DO YOU SHELTER & PROTECT [BIDEN]? 
HOW DO YOU PUSH_DELAY [D] PARTY CONVENTION? 
WHY IS PUSHING CONVENTION CLOSER TO ELECTION 
DAY NECESSARY? 
HOW DO YOU CHANGE-OUT [D] PARTY CANDIDATE 
[OPTION]? 
HOW DO YOU CONVINCE [D] PARTY VOTERS TO ACCEPT? 
HOW DO YOU TRAP [INSTALL MEDICAL 
ADVISORS_SKY_IS_FALLING] POTUS INTO ENDORSEMENT 
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OR FACE WW MEDICAL-SCIENCE-MEDIA FULL ASSAULT?  
IS THIS ABOUT THE ELECTION OR THE VIRUS? 
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST? 
Time to end the horror show? 
Time to term [select] science advisors? 
Time to term [select] gov controls by legal challenge? 
Time to stand? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 84eaad No.9184840  (4246) 
May 15 2020 11:04:54 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Harlan/status/1261284089933508609 
Sometimes you can't TELL the public the truth. 
YOU MUST SHOW THEM. 
ONLY THEN WILL PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
Psycho Mayor of Chicago says we must choose leaders who have 
"pledged allegiance to the New World Order". LITERALLY. 
wtf? (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888/status/1260829577460330496 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 84eaad No.9185312   (4247) 
May 15 2020 11:29:26 (EST) NEW 
Why did [D]s push 'everything is fine' narrative early on [ex: Pelosi 
China town]? 
Why did science board push [no need close China travel] narrative 
early on? 
Why did [select] govs push COVID-19 positive elderly patients into 
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nursing homes [most at risk_proven] when surplus of availability in 
hospitals [+ USNS_Comfort]?  
Why are CDC numbers conflating COVID-19 deaths with influenza, 
pneumonia, other? 
Why are influenza deaths at [all-time] historical low levels vs years 
past [outside of standard deviation]? 
Why are COVID-19 tests returning positive results on pawpaw's and 
animals?  
Why are [select] swing states undergoing heavy quarantine 
extensions?  
Why are possible [treatments][cures] being prevented and attacked 
[USA]? 
"Testing, Testing, Testing, Tracing, and Isolation." - [Pelosi] 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ef4cc0 No.9185636   (4248) 
May 15 2020 11:42:43 (EST) NEW 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/san-diego-county-
supervisor-says-six-of-194-confirmed-deaths-are-pure-solely-
coronavirus-deaths 
Think for yourself. 
Trust yourself. 
Your voice matters. 
Knowledge is power. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ef4cc0 No.9185840  
May 15 2020 11:49:10 
(EST) NEWPeace_for_the_Storm_Quotes_Have_Faith_in_God_102
4x1024.jpg 
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Deep State Exposed® @DeepStateExpose: 
https://twitter.com/DeepStateExpose/status/1261326944492281859?
s=20 
RETWEET! This 5-G installer has a transmitter that says COV-19 
right on the 5-G hardware!!! 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 8ddc3d No.9186868   (4250) 
May 15 2020 12:41:02 (EST) NEWEYEy1wqU8AEw2Zn.jpg 
 

 
https://twitter.com/ZekeJMiller/status/1261339533905281025 
It's time to end the horror show. 
It's time to stand [lead by example]. 
Enough have seen [domino effect]. 
[note: who wears a mask and who does not] 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 8ddc3d No.9187012   (4251) 
May 15 2020 12:46:44 (EST) NEW 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/nevadas-vote-by-mail-primary-
fraud-concerns 
It's right in front of you. 
It always has been. 
Q 
 
 
 
Trump represents the people, he isn't wearing a mask. The 
health goons don't represent the people, they are wearing masks. 
They think you are sheep.   
Who do you believe? Time to wake up! 
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Clerk: "Sir You Need a Mask to Shop Here." Me: "I Can't Wear 
one Cuz I have a Medical Condition." Clerk: "Have a Great 
Day!"   
Holy shit it works like a charm patriots. The hardest part is not 
laughing my ass off at all the sheep while shopping. Kek 
 
 
 
 
Fire at 2 plants which manufacture key ingredient in 
Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) AND Azithromycin (twitter.com) 
 
Holy shit. 
This is war. 
How brutal is that? 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 18618e No.9188948   (4252) 
May 15 2020 14:53:37 
(EST) NEW00db16b1e4fc01beb688a4b51cd1d095c5d4d015141ca3
5007d679435d2a9d7a.jpg 
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'Quarantine' is when you restrict the movement of sick people. 
'Tyranny' is when you restrict the movement of healthy people. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2a73b8 No.9189023   (4253) 
May 15 2020 14:58:41 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/ODNIgov/status/1261384825438482432 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e3569f No.9189221   (4254) 
May 15 2020 15:08:31 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/GovMurphy/status/1261343107976699906 
Governor Phil Murphy @GovMurphy: 
BREAKING: Our July 7th primary will be a primarily vote-by-mail 
election.   ALL registered Democratic and Republican voters will 
receive a postage-paid vote-by-mail ballot. ALL unaffiliated and 
inactive voters will receive a postage-paid vote-by-mail ballot 
application. 
 
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION? 
The Truth is right in front of you. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 5226e9 No.9192282   (4254) 
May 15 2020 18:39:50 (EST) NEW 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnoNITE-CLc 
Where. We. Go. One. We. Go. All. 
Q 
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Before the Flynn unmasking, the media trolls said unmaskings 
were "rare". Now unmasked, they claim unmaskings are 
"routine". They think you are 
sheep. (realclearinvestigations.com) 
https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2020/05/14/investig
ative_issues_situational_media_attitudes_toward_unmaskings_1236
32.html 
 
 
 
 
Stay at Home didn't stop people from greeting the 
President (twitter.com) 
 
People lined up all along the route, even off Route 22 / 78 that runs 
from the airport west. Traffic is a mess on 22 but not so much since 
a-hole governor Wolf's tyranny raised its ugly head with stay home 
orders. Except when the motorcade came thru...traffic was at a 
standstill eastbound...and very little westbound because 
exits/entrances were blocked off.  
I'm only a few miles from the airport, right near Route 22. Planes fly 
over the house often. When AF1 came in and departed, woohoo. 
That baby rumbles like no other plane!! It was way cool to see and 
hear!! 
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YES, THIS is LA's "Health Director".......California FFS! You 
can't make this shit up.(files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/fj1qte.jpg 

 
 
I guess this is what happens when a vegan avoids the sun, it turns 
into a zombie! 
 
Looks like years of opioid abuse.. 
 
Yes, that too 
 
I saw her a few weeks ago and went up to talk with her but a gust of 
wind came and blew her away. 
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The UNMASKING of the COVID HOAX has begun. 
It's time to end the horror show. 
It's time to stand [lead by example]. 
Enough have seen [domino effect]. 
[note: who wears a mask and who does not] 
Q 
I do not believe that the focus on the masks today was a coincidence, 
with all the news about "unmasking" Flynn this week too. This was 
intentional.  
To END the horror show, the unmasking must take place first. Kind 
of reminds me of Scooby Doo, as there was always a 'horror' themed 
villain until the END, where they would be unmasked and revealed 
to not actually be a powerful monster, and had no real power at all. I 
think Q is telling us the unmasking of Flynn is directly related to the 
unmasking of the COVID HOAX players.  
What is interesting though is that one of the first questions Trump 
gets at this outdoor conference is from a "reporter", who asks him 
why only some of them are wearing masks.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQLrw6D0CiMYouTube 
She seems upset by it. Which is odd since Trump never wears a 
mask, and his conferences are always a mix of people wearing them 
and not. I feel that she noticed something - the ONLY ones wearing 
MASKS were on her team (Deep State). Trump was UNMASKING 
the players, by forcing them to wear a MASK (think mirror). That 
irked her, which is why it was her immediate question. They also 
know the mask represents slavery, like a muzzle or ballgag (which is 
same reason they want us to wear the masks too). Trump was 
asserting dominance over them.  
I think we are reaching the end of this show. Also, something I found 
interesting is that Ivanka is now wearing a mask. 
Here is Ivanka wearing a mask, and also encouraging us to obey the 
fucking CDC and all wear a mask as 
well: https://twitter.com/ivankatrump/status/1249480004100132865 
Ivanka was one of the people who encouraged Trump not to fire 
Fauci - he originally wanted to fire Fauci when he first took office, 
but Ivanka, Pence and Kushner all urged him not to do that. I do not 
trust Ivanka/Kushner, never have, and I would not be surprised if the 
WAR rages on within Trump's own family, just like it does within 
many of our own families. 
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Ivanka is just playing a role, she's not bad. Trump needs to unite 
everyone and Ivanka taps into a certain demographic to help her Dad. 
She was in the movie Born Rich, exposing the elite lifestyle which 
pissed off alot of rich folks. Jared inherited his Fathers wealth and is 
now using it in a good way. Even if he is Jewish he also taps into a 
certain demographic that needs change as well. The world isn't going 
to go down burning it needs to be healed. Trump is the healer and 
you can bet that he has a unified family behind him. He wouldn't 
allow any of the nonsense your positing to happen, he's literally a 
genius if anything you said was possible he would deal with it. its all 
just part of the grand plan to bring everyone together. 
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Saturday May 16, 2020. 

 
 
 
 
I turned on my car radio for the first time since the 2016 election, 
auto tuner went to the first station, it was NPR, after listening for 
about 30 sec. I felt like throwing up.  
What the f* is the government doing giving money to these pussyhat 
wearing loons? 
 
A "TDS" relative of mine S-W-E-A-R-S that NPR is a "non-partisan 
news outlet" and that Rachel Madcow is an "objective journalist." 
These people CAN NOT be woken up no matter what happens. If 
frazzled.rip was real and it was broadcast on every TV station 24x7 
for a week, the TDS libs would claim it's a "Deep Fake" video 
orchestrated by Orange Man Bad. Hussein could go on live TV and 
admit he was born in Kenya and his entire presidency was a fraud, 
then these loons would all claim that Trump forced him to do that 
and how wicked he is for "targeting his political enemies."  
These TDS people are willfully ignorant and do not want to open 
their eyes - no matter how much blatantly obvious evidence is out 
there. Nuremburg-style televised trials of all these diabolical cabal 
fuckers wouldn't wake up any of these lost souls either. 
 
 
 
Italian MP makes a speech in Parliament calling out for the 
arrest of Bill Gates(youtube.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=415&v=QnsYcsCj
LWI&feature=emb_logo 
 
That was incredible. That fem Italiana was BASED! 
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Well, today's off to a great start! I second his demand. 
 
 
 
There's precedent: Lincoln's 1864 E.O. Arrest and 
Imprisonment of Irresponsible Newspaper Reporters and 
Editors. 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/105154 
Post 9191227 14 hours ago • View on 8kun 
Executive Order—Arrest and Imprisonment of Irresponsible 
Newspaper Reporters and Editors 
Major-General John A. Dix, 
Commanding at New York: 
Whereas there has been wickedly and traitorously printed and 
published this morning in the New York World and New York 
Journal of Commerce, newspapers printed and published in the city 
of New York, a false and spurious proclamation purporting to be 
signed by the President and to be countersigned by the Secretary of 
State, which publication is of a treasonable nature, designed to give 
aid and comfort to the enemies of the United States and to the rebels 
now at war against the Government and their aiders and abettors, you 
are therefore hereby commanded forthwith to arrest and imprison in 
any fort or military prison in your command the editors, proprietors, 
and publishers of the aforesaid newspapers, and all such persons as, 
after public notice has been given of the falsehood of said 
publication, print and publish the same with intent to give aid and 
comfort to the enemy; and you will hold the persons so arrested in 
close custody until they can be brought to trial before a military 
commission for their offense. You will also take possession by 
military force of the printing establishments of the New York World 
and Journal of Commerce, and hold the same until further orders, 
and prohibit any further publication therefrom. 
A. LINCOLN. - May 18, 1864 
 
Also, the Alien and Sedition Acts under John Adams almost 70 years 
earlier. 
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You know what the most astounding thing about the Gen. Flynn 
saga is?  
It’s not the intentional miscarriage of justice or the outright 
abandonment of reason and the rule of law although those are 
criminal, outrageous and generally pretty awful.  
The most astounding thing is that the coup plotters only had to 
remove ONE person - Flynn.  
Take a minute to let that sink in Americans. Our government was so 
compromised in EVERY intelligence and governmental agency that 
they were able to carry a coup to the very door to the Oval Office. 
And they felt they ONLY HAD TO REMOVE ONE GUY TO BE 
SUCCESSFUL. They had full confidence that EVERYONE ELSE 
WAS CORRUPT OR COMPROMISED. One man that was it. They 
believed no one else in any agency would speak up or whistleblower 
or try to stop them.  
The level at which our government has betrayed us is astounding. 
 
 
 
Spoke with a nurse today who works in a nursing home - seniors 
are dying from being isolated from their families, not covid!  
This nurse works in a long term nursing home, and told me that ALL 
of the patients there are refusing their meals. They no longer have a 
desire to live. They miss their children, their grandchildren, etc. and 
they miss being able to interact with each other and with visitors. Is 
this what we would want our last days to look like? Fauci, Birx, 
Gates, democratic governors like ours in PA, and other governors 
claim we need to be in lockdown to protect the "most vulnerable". 
Does this sound like they are being protected? This is reality, folks. 
Common sense says that this lockdown is not logical, and we need to 
find a way to end it asap. 
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Dropped off some groceries for 2 elderly ladies who go to my 
church. I sat down and talked with them 6 ' apart even though I know 
this virus advice is iffy. I took off my mask. These 2 ladies are both 
worried and depressed. One missed her grandson's birthday. Another 
is used to going to church and Bible Study and misses the 
interaction. Both are not very tech savvy and rarely use computers. 
They are watching FOX News or reading. I'm in my 60s. They are in 
their late 70s, early 80s. One sobbed that if she were to die in a 
hospital bed no one would be allowed to visit or hold her hand and 
say their good-byes. I think this is evil and so unfair. I really want 
Pelosi and her ilk to be punished. I'm not in a forgiving mood at this 
point in this farce. 
 
Sobbing now! This has to stop! 
 
It just broke my heart not to be able to hug this woman and comfort 
her. 
 
Some coroner’s report certain deaths as "Failure to Thrive." 
 
I had a relative pass away from cancer last week. He was in hospice, 
and was allowed two visitors at a time. We live in a lockdown state. 
So the "dying alone" thing is just fear mongering. It is not happening. 
 
I'm not one to do it myself but what if some one started a gofund to 
have pelosi die of "Covid-19"? 
 
It's also happening to seniors who live alone. Family members will 
shop for them but will not visit with them. I live in large apt complex 
so when I go to get my mail (six buildings away), I stop and talk to 
them if they are out walking or if they are standing on their patio or 
balcony. I am VERY introverted so I don't like talking to people but I 
can see that they are suffering from no human contact. Sometimes I 
find myself talking to one person for half an hour or more. But I 
know that talking to someone face to face is so much better for their 
states of mind than the daily "Mom/Dad are you Ok today?" calls 
they get if they're lucky. Sometimes they ask for a hug. It kills me to 
do it but I suck it up and say "Of course!" and give them a hug. 
Apparently when family drops off the groceries, they do the "no 
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contact delivery". So sad. Give your mom or dad a quick hug for 
goodness sakes!  
So as an introvert, I want this to end so that I can go back to just 
being me. 
 
As A fellow introvert I understand how uncomfortable that can all 
be. Extroverts just don't understand how draining it is for us to be 
dragged to parties with lots of people, where we watch the clock and 
ask ourselves if it's OK to leave now. And physical contact, 
especially with someone who we barely know is VERY 
uncomfortable. UNLESS, she's a scantily clad babe giving us the 
come hither, amazing how the reproductive system can over rule lots 
of hang ups. 
 
I hear you Patriot. I have siblings living near my old dad and they 
don't see him other than outside in "social distance". Neither of them 
has the ability to work from home, and in the line of their duty they 
see a lot of other people. They do the shopping etc. I live in another 
part of the country, but I could hear on the phone that this isolation 
was eating him from the inside. 
Back in mid March, my company sent all of us who work on the 
computer home. I took the decision to quarantine myself for 14 days, 
so I could go and keep my dad company. Even though I was up on 
the attic working the whole day, we did get to spend many weeks 
together. I could feel the spark of life returning to him. This was 5-6 
great weeks for me as well. 
 
God bless you! 
 
ThanQ 
Edit: It was not a "chore" or a duty. It was just something I knew I 
had to do. He is over 90, but still active and drives a car - at least 
until lockdown, and who knows how long he still has on this earth. 
We both enjoyed each others company, and I think he especially 
enjoyed pampering me with breakfast and lunch, so I could 
concentrate on work. :) 
 
It is absolutely cruel to do this to these senior. These officials need to 
have their necks stretched. 
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I see family members at the windows talking with their loved ones. 
This is real. I have observed some increase in laxity of care when 
family/oved ones are not there to advocate for the resident. 
 
My mom is 94. Fortunately, she isn't in a nursing home. My brother 
lives nearby, brings her groceries and visits with her daily. I call her. 
She is coping well, all things considered, but it makes me angry. 
Much of her social life revolves around her church community and 
her ladies' association. Dad has been gone two years, so it's pretty 
quiet for her. It is desperately unfair that our elders are isolated like 
this, especially with the endless extensions created out of thin air by 
some of our governors. None of us know how long we have on this 
earth, but our elderly loved ones know better than anyone that those 
days are slipping by quickly. It's criminal. 
 
 
 
Big Banks subpoenaed in federal probe. You didn't think DJT 
was giving them all that money (aka rope) without a plan did 
you? (dnyuz.com) 
https://dnyuz.com/2020/05/16/big-banks-subpoenaed-in-federal-
probe-of-possible-coronavirus-loan-fraud/ 
 
I want to see Bank of America answer for opening Bank of Asia with 
their 2008 bail out money. 
 
 
 
 
WORLD EXCLUSIVE: Mark Dougan Leaks Epstein Blackmail 
Sex Tape Allegedly 'Showing NBC Boss Engaging In Acts With 
Underage Girl'. 
AN NBC boss has been embroiled in the Jeffrey Epstein sex abuse 
row, Politicalite can reveal.  
The leak allegedly shows Steve Burke, the President of Comcast 
Corporation and the Chairman of NBCUniversal engaging in sexual 
acts with an Epstein 
victim. https://www.politicalite.com/exclusive/updated-world-
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exclusive-mark-dougan-leaks-epstein-blackmail-sex-tape-with-
underage-girl-steve-burke/ 
 
Damn is this true? Trump has been saying "con-cast" for comcast. 
 
I bet most of the odd phrases that trump is dropping in his tweets, 
especially the stuff in quotes, have been in reference to classified 
documents... telegraphing to the Deep State what he has, to make 
them panic. 
We'll get to find out eventually when the stuff is properly 
DECLASsed. 
 
They are constantly fucking with the deep state like this. Remember 
last year right before the Ukraine stuff broke, Barr came out at a 
function playing the bagpipes. 
Ciaramella is Italian for bagpipes 
 
Yup, Marc has had the goods for a while.  
They want to ignore him.  
Time for that to end. 
 
Dougan is hiding out in Russia. He went there after FBI raided his 
home & took his computers. He said the FBI has all this stuff. 
They have had all this stuff forever. They are protecting the 
elite/globalist/pedos 
 
It's going to be interesting to see how Russia shapes up. Bruce 
Aaylward from WHO - I think he's in Russia. 
 
He also spotlighted T W C this past week. 
Time Warner Cable. 
Who will be next? 
 
 
 
 
Bold Instagram post by Trump Jr. that implies Joe Biden is a 
pedophile (instagram.com) 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CAP6ERslm-v/ 
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Wow. 
It’s real. 
I doubt very seriously if D2 would do that without knowledge of 
proof. 
 
This whole thing with "Judge" Sullivan and JohnHereToHelp's 
allegations show HOW the DS controls people. 
We know it is through blackmail, but we only understand it sort of as 
a theory. 
The allegations against Sullivan suggest rigging things with Rod 
Rosenstein to make Sullivan's son's rape charges go away. Also 
alleges Sullivan is blackmailed to help other people make their own 
legal problems go away.  
This puts substance to the theory. These news execs are blackmailed 
for crimes they have committed, and that is why they are puppets on 
a string and will "program" the TV box to do whatever they are told 
to do. 
Add in a few corrupt/blackmailed judges, prosecutors and politicians, 
you not only have the criminals covering for each other's crimes, but 
you have blackmailed media refusing to investigate anything. 
All makes the "conspiracy theory" understandable as "facts of the 
criminal conspiracy." 
  
Good post! 
Blackmail does act as a strong bond that prevents cabal members 
from speaking out, leaving or doing things in the best interest of the 
country. Of course, some are certainly willing participants, and not 
doing things against their own will. 
Also, the fact that practically all modern societies are based on the 
hierarchical top-down structure, where relatively small number of 
people hold the power and make decisions, it's "relatively" easy to 
take control when only so many need to be compromised. 
 
Indeed, it's a serious thing to even joke about. 
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Facebook just yanked my post reporting on the Hydroxy 
Cloroquin use in France and all the lives it was saving, saying it 
could cause physical harm.  
How the hell could a drug cause harm if a prescription from a Doctor 
is required for some one to take? Have image but dont know how to 
upload. Of course I posted an image of their censor message with the 
post on it. 
 
Take a minute to think how brazenly the media has attacked one of 
the safest drugs on the market for the last half century. They didn’t 
just question whether it was effective. They aggressively attacked it, 
associated it with pool cleaner, implied it caused death, and is 
actively censoring positive news about it.  
And this wasn’t just one paper that went rogue. It’s every single 
major player in the US media and Tech. 
 
Probably because it's the cure of all cures. If we find out it cures 
cancer, common cold & flu, people are going to be PISSED! 
You know how many people I've seen wearing "fuck cancer" Tshirts 
throughout my life? Ya, every single one of them will be at their 
doorsteps with pitchforks. 
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Sunday May 17, 2020 

 
 
 
 
EU crisis intensifies as Italian MEP exposes Brussels plot 'We will 
NEVER trust EU again!' (express.co.uk) 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1283051/EU-crisis-Italy-
Spain-MEP-Brussels-coronavirus-rescue-plan-latest 
 
The EU was never destined to exist very long anyway, and for 
several reasons: 
1. It's not organic, and did not arise as a natural affiliation; it was an 
ideology imposed on several million people of different cultures, 
languages, and characteristics. 
2. It was always a form of forced "togetherness" among peoples who 
did not like each other. Germans were the worst, they didn't like 
ANY of their neighbors. 
3. The officials who ran the EU were (and still are) petty, unelected 
bureaucrats who are fair bean counters and enthusiastic regulation 
makers, but who seemed to ignore the human dimensions of any 
problem, and who also ignored human nature itself. 
4. Different countries had different economic strengths and 
weaknesses, so of course there was going to be winners and losers 
from the outset, and poorer nations (Greece, Spain, Italy) would 
drain the coffers of the richer nations (Germany, UK, Denmark, etc.). 
This was sure to create envy and anger among the EU countries. No 
one wants to support their poor cousins making bad decisions in the 
slums, now do we?  
5. One of the reasons given for the EU was to prevent further wars 
between the different countries that had been devastating Europe. 
That was the biggest misunderstanding of human nature... human 
nature makes us disagree on things, try to negotiate, and when 
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negotiations sometime fail, we are a war-like species. Eventually, 
war will erupt between different countries, no matter what 
bureaucrats and pieces of paper say. 
It will be interesting to see how this plays out, but with an American-
First President, I sure hope we don't get involved in whatever is 
coming in Europe. 
 
 
 
 
The contractor is Apiject. This is their actual press release. The 
part about the RFID chip is buried toward the 
end (wearethene.ws) 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/105450 
 
To me that reads like the syringes themselves are trackable. Not the 
contents. But agree it’s not clear. 
 
Except from the both of the link. They are tracking the syringes with 
a mobile app when they are used location and time. 
Whether health officials are running a scheduled vaccination 
program or an urgent pandemic response campaign, they can make 
better decisions if they know when and where each injection occurs. 
With an optional RFID/NFC tag on each BFS prefilled syringe, 
ApiJect will make this possible. Before giving an injection, the 
healthcare worker will be able to launch a free mobile app and “tap" 
the prefilled syringe on their phone, capturing the NFC tag’s unique 
serial number, GPS location and date/time. The app then uploads the 
data to a government-selected cloud database. Aggregated injection 
data provides health administrators an evolving real-time “injection 
map.” 
 
The point is, given what the technocrats are up to, either or both 
scenarios are at least plausible. I agree, the RFID is likely tracking 
the actual dose. I wouldn't put it past them to have a chip that could 
also be embedded. I'm not sure an RFID chip could be made small 
enough to be injected into your body as part of a vaccine. I believe 
chips must be embedded in your skin layer. But I'm no doctor. 
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Either way, I'm not going to willingly allow anyone to inject me with 
anything. 
 
 
 
 
California Town Declares Itself a 'Sanctuary City' from 
Lockdown Rules(washingtonexaminer.com) 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/california-town-
declares-itself-sanctuary-city-for-businesses-opens-up-in-defiance-
of-stay-at-home-order 
 
 
 
 
Pharmacy Board Loosens Restrictions on Hydroxychloroquine 
Prescriptions, Reversing Course | The Texan (thetexan.news) 
https://thetexan.news/pharmacy-board-loosens-restrictions-on-
hydroxychloroquine-prescriptions-reversing-course/ 
 
The cure for the current covid virus is suddenly banned? It shouldn't 
be hard to find the guilty people involved and prosecute them. 
 
 
 
You are being manipulated. 
I suspect most folks here already realize how the MSM and TV in 
general tries to manipulate us. Some fall for it, some don't. Here is a 
good, short video overview of what is going on with TV 
commercials these days... or should I say, "in these uncertain times"? 
That's just one of the catch phrases [THEY] are using to manipulate 
us. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yhv1vX7Jeng&feature=emb_lo
go 
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Trump is winning battles but to win the war (cultural), he needs 
world support. To gain world support, he needs to set a global 
precedent. It has got to be getting rid of income taxes.  
He has no other choice. 
Getting rid of income tax will set the American plebs free.  
Once free, how else are future presidents ever going to put back 
income tax to the plebs? 
It's like saying, just as Biden said before, "Put you back in chains." 
No, it will be impossible.  
Once taxes are gone then government will get smaller and less 
bloated, financed by trading and tariffs from goods and services.  
The role of the career politician will be long gone and undesirable.  
No more fucking funding our own demise.  
No more gawd darn funding plan parenthood (I hate that!). 
Then the world would follow. Any thinking, hardworking man, 
anywhere in the world, would fight for ZERO income tax, right?  
And yes, the battles are spiritual, I know that. 
But normies outnumber the awaken and so we will have to be 
satisfied with a cultural shift, for now.  
Unless he is content in winning just battles. But we all know Trump, 
he does not do things in half measures. 
If I am right, I just hope to see this change in my lifetime. It would 
be very interesting, indeed. 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9c278b No.9212037   (4256) 
May 17 2020 11:55:20 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/MariaBartiromo/status/1262052902304129032 
Flynn DOJ_dismiss_week_1 
FISA unmask_DECLAS[public][select date(s)]_week_2 
CLAS 1-99_week_3 [you are here] 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9c278b No.9212171   (4257) 
May 17 2020 12:05:19 (EST) NEW 
https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=797546 
[Pg 20][Pg 21][Pg 22][Pg 23] 
For future events [understanding]. 
Q 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9c278b No.9212389   (4258) 
May 17 2020 12:18:59 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/MariaBartiromo/status/1262065546775932930 
Public v [matters of NAT SEC] 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 40cebc No.9213118   (4259) 
May 17 2020 13:12:14 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/forabetterwor10/status/1262079435882323978 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 99f88b No.9213255   (4260) 
May 17 2020 13:20:38 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/nicolejc9/status/1261770405653753867 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 99f88b No.9213280   (4261) 
May 17 2020 13:22:19 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/PatriotDancing/status/1256678165465821184 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 99f88b No.9213352   (4262) 
May 17 2020 13:26:02 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/QdUpJarhead/status/1259583401243353090 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 99f88b No.9213376   (4263) 
May 17 2020 13:27:07 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/jbarwkc/status/1259571158896295936 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 99f88b No.9213410   (4264) 
May 17 2020 13:28:41 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/BrazilQArmy/status/1259536236378718209 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dea9e2 No.9213457   (4265) 
May 17 2020 13:32:00 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/wach_jetzt_auf/status/1259509550853623809 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dea9e2 No.9213523   (4266) 
May 17 2020 13:36:09 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Missc247/status/1259391365869420546 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dea9e2 No.9213555   (4267) 
May 17 2020 13:37:37 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/officialrissad/status/1261019469545177091 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dea9e2 No.9213568   (4268) 
May 17 2020 13:38:16 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/VALIANT_TH0R/status/1259315774608429056 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dea9e2 No.9213640   (4269) 
May 17 2020 13:42:01 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/QTheWakeUp/status/1259277844255031296 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dea9e2 No.9213664   (4270) 
May 17 2020 13:43:06 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/pixielicious731/status/1251351458739556352 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dea9e2 No.9213695   (4271) 
May 17 2020 13:44:49 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/TitoCalloway/status/1259262533938143234 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dea9e2 No.9213769   (4272) 
May 17 2020 13:48:32 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/polarbear9702/status/1259265628218757122 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dea9e2 No.9213792   (4273) 
May 17 2020 13:49:33 (EST) NEW 
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https://twitter.com/doylehall/status/1259263283044868097 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dea9e2 No.9213893   (4274) 
May 17 2020 13:54:20 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/circumspectus/status/1259253580156022791 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2ad510 No.9214722   (4275) 
May 17 2020 14:53:01 (EST) NEW 
https://thetexan.news/pharmacy-board-loosens-restrictions-on-
hydroxychloroquine-prescriptions-reversing-course/ 
Knowledge is power. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9dcf60 No.9216185   (4276) 
May 17 2020 17:01:54 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/drewanon17/status/1262060653268791296 
“We do not "get over" a death. We learn to carry the grief and 
integrate the loss in our lives. In our hearts, we carry those who have 
died. We grieve and we love. We remember.”  
― Nathalie Himmelrich 
God bless you and your family. 
Heaven awaits (and so does your Son). 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 516da4 No.9217215   (4277) 
May 17 2020 18:33:12 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/EYEDROPMEDIA/status/126214661841918361
6 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 926634 No.9220019   (4278) 
May 17 2020 22:45:19 (EST) NEW 
https://www.bostonherald.com/2020/05/17/disinformation-from-
schiff-media-damaged-america/ 
Corporate media control [source]: 
Bill Clinton_ 1996 Telecommunications Act 
[2016 campaign [+CF] contributions [HRC] by media] 
Control of information. 
Control of narrative. 
Control of people. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
RFK: "Isolation kills people." .. "Unemployment kills people." .. 
"The third leading cause of death in US is pharma drugs." .. "US 
is 72nd in infant mortality" .. 'You cannot make a vaccine 
safely.'  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-5Zpmh6yPIYouTube 
RFK Jr ON ISOLATION AND UNEMPLOMENT: 
”Isolation [and unemployment] kills lots of people. It kills people 
through depression, it kills people through mistakes, and kills people 
from not getting routine medical care. Isolation kills people for a lot 
of different reasons, also unemployment kills people. 
There's a really good 1982 book that's considered authoritative, and 
that book did all of the modeling on historical unemployment rates, 
and this was a long time ago so our population has almost doubled 
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since then, and what they have found is that for every point in 
unemployment, 37,000 people died, 9,000 from died from heart 
attacks, 900 people died from suicides, all these different reasons that 
they died. And then 3,300 people go prison for every one point, an 
extra 4,000 people end up in mental institutions.” 
RFK ON VACCINES: 
”The third leading cause of death in this Country is pharmaceutical 
drugs. They're not making us healthier. We have the most aggressive 
vaccine schedule in the world in this country and we have the worst 
health in our children and adults. We have the worst infant mortality. 
If you look at any of the metrics, the United States is 72nd in infant 
mortality, in the world we're around Syria and Costa Rica. When I 
was a kid we were number one. We were the best. We had the 
healthiest people in world, the best health care system. Today we're 
paying the most money for the worst outcomes. 
A lot of that is because of pharmaceutical advertisements. They 
advertise on ebay, but they control content. In 1986 there was about 
eleven vaccines and one of them was called DTP [diphtheria, tetanus, 
pertussis] The DTP vaccine was killing lots and lots of children, and 
it was causing brain damage in a tremendous number of children, and 
the industry was getting sued. 
Pfizer went to Congress and said we are getting out of the vaccine 
industry because we're paying $20 in damages for every $1 we make 
from these vaccines. You cannot make a vaccine safely. You cannot, 
it is impossible to make a vaccine that's completely safe. You are 
going to injure a certain amount of people and the injuries are going 
to be egregious enough that nobody will ever make any money them, 
because they're gonna have to pay for injuries, and we can't make 
them better. We're going to get out of the industry all together and 
stop making vaccines unless you give us complete blanket immunity 
from liability. 
The Democratic Congress and Republican President Reagan, all of 
them taking lots of money from these pharmaceutical companies that 
being their number one contributor, pass a law in 1986, the Vaccine 
Act or VICA, which was a blanket immunity. So no matter how 
egregious your injury or your child's injury, no matter how toxic the 
ingredient, no matter how sloppy the line protocols, no matter how 
negligent that company.. you cannot sue them. So there's no 
discovery. There's no depositions. There's medical malpractice. 
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There's no class actions, zero consequence if they kill you or if they 
injure you from lying.” 
DR JUDY MIKOVITS ON VACCINES:YouTube 
When Dr Mikovits was ask what message she has for POTUS, she 
said: 
“End the lock-down, put people back to work. Stop this plague of 
corruption and fire Dr fauci, fire Dr birx, redfield. Completely 
reorganize. Close the FDA that is keeping lifesaving drugs from 
people. 
Reorganize the entire HHS and end the corrupt 'old boys network' 
that has literally crippled our Country for four decades, as we have 
the sickest Country in the world. End the vaccine program, a five 
year moratorium. Close it down, not another vaccine. They are 
killing our population. It's a plague of corruption, covid19. It's not a 
plague of disease.” 
What Dr Mikovits is saying, is that with the current “ole boy 
network” [cabal-installed nw0 minions] we cannot produce a safe or 
effective vaccine. 
 
Damn. I didn't think about it from this perspective, but it just dawned 
on me: 
We, the U.S , were so strong in every aspect of human tech, health, 
education, laws, etc...the whole gamut...that it's taken 4+ DECADES 
to bring us to this point. [They] never tried anything like these FF's 
on these "never before seen" levels until 2016/after, because we 
weren't weak enough until 2016. Now that we're getting stronger 
again, [they]'re becoming more desperate. I expect [their] plans to 
only get more brazenly evil until [they]'re dead. 
 
Yes we're at war with the entrenched satanic globalist cabal. They 
are losing, cornered and panicking. Nothing is off the table. And we 
must TOP that resolve. 
 
Amen. We now understand you CAN be at war in secret....we have 
obviously been at war for a very long time. And we understand that 
because we--most of us-- were first aware of being at war as Trump 
attempted to assume office.  
And we saw that we could BE at war while a majority was unaware 
of it. 
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Now you say that cabal has been at war with us via Big Pharma for 
40 years? (Thinks for a minute....). How did I miss it? 
 
 
 
 
Canadian Couple HANDCUFFED Taken From Home to 
Psychiatric HOSPITAL FORCEFULLY BY POLICE. 
Canadian Couple HANDCUFFED /Taken From Home to Psychiatric 
HOSPITAL FORCEFULLY BY POLICEHookTube 
Tyranny! Just wait until they declare you and your family mentally 
ill for not following the narrative. 
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Monday May 18, 2020. 

 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2e36cf No.9221502   (4279) 
May 18 2020 02:53:30 (EST) NEWFor_Easton.png 

 
 
 
 
 
Q made the MSM news in Germany. 
Was speaking to a friend this morning and was told that Q is 
suddenly in the German MSM. Of course in a negative way. That 
just made the people start searching for information on Q. 
Also, the WWG1WGA is a statement which a lot people like.  
Was told 100,000's showed up to a protest in Stuttgart and the 
officials had to send the police in to limit the crowd size. Guess who 
showed up at their protest rally? Antifa! 
Seems our brothers and sisters in Germany are fighting the same 
enemy. WWG1WGA! 
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Germany was once a great Christian nation. It was the kind hearts of 
the German people that allowed the evil Khazar Talmudists into their 
nation, which the Vatican used for revenge against the heavily 
Protestant nation. When the Berlin wall went up, it divided Catholic 
& Protestant Germany; guess who had the blessing (sarcasm) of 
living under communism? Yep, Protestant Germany. 
Same goes for Russia. Russia was a friend to America, and the Tsar 
and his family paid with their lives for their friendship to America. 
Must read: Vatican Assassins (pdf) by Eric Jon Phelps. 
 
 
 
After 2 Months, May 18, 2020, The Trump Administration Covid 
Response, Is Crushing the Original 2.2 Million U.S. Death 
Projection by 96%. That is an A+ Grade.  
May 18, 2020, “registered” Covid-19 U.S. Death Total = 90,980 
Death Projection: 2.2 Million 
90,980 / 2,200,000 = 4% 
March 2020, COVID-19 predicted to infect 81% of U.S. population, 
cause 2.2 million deaths in 
U.S: https://www.hpnonline.com/infection-prevention/screening-
surveillance/article/21130206/covid19-predicted-to-infect-81-of-us-
population-cause-22-million-deaths-in-us 
 
Now do the real death total. 
 
Exactly... However using published lefties numbers was solid 
enough, to hit 96%, using other numbers would have distorted the 
title and drawn to “conspiracy theory” 
 
Been saying this for a while... 
At a certain point lefties are going to be stuck between giving Trump 
credit or admitting all the "scientific" models were wrong. 
It's gonna be entertaining. 
 
 
 
Starting today, illegal immigrants in California can apply to 
receive up to $1,000 per household of tax payer dollars!!!  
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If you live in California... 
Starting today, illegal immigrants in California can apply to receive 
up to $1000 per household of tax payer dollars 
Link: https://cdss.ca.gov/inforesources/immigration/covid-19-drai 
I encourage ALL AMERICANS to apply and flood the system. 
Collect the TAX DOLLARS for yourself to prevent illegal aliens 
from acquiring them. 
This is illegal on the part of governor Newsom, I have no idea how 
this is not being blocked. 
Again, please be sure to apply! 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/105710 
 
 
 
News from France  
Hey patriots, I know you guys like to hear from oversea so I guess I'd 
give you my opinion about what's going in France. 
Corona : I live in the back country and walking around I can see that 
only a quarter of people wears masks. My wife went to a big mall 
near Toulouse and everybody was wearing one, even though 
Toulouse's and its surrounding have one of the smallest infection's 
rate.  
I tried to figure out the way they count death and haven't been able to 
do so, the details that Q droped to with the CDC doc is not available 
here. I know we also use the WHO codes so my guess is we do the 
same but I can't confirm. 
MSM : I don't own a TV so to know the MSM talking points I go on 
a MSM website : https://www.20minutes.fr/ 
There are quite a lot of news about Trump always showing him as 
stupid, irrelevant, racist...  
obamagate did not trend here ( I tried though :) ) in that website they 
only picked that presser when Trump said to the fake news that if 
they want to know what it is they just got to check the real news. So 
the article was like : Trump is in a fantasy world trying to make up 
conspiracy about Obama because the corona virus situation is as bad 
as it can get in the US... 
There's a comment section so I tried and could see there were other 
anons there but mostly very brainwashed people. This comment 
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section has a upvote, downvote system, like Voat, ans is highly 
moderate unlike Voat. So I have to be careful...  
To give you an example I saw a comment saying : US people are so 
focused on money that's all they can think of so they might be able to 
reelect Trump ! I replied something like : you don't know them, they 
love freedom and their constitution above anything else ! I got 3 
upvotes and 15 downvotes... 
Anyway their talking points are very simmilar with your fakenews 
such as Vaccine and E.U is going to solve everything.... 
Macron : that is something many people realise now : he's a fraud. 
I'm confident most people see it althgouh given our election system 
he could be elected again. 
Opposition to Macron : Lepen, Mélanchon, etc... useless 
Yellow vest : We don't yet have the right to do strikes, a few tried 
and got arrested. 
Obamagate : doesn't work here, going to need much more proof to 
the point it can't be discussed, Pompeo, Barr and Trump are seen as 
corrupt an racist. the comment that got the msot upvote in the MSM 
website article about Obamagate was : "Trump should say what he 
thinks and that he's jealous of Obama because he had the best results 
and hate him because is black"... Last declass did not make the news, 
FBI footnotes on Flynn have but were considered pointless. 
Q : Never saw a Q sign or symbol anywhere, don't know anyone who 
follow Q IRL. Haven't see any news about it anywhere for 2 years 
(good or bad) 
I don't know if that's gonna make you happy to read this post but 
truth is for the shit to hit the fan here in France it's going to take 
much bigger BOOMS that what we got so far. I'm confident that will 
happen. 
Love you patriots. 
WWG1WGA 
 
 
 
 
GeorgiaAnon here: update on opening. 
Hey All, just an update that things were pretty much back to normal 
here this past week. besides restaurants having to block off every 
other table, things are pretty much back to normal. I think we will be 
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able to show here shortly that there is no reason not to open with 
covid numbers still steadily dropping. 
 
 
 
Pelosi's Latest $3 Trillion Stimulus Plan Is Unlawful - Supreme 
Court Decision 10 DAYS AGO Makes it a Felony to Give Free 
Cash to Illegal Aliens (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/pelosis-latest-3-trillion-
stimulus-plan-unlawful-supreme-court-decision-10-days-ago-makes-
felony-encourage-illegal-aliens-remain-us/ 
 
 
New narrative. The government doesn't tell us what to do. We 
tell them what to do. We do not need permission to "open" the 
country. The power is ours. Live free or die means the same now 
as then.  
I went to the store today. I bought pool shock, 2 carpets and window 
cleaner for the cars. I was one of very few people without a useless 
faggot mask. I held my head high. Everyone got out of my way. It 
was funny.  
Funny thing was, when I checked out the lady at the counter said...  
"No one should care about money. TIME is what has value. You 
never know how much you have". 
I told her that it was a very important idea and that I would tell 
others. You can only guess about when it will run out and when you 
run out it is the most valuable thing imaginable surpassing the value 
of all other things. When I got home my son's great grandmother had 
died. It was a really powerful day. 
 
God bless you and your loved ones! Truth > ALL 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: df912a No.9226447   (4280) 
May 18 2020 12:59:49 (EST) NEWEX_n8QGWkAET_r1.jpg 

 
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1262441478019842048 
"I have today." - Barr 
FISA = START 
Q 
 
 
 
Barry on Durham Case Regarding Obama - CHILL ANONS. 
(edit - cant change the title to correct it, should be BARR, not Barry) 
Guys....you're making us look like amateur-hour over here. 
How could you NOT get the OBVIOUS meaning in what Barr said, 
ie, charges against Obama & Biden? 
And then....almost to coddle everyone freaking out, Q has to drop a 
hint to the wording Barr used. (#4280 - "I have today") 
Besides, why would you want Biden/Obama to be tied up in some 
BS nonsense regarding FISA? I want those evil sons of bitches to 
answer for what they did....the evil shit...not this low-level shit. 
If you're here, now, this close to the finish line, and you don't 100% 
KNOW that Patriots Are In Control, you need to start digging again; 
like we are supposed to be doing anyway. Or at least meme'ing to 
wake up normies. 
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It feels like anons are in a coast phase lately. It's almost like Kennedy 
DIDN'T have a fucking Q-Hologram on the bottom of his mug 
during his televised interview this weekend, and he wasn't 
purposefully holding that sip he was taking, niiiiiiice and long, just to 
make sure the light caught it juuuuust right. 
Big boy pants back on. Nose to the grindstone, the Storm is almost 
upon us. 
WWG1WGA 
 
 
POTUS gives WHO 30 days to bend the knee or we're 
out (twitter.com) 
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
This is the letter sent to Dr. Tedros of the World Health 
Organization. It is self-explanatory! 
 
 
 
Trump is TAKING HCQ for 3 weeks now!?  
Just said it during the press conference....! 
Bottom of Form 
 
 
 
POTUS just admitted he is taking HCQ in his news conference.  
Anons were right, that is why he is not worried about meeting people 
without any mask. 
 
 
 
POTUS: "Outside of this ARTIFICIAL EVENT..." SAY 
WHAT?  
While everyone is freaking out about POTUS taking the Trump 
CURE, this slipped right under the radar. Holy Smokes.  
Sauce: https://youtu.be/JU4S7p5PLOw?t=5339YouTube 
Starts right at the statement, so rewind if you want context. 
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Here is a research article from NIH that says HCQ is a cure and 
can be taken prophylactically to prevent Sars-cov2. 
Fauci was the one who said there was no clinical data to suggest 
HCQ could be used to prevent Covid19, he lied. 
Fauci was the director of the NIH when is report came out, he knew 
it existed and he lied. 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1232869/ 
 
 
 
Looks like all those 'experts' at the WHO missed this one: Where 
are all of the biohazard bins to discard our masks and gloves if 
the virus is so fatal as they claim... where's environmentalists?? 
Environmentalists too busy fighting plastic straws 
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Tuesday May 19, 2020 

 
 
How does the average worker Joe with no doctor in the family to 
prescribe HCQ get his /her hands on the drug? I was able to get 
zinc with no problems. Like POTUS, I want to take it.  
 
I scheduled an appointment with an md online. 
www.speakwithanmd.com. $59 to schedule an appointment. In my 
description I said that I will be returning to work this week and will 
be exposed to anywhere from 200 to 700 customers daily. I requested 
HCQ and zinc to be prescribed to use as a prophylactic. I will get a 
call this morning sometime. They will ship meds to your door or you 
can pick it up at your local pharmacy. I’ll let you know after I speak 
with them if it was successful. 
 
TY for sharing this. 
 
You bet. Have a great day! 
 
 
The WHO delisted HCQ as an essential drug in 2006. 
“The World Health Organization removed HCQ from its list of 
essential drugs in 2006 citing that there were other drugs more 
effective at treating Malaria and other ailments HCQ was used for. “ 
I wonder what other drugs (cures) the WHO has delisted and taken 
out of the public domain. How many deaths are they responsible for? 
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City of Atwater, California declares itself a sanctuary city from 
lockdown - allows businesses to open (disrn.com) 
https://disrn.com/news/atwater-ca-declares-itself-sanctuary-city-
from-lockdown-allows-businesses-to-open 
 
 
 
 
Take Your Masks OFF! I officially now yell at people to do so. 
As you might imagine, I'm their favorite person. (youtube.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HekAqFOaF4 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 76a615 No.9238453   (4281) 
May 19 2020 11:22:56 (EST) NEW 
How about a nice game of chess. 
https://thechessworld.com/articles/middle-game/chess-strategy-what-
do-you-need-to-know-about-strategy-and-tactics/ 
Objective [end]: checkmate king 
Do you attack the king at the beginning of the game? 
Do you attack and remove pawns first? 
Do you attack and remove bishops, rooks, knights next? 
Do you attack and remove queen mid-to-end? 
Is the game being played public or private? 
Do emotions affect critical thinking? 
Add: important king control pieces [elim rogue elements]?  
Add: how do you set the stage [board] re: public opinion [optics]? 
“At this time.” 
Q 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 76a615 No.9238642   (4282) 
May 19 2020 11:35:17 (EST) NEW 
 
POTUS daily ingest HCQ prevent COVID-19? 
Pre announcement: tools [source(s), data, COV-1 v COV-2 analysis, 
etc.] provided to factually ‘challenge’ narrative? 
Full attack v HCQ by media [D]s? 
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Why? 
Why wouldn’t the media [D]s want to work [on all fronts] to find a 
possible solution [immediate dismissal]? 
Why doesn’t the media [D]s want the pandemic [rearrange: dem 
panic] to slow-stop? 
Why doesn’t the media [D]s want society to heal [recover]? 
Why doesn't the media [D]s want people to no longer fear going 
outside? 
Why doesn’t the media [D]s want people to point the finger at China 
as the source? 
Why does’t the media [D]s want people to return to work [normal 
daily lives]? 
Who benefits the most? 
Why does corp media [D] attempt to control us? 
Why does corp media [D] challenge [attack] anyone who defies 
pushed_coordinated narrative?  
Why does corp media [D] attempt to prevent [individual] critical 
thinking [public]? 
Is this about the virus or something else? 
Everything is at stake this election. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 76a615 No.9238824   (4283) 
May 19 2020 11:44:41 (EST) NEW 
When does your enemy expend ammunition?  
Do you expend ammunition against a weak opponent?  
Do you expend ammunition against a non_threat? 
Critical thinking _media cluster bomb(s) [attacks] v POTUS 
Critical thinking _media cluster bomb(s) [attacks] v Q [you] 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: d862d9 No.9239183   (4284) 
May 19 2020 12:04:06 (EST) NEW 
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/presidential-
campaign/292310-huma-abedins-ties-to-the-muslim-brotherhood 
Infiltration not invasion.  
For future events. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ad289d No.9239924   (4285) 
May 19 2020 12:51:29 (EST) NEW 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-02-05/china-is-
trying-to-patent-gilead-s-experimental-coronavirus-drug 
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-
Releases/2010/12/Global-Health-Leaders-Launch-Decade-of-
Vaccines-Collaboration 
https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/about/scientific-board 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ad289d No.9240340   (4286) 
May 19 2020 13:15:44 (EST) NEW 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy5CvZAyn7skY1OCrg0VcY
w 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b71f03 No.9241285   (4287) 
May 19 2020 14:17:14 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1262820374548447238 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 46cdc3 No.9241503   (4288) 
May 19 2020 14:31:46 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/MaverickInSky/status/1262825965534744577 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 06e6df No.9242248   (4289) 
May 19 2020 15:23:22 (EST) NEW 
>>9241646 (/pb) 
It's a marathon not a sprint. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9f323b No.9244029   (4290) 
May 19 2020 17:25:04 
(EST) NEW00db16b1e4fc01beb688a4b51cd1d095c5d4d015141ca3
5007d679435d2a9d7a.jpg 
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https://qcostarica.com/hydroxychloroquine-the-drug-costa-rica-uses-
successfully-to-fight-covid-19/ 
"Hydroxychloroquine was used in Shanghai as the first line of 
treatment." 
USA lockdown v China lockdown [non Wuhan][days]? 
MSM [D]s 'vested interest' in censoring and attacking anything re: 
HCQ? 
Why? 
Q 
 
 
 
There has been no clinical studies on Hydroxychloroquine even 
though it showed promise in every study since 2005. Because 
nobody will give millions for a study if they can't make money off 
it.  
 
That is how TPTB set it up. 
The AMA says doctors can only prescribe medicine that has been 
approved by the FDA. 
The FDA says anything to be presented as a medicine must be tested 
for safety and efficacy. 
This eliminates all natural remedies because no company is going to 
pay to test a product that anyone can sell once approved. 
 
That ^^^ and because HCQ will expose how most/nearly all (?) of 
their drugs do more harm than good?  
LockUpAmericasDrugLords 
 
 
 
Waiter Anon here... Won't disclose location, but business has 
been excellent, tips big, and greeting each returning customer 
with 'Welcome Back, Thank You for Exercising your 
Constitutional Rights'  
Upscale dining with lots of regulars and a go-to for special 
occasions. 
Nobody is wearing masks.  
Most are shaking hands.  
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Lots of 'this was bullshit' about shutdown and then they move on and 
are really glad to be out.  
Spending is about 20% higher, especially in wine.  
Exceeding 25% capacity during Phase 1 ( ~ 50% ) Half staffed, so 
daily money has been actually above average, prior to shutdown.  
First day of 50% is today. We'll see how it goes. 
They love the 'Constitutional Rights' part lol 
 
 
 
 
EVERY GOVERNOR WHO SHUT DOWN THEIR STATE 
ECONOMIES SHOULD BE CHARGED WITH VIOLATIONS 
OF THE CONSTITUTION AND IMPRISONED FOR 50 
YEARS.  
This must never be allowed again to shut down economic activity for 
any reason whatsoever. 
 
 
 
IF this drug was BAD and deadly for Trump, wouldn't the 
Democrats be "cheering" his taking it?? WHY are they mad that 
he's taking it?? Possibly because it's HELPFUL??? 
 
 
 
Professors around America have been caught selling secret 
research to the Chinese Communist Regime. The national media 
won't cover it, so here's a thread of those who have been caught 
so far: (mobile.twitter.com) 
https://mobile.twitter.com/cabot_phillips/status/12624410451970498
56 
 
 
 
The Joe Biden and Petro Poroshenko conversations were 
definitely leaked from the Ukraine side because of the clear 
audio on their end.... THANK YOU UKRAINE! (youtube.com) 
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy5CvZAyn7skY1OCrg0VcY
w/videos 
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Wednesday May 20, 2020 

 
 

 
The real question is why the FBI and Mueller's entire team sat 
on the hidden Flynn documents, and the unmasking evidence, 
and the Rice email WHILE IMPEACHMENT WAS 
HAPPENING!  
Any number of people held the cards to stop the impeachment cold 
in its tracks by revealing the extent of the coup on Trump, AND 
KNEW THEY HAD THAT INFO, yet they sat on this information 
while the country was divided by a dishonest impeachment effort.  
Isn't that knowledge+inaction the same as sedition? 
 
if you're new, here's a hint: all those people holding the cards are 
"Bad Guys." 
 
 
 
Alrighty, the tweeter commies are projecting Q is violent for the 
last three hours. This may be projecting so see something say 
something! 
It may be nothing, could be something, but the marxists that I am 
tracking are talking about Q being violent with their "case studies" 
like that Russian mobster who drew a Q on their hand.  
Suddenly, they just bought it up out of nowhere.  
I have also observed this twatter commie to have 4am talking points 
prior to things being widely circulated in MSM so connection to the 
evil somewhere?  
ANYWAY, this may be projection as we know they do this shit 
when they are desperate to change the narrative.  
Prepare. Pay attention. See something. Say something. Conceal 
carry. Run in the opposite direction. Watch your kids! 
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HCQ works on HIV too? (files.catbox.moe) 
 
 

 
 
It kills parasites. That's the key to most diseases.  
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Check out Fenbendazole. This man who was told he had incurable 
cancer spread through his body cured himself by taking Dog 
Dewormer medicine. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYILnjc_wuYYouTube 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 6756bf No.9250388   (4291) 
May 20 2020 08:45:52 (EST) NEWWWG1WGA.PNG 
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https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1262958841219682307 
Why did POTUS reply to a tweet from May 30, 2019? 
WWG1WGA!!! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ca0923 No.9252597   (4292) 
May 20 2020 12:34:14 (EST) NEWAPP_051520_Trump_Fauci.jpg 

 
https://twitter.com/ttp13526/status/1263151872812040193 
Reconcile. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ca0923 No.9252741   (4293) 
May 20 2020 12:43:51 (EST) NEW 
https://www.usnews.com/news/politics/articles/2020-05-20/senate-
committee-authorizes-subpoena-in-gops-hunter-biden-burisma-
investigation 
"Meanwhile, Democrats on the Homeland Security Committee have 
decried the investigation and the subpoena, arguing that they should 
be focusing on coronavirus-related issues during the ongoing 
pandemic and prioritize it over politics." 
In a letter sent to Johnson on Tuesday, Sen. Kamala Harris of 
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California renewed her calls for another COVID-19 hearing, noting 
that the committee hasn't held one since early March. 
DNC media [MSM] echo-chamber push? 
Is this about the virus OR PREVENTING EXPOSURE OF [D] 
CORRUPTION? 
Is this about the virus OR LOCKING [R] CONTROLLED SENATE 
FROM INVESTIGATING [D] FISA_BIDEN_OTHER 
CORRUPTION? 
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION? 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ca0923 No.9252896   (4294) 
May 20 2020 12:53:32 (EST) NEW 
PAN-DEM-IC 
DEM–PANIC 
Fear [vote-by-mail] and obey [stay inside or face death or arrest] 
tactics push will end +1 [election day]. 
Reconcile:  
Release of convicts from prison [evil releases evil]. 
Do these people care about your well-being? 
Do these people love America? 
Do anything to regain power? 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2d54d0 No.9253283   (4295) 
May 20 2020 13:18:14 (EST) NEW 
People fell asleep long ago. 
People gave up control. 
People have been compartmentalized [divided]. 
Divided you are weak. 
Divided you are taught to fight each other. 
Race v race 
Religion v religion 
Class v class 
Gender v gender 
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Unity is what gives people strength. 
Unity is what gives people power [collectively]. 
Power over government. 
Power over [ ] 
UNITY CREATES PEACE. 
UNITY IS HUMANITY. 
THE WORLD IS WHAT WE MAKE IT. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2d54d0 No.9253546   (4296) 
 
May 20 2020 13:33:32 (EST) NEWEYesR4PWoAAEaw0.jpg 

 
EYesR4PWAAAJIfE.jpg 
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May 6, 2020 _masks off 
May 8, 2020 _masks on 
Reconcile. 
PAN[DEM]IC. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b447a3 No.9256693   (4297) 
May 20 2020 17:18:35 (EST) NEWEYe7HvkXsAYfBsI.jpg 

 
https://twitter.com/TheUnitedSpot1/status/1263190701996556288 
Q 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e7fe9b No.9257356   (4290) 
May 20 2020 18:08:08 (EST) NEW 
https://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2020-
05-
19%20RHJ%20CEG%20Letter%20to%20ODNI%20%28Unmaskin
gs%20Follow%20up%29.pdf 
Ask and you shall receive.  
Q 
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Here we GOOOO!!! WaPo: "Believer in QAnon conspiracy 
theory wins Republican Senate nomination in Oregon" 
WINNING!! (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1263161977507102721 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/believer-in-qanon-
conspiracy-theory-wins-republican-senate-nomination-in-
oregon/2020/05/20/bf2d910a-9aaa-11ea-89fd-
28fb313d1886_story.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social
&utm_campaign=wp_main 
 
"Believer".  
As if there is anything to believe.  
QAnon is like air. 
It exists. 
It is difficult to actually see. 
But easy to see its effects. 
almost 4300 posts in 2.5 years. 
No LARP could sustain that. 
Q is what Q is. 
 
Q woke me up to all my lovely brothers and sisters worldwide. I 
don't fear anything anymore. I love the world and all of you enough 
to fight for it with everything I got. 
 
Qanon politicians winning is the new normal! 
 
 
Time to Sacrifice the King to Save a Pawn: UPDATE: Susan 
Rice Tells CBS Joe Biden's Quid Pro Quo with Ukraine was at 
the Request of Barack Obama (VIDEO) (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/update-susan-rice-tells-
cbs-joe-bidens-quid-pro-quo-ukraine-request-barack-obama-video/ 
 
I think Obama is the queen to be honest. Think mirror and also he's 
gay as sh*t. 
 
Obama was a pawn. Q told us who the puppet masters are. 
Saudi/Roth/Soros 
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Mika Brzezinski: "@jack At what point is @Twitter a part of this? 
TAKE DOWN TRUMP's ACCOUNT- the world world be safer." 
PANIC!!!! (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/morningmika/status/1263114140853428233 
 
 
 
Mail in ballot needs to end for everybody. Every state.  
If you can’t bother to show up, then you don’t care enough about 
America. 
 
In WA we already have mail in voting and it is 100% a scam.  
WA lures in bums with promises of free gibs, free tents, free drug 
kits, free camping gear, free food, free injection sites, and at one 
point there was even talk about providing free heroin. Once the bums 
arrive in a metropolitan area, "volunteers" then promise these bums 
gibs and better care elsewhere in the state. They bus them all over 
and dump them. The shelter they were promised does not exist. 
(Someone is pocketing some funds there, I assure you.) 
And this is where it all ties together: 
SINCE THE 80'S, BUMS CAN REGISTER TO VOTE ON 
ELECTION DAY WITHOUT AN ADDRESS. HALF OF THEM 
DON'T KNOW THEIR OWN FUCKING NAMES AND/OR 
WOULD SIGN AWAY THEIR MOTHER'S HOMES FOR A HIT.  
Think about that good and hard. 
In this context, do the state and municipal actions over the last few 
years make more sense? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Forget Obama - follow Valerie Jarrett - the real power behind 
Ogilligo. 
Valerie Jarrett is the power behind Obama. She's the puppet master, 
his handler. Where does she live - at Ogigglo's house, the need to 
stay close. Follow her and Obummer folds like a cloud of dust. Who 
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controls Valerie Jarrett? Where was she born? - Iran. Who are Iran's 
long standing allies? 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China%E2%80%93Iran_relations 
Take Valerie Jarrett out of the equation and what does Ogigglio do? 
Well, without a teleprompter - he's unable to udder a coherent 
thought. 
 

 
 

 
Corona is a hoax. The reality is that it took 3 days for the Army 
to realize Seattle was full of shit. The hoax is that King Country 
is still pretending like they are seeing impossible numbers.  
Corona numbers in Seattle.  
Back in the beginning of April there was an army field hospital 
deployed at CenturyLink Field. They were to ease the burden of 
Seattle hospitals during this “pandemic.” They would treat non-
corona patients and make room in Seattle hospitals to treat corona 
patients but Seattle hospitals were also preparing for what they 
deemed inevitable.  
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/a-look-inside-the-
army-field-hospital-at-centurylink-field-designed-to-help-medical-
centers-swamped-by-coronavirus-patients/ 
Some of Seattle’s largest hospitals were already near capacity before 
the outbreak. But Sauer said aggressive cancellations of elective 
surgeries and use of telemedicine have opened up beds and area 
hospitals were now running at closer to 70% capacity. 
Seattle has a full hospital capacity volume of 3,679 beds according to 
Wikipedia’s “List of hospitals in Washington.” 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_hospitals_in_Washington_(s
tate) 
They said they were near full capacity just prior to the “pandemic” so 
they canceled all elective surgeries bringing the capacity to 70% 
which is 2,575 beds and the remaining 30% which is 1,104 beds 
would be used to treat corona patients.  
In that Seattle Times article they note that U.S. Army Chief of Staff 
Gen. James McConville said this.  
Exactly when patients may be treated at the Seattle field hospital will 
depend on the intensity of the pandemic in the Seattle area in coming 
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weeks. “It really depends on what happens. Ideally, I would hope in 
some ways that there would be no patients coming here because that 
means this situation is completely under control,” McConville said. 
“However, this is a contingency capability. It increases the capacity 
of the hospitals in the city, and that’s why it’s here.” 
The field hospitals left after 3 days without treating a patient. So I’m 
guessing they weren’t even close to that 30%. They had to be 
significantly lower than 1,104 cases if the field hospital left in 3 
days.  
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/04/10/armys-seattle-
field-hospital-closes-after-3-days-without-treating-single-
patient.html 
Army's Seattle Field Hospital Closes After 3 Days, Without Treating 
a Single Patient 
The hastily built field hospital set up by the Army in Seattle's pro 
football stadium is shutting down without ever seeing a patient, so 
the service can shift resources where they're more urgently needed, 
Washington state Gov. Jay Inslee said. 
The supposed numbers.  
The burst of military help is arriving as the coronavirus has infected 
at least 5,984 people and killed 247 in Washington, according to the 
state Department of Health, as of 11:59 p.m. March 31. Federal 
officials now predict the pandemic could kill as many as 240,000 
people in the U.S. 
Now a county by country breakdown of WA shows this.  
https://m.seattlepi.com/coronavirus/article/washington-state-
coronavirus-cases-by-county-15153949.php 
King County still accounted for the most cases at 7,290, including 
519 deaths. Statewide deaths totaled 983 as of Thursday 
Do these numbers add up? 1,104 beds available for corona. They 
didn’t even come close enough to justify an army field hospital. The 
field hospital was for overflow. The only reason they would leave 
after only 3 days is because the Seattle hospitals were not even close 
to exceeding their 1,104 bed capacity they had reserved for corona 
patients. Now they want to tell you that King county alone is 
responsible for 7,290 cases. 
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BREAKING: Joe Biden indicted in Ukraine. 
https://justthenews.com/accountability/russia-and-ukraine-
scandals/ukraine-judge-orders-joe-biden-be-listed-alleged 
 
Looks like Ukraine is making the first big move. Bombs away. 
 
Obama had FVEYs do his bidding in 
Russiagate/Obamagate....Trump is apparently working his own angle 
now. One good turn deserves another. 
 
Ukraine is not part of FVEY. Looks like Obama/Biden/Clinton/etc. 
used Ukraine to do their dirty work. That's where they hid the 
Clinton servers with Crowd Strike. That's where they were funneling 
money and putting it into their own bank accounts. That's where they 
were creating fake stories about Russian collusion. They were 
probably illegally accessing NSA database and other cyber shit, too. 
 
 
 
 
100% PURE HORSE SHIT >> FOX Poll has Biden leading 
POTUS by 3 points in Florida ??? BWAHAHAHA!! This is 
MAGA Country down here, faggots!! (foxnews.com) 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/fox-news-poll-biden-and-trump-
in-tight-race-in-florida 
 
Not a chance. I'm in Florida. I have lib friends. NONE of them like 
Biden. NONE of them are voting in "polls" for him. I just drove by a 
GIGANTIC MAGA DISPLAY on the freeway that spanned the 
length of two tractor trailers. IN TAMPA. 
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I refuse any vaccine, test, tracing and mandatory mask and I'm 
about to boycott any place with fucking spots on the floor where 
I'm supposed to stand >> THIS IS A PSYOP  
 
I saw an X on the floor in front of the register. But I've seen way too 
many Roadrunner cartoons to fall for that shit. 
 
AMEN - someone posted on here awhile ago all the 666 symbolism. 
I forget what they are. But 6 feet is not a magic number for avoiding 
someone's sneeze - sneezes can go up to 200 feet, so 6 feet is just a 
bullshit signal to the DS peeps. And it's a way to keep us far enough 
apart so the satellites in the air can capture a 360 of us without 
interference. So cuddle up, peeps. Let's develop herd immunity 
before the second wave of this shit happens. And you KNOW they 
will try and introduce it again. So go buy your Quinine Water, Take 
copious amounts of Zinc, Vt C, and get out in the sun!!! 
sneeze info here - https://wonderopolis.org/wonder/how-far-can-a-
sneeze-travel - Scientists have learned that smaller particles 
suspended in this gas bubble can travel as far as 200 feet away from 
the person who sneezed. Moreover, those germs can easily travel far 
enough to find their way into ventilation systems, thereby extending 
their journey even farther! 
 
 
BREAKING: The U.S. Supreme Court puts a hold on the release 
of secret grand jury testimony from the Mueller investigation to 
the House of Representatives.  
 
The ruling keeps the material out of the hands of Democratic 
lawmakers at least until early summer. - AP 
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1263206227657490432 
kek 
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Frances Macron's party loses parliamentary majority; Le Pen 
calls for new elections (voiceofeurope.com) 
https://voiceofeurope.com/2020/05/macrons-party-loses-
parliamentary-majority-le-pen-calls-for-new-elections/ 
4298) 
He never won the last election, the communist left installed him (just 
like they are doing here). 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e7fe9b No.9257356   (4298) 
May 20 2020 18:08:08 (EST) NEW 
https://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2020-
05-
19%20RHJ%20CEG%20Letter%20to%20ODNI%20%28Unmaskin
gs%20Follow%20up%29.pdf 
Ask and you shall receive.  
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9ae635 No.9258120   (4299) 
May 20 2020 20:12:50 (EST) NEWDhOEL47VAAA2WyL.jpg 

 
 
Important to note [future events]. 
Masking v unmasking 
incidentally intercepted v direct [target] 
702 collection [minimization procedures] v CIA v FVEY 
How does the CIA collect intelligence? 
https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codification/executive-
order/12333.html 
CIA not governed by FISA [intelligence operations conducted 
outside US] 
FBI is under FISA [foreign counterintelligence mission is principally 
domestic] 
Target location: US or abroad [traveling][rules] 
Foreign intelligence collection of US person(s). 
Official v unofficial.  
What [central] AB[C] agency played quarterback? 
Q 
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Anonymous 𝑸 Patriot @ttp13526: 
Why was Dr. Fauci, a health expert, just a few months ago telling us 
masks were harmful & unessential to those of us who aren't infected? 
Why do we need masks now!? What's changed since March? S52 
E23 - Air Date: March 8th, 2020 
https://twitter.com/ttp13526/status/1263151872812040193?cxt=HG
wWgoCmxfL7zocjAAAA 
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Thursday May 21, 2020 

 
 
 
 

 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 19e242 No.9263424   (4300) 
May 21 2020 09:31:35 (EST) NEW 
https://thefederalist.com/2020/05/21/how-the-obama-administration-
weaponized-surveillance-laws-to-target-trump/ 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0fdf28 No.9263583   (4301) 
May 21 2020 09:44:57 (EST) NEW 
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/01/world/senate-intelligence-
commitee-cia-interrogation-report.html 
Worth remembering. 
Who was the quarterback? 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0fdf28 No.9263675   (4302) 
May 21 2020 09:50:21 (EST) NEW 
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP91-
00901R000600400020-9.pdf 
Expand your thinking. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0fdf28 No.9263737   (4303) 
May 21 2020 09:53:12 (EST) NEW 
https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/hearings/ciasu
seofjournal00unit.pdf 
Logical thinking. 
CIA coming back into the news [soon]? 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 8b76aa No.9265245   (4304) 
May 21 2020 11:48:12 (EST) NEW 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/senate-votes-ratcliffe 
Buckle up! 
Q 
 
 
 
POTUS needs to send in the Army Corp of Engineers to 
investigate the two dams that broke in Michigan right after 
POTUS threatened to withdraw funding. Immediately before 
they can cover their tracks.  
               
 At this point it's hard to believe anything will happen to these Dem 
governors before they kill off all conservatives in their states to 
extort the federal government but hey, once we're all dead maybe 
enough people will have woken up that maybe there will be an arrest 
or two. But only maybe. 
 
Planned Parenthood Abortion Biz Improperly Applied for and 
Received $80 Million in Coronavirus Funds. 
Planned Parenthood Abortion Biz Improperly Applied for and 
Received $80 Million in Coronavirus Funds 
Steven Ertelt May 20, 2020 | 8:43AM Washington, DC 
The Planned Parenthood abortion business improperly applied for 
and received $80 million in federal funds meant to support small 
businesses as they battle the economic fallout from the coronavirus. 
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America’s biggest abortion company is coming under fire today for 
the fraudulent actions and pro-life advocates are calling on the 
Trump administration to make the abortion giant repay the money. 
Reports indicate that the large corporation Planned Parenthood 
received $80 million in loans from the Paycheck Protection Program 
meant for small businesses. That is despite the fact that the rules and 
regulations associated with the program specifically prohibited 
affiliates of larger organizations with more than 500 employees from 
applying. That covers Planned Parenthood as Planned Parenthood 
Federation of America (PFFA) alone has had more than 600 
employees. 
Some 37 Planned Parenthood affiliates received the funds from the 
Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), despite the abortion corporation 
being explicitly blocked from doing so. 
Planned Parenthood of Orange and San Bernardino Counties in 
California received the largest loan of $7.5 million, and that affiliate 
was caught selling the body parts of aborted babies. Senator Ben 
Sasse, the author of the Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection 
Act and a Nebraska Republican, was disgusted by the news. 
“Planned Parenthood, the nation’s largest abortion business, tried to 
defraud taxpayers during the worst economic downturn since the 
Great Depression. The Paycheck Protection Program is supposed to 
be a lifeline for small businesses, not a slush fund for Big Abortion. 
The administration needs to reclaim that money and fire the 
bureaucrats who signed off on this scam,” he told LifeNews. 
Reports indicate the Trump administration is already taking steps to 
recover the funds and investigate how the applications were 
approved. 
Other pro-life senators and a leading pro-life group also slammed the 
abortion corporation. 
Sen. Marco Rubio, chairman of the Senate Committee on Small 
Business and Entrepreneurship, told Fox News Planned Parenthood 
violate the PPP rules. 
https://www.lifenews.com/2020/05/20/planned-parenthood-abortion-
biz-improperly-applied-for-and-received-80-million-in-coronavirus-
funds/ 
Give to Caesar what is Caesars. 
We own 2 small, local businesses and did not get one dime from PPP 
or unemployment. The Lord provides for us. Let them have it. 
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Gyms and Churches CLOSED because they are attacking our 
Spiritual, Mental and Physical Health >> IT'S A PSYOP. 
 
Sooner or later we have to see that they attack everything healthy, or 
that works, and promote everything that is disease, or doesn't work. 
They have nothing but pretenses meant to enable their acts of 
war/sabotage. 
This is the problem with their disease cultivation strategies.. it tends 
to solve itself over enough time. They just hope inundating the 
decent with diseased will bring down some of the decent. 
"Put the armor of God on". 
The more we stick to our principles, the more of the zombies it takes 
to take down one decent person. 
 
 
 
 
POTUS threatens to cut Michigan off for sending out 7 million 
mail in ballots and miraculously 2 dams break right after and 
they demand federal funds. You can't make this stuff up...EVIL 
BASTARDS. 
 
 
 
 
Michigan Dams break just in time to declare a national 
emergency and ask for federal aid to steal. They cause disasters 
in order to steal money. 
 
 
 
 
Any Governors Obstructing the Populations Constitutional 
Rights, Should be Immediately Arrested and Charged. Arrests 
Should be Made by Federal Law Enforcement, if No Action, by 
Citizens Arrest?  
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Governors, Mayors, etc... who are obstructing peoples right to 
assemble, practice religion, etc... are in violation of the Supreme Law 
of the Land, The Constitution and Bill of Rights - No other law 
supersedes. 
Federal Law Enforcement and DOJ should make the arrests, Local 
Law Enforcement, should not impede. If neither is occurring, then 
Citizens Arrests should have precedence? 
Enough is enough! No more slow walking this encroachment. 
 
 
 
2008 Mortgage Loan SCAM Stole Homes and Trillions in Equity 
from Americans // Covid-1984 SCAM is an Attack on Small 
Business >> Monopolistic Corporations are the Enemy. 
You can hear it in the universal propaganda we are being bombarded 
with.  
Why is every major CEO saying there will be no return to normal 
before a vaccine? 
Why are private corporations leading radical social change for the 
entire country? 
Why were millions of small businesses closed while Walmart hired 
100,000 new employees? 
 
Yep, 2008 was a setup by the banks, they new that they could bring 
the government to its knees by creating a debt bubble. 
The Banks broke the law and the Government rewarded them for 
their crimes. The bailout was part of the transformation of wealth of 
the USA to the Globalist bankers and China. 
Zionist communist Jews help establish China after they raped and 
killed Russia. 
Zionist helped turn China into a nation of slaves that they can help 
direct and control. Think how the USA has been infected with 
zionism. And then think how the Babylonian Talmud thinks all other 
human beings are simple animals to be controlled and used to serve 
them. 
And ask yourself why a dedicated zionist like Alan wants the state to 
have the right to poison you? 
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CDC now says coronavirus 'does not spread easily' via 
contaminated surfaces (So we devastated restaurants, the retail 
sector, and gyms for no reason whatsoever. Fauci needs to be 
kicked out the door (foxnews.com) 
https://www.foxnews.com/health/cdc-now-says-coronavirus-does-
not-spread-easily-via-contaminated-
surfaces.amp?fbclid=IwAR1n4RFRYIWkEpE4rzlLJda3J491AQ4d1
1e_4CMZ9VP1bFlRpJ_wxT0febo&__twitter_impression=true 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 8b76aa No.9265507   (4305) 
May 21 2020 12:05:33 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888/status/1263503349892050944 
But @teamcavuto said it will kill you… 
Why are 'select' journalists so invested w/ instilling fear re: HCQ [40 
years on the market]? 
Is this about the health and well-being of people OR SOMETHING 
ELSE? 
Is this about the virus OR SOMETHING ELSE? 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a4d5bb No.9266048   (4306) 
May 21 2020 12:44:41 (EST) NEW 
How do you convince people a vaccine is necessary [critical]?  
https://aspe.hhs.gov/cdc-—-influenza-deaths-request-correction-rfc 
"US data on influenza deaths are false and misleading. The Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) acknowledges a 
difference between flu death and flu associated death yet uses the 
terms interchangeably. Additionally, there are significant statistical 
incompatibilities between official estimates and national vital 
statistics data. Compounding these problems is a marketing of fear—
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a CDC communications strategy in which medical experts "predict 
dire outcomes" during flu seasons." 
APPLY TO COVID-19 DATA REPORTS. 
Q 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a4d5bb No.9266254   (4307) 
May 21 2020 12:57:59 (EST) NEW 
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/21/doj-democrats-paid-
pennsylvania-election-officials-to-stuff-ballot-box/ 
Welcome to the [D] party. 
Q 
 
 
 
Not a single syllable from CNN about Biden's audiotapes 
extorting Ukraine using American taxpayer money to protect his 
son. It's astonishing after trying to impeach Trump on that very 
storyline.  
 
It's not so astonishing when you understand that CNN is not a "news" 
organization, it's a "leftist", otherwise known as "Communist", 
propaganda outlet, pretending to be a "news" source.. 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e6cf95 No.9267165   (4308) 
May 21 2020 14:14:05 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/tteegar/status/834440794375327744 
Worth remembering. 
Q 
 
 
 
Multiple Universities Refuse to Cooperate with Federal 
Investigations. 
Tip of the iceberg here How many Universities supported Obama? 
How many Universities expanded in size under Obama? How much 
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Quid pro Quo was going on with the Obama administration? Tip of 
the iceberg. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Over 227 Years, Since the Inception of the Postal Service, 44 
Presidents, 1918 Spanish Flu and 1918 Elections, Mail in Ballots 
Were Not primary way to Vote! Why? Ease Fraud!  
The USPS traces its roots to 1775 during the Second Continental 
Congress, when Benjamin Franklin was appointed the first 
postmaster general. The Post Office Department was created in 1792 
with the passage of the Postal Service Act. 
In over 227 years, since the inception of the Postal Service, 44 
Presidents, 1918 Spanish Flu and 1918 elections, mail in ballots were 
never used. Why? Ease of potential Fraud. Anyone advocating for 
mail in voting, appears to be naive or a crook. 
Mail in voting, if it were ever allowed, should at least pass a 
referendum and not be unilaterally decided by opposition party 
members to the President. 
Today’s Democrats believe themselves to be more intelligent and 
wise, than 200+ years of elected leaders who never made mail in 
voting a way to vote?! That’s Rich 
Potential Downfalls could be, Mail Box raids for ballots, Theft, 
physical Attacks on Postal Workers delivering, attacks on registered 
party supporters, Biased mail workers destroying ballots from zip 
codes know to favour one party over another, no supervision from 
vote to count, etc. 
Anonymous Vote, is a right... not to be tracked 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 46a577 No.9272754   (4309) 
May 21 2020 22:52:30 (EST) NEWEG4H9OKUYAEP85r.jpg 

 
https://www.foxnews.com/media/trump-impeachment-inquiry-devin-
nunes-state-dept-yovanovitch-strange-irregular-requests-monitor-
press-journalists 
Worth remembering [soon]. 
Q 
 
 
Trump after taking Caronavirus test "I tested positively toward 
negative" Troll level 100. Caronavirus is a JOKE (foxnews.com) 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-coronavirus-test-positively-
toward-negative 
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Trump: 'We are not closing our country' if second wave of 
coronavirus hits(youtu.be) 
https://youtu.be/_tDTaz52DaE?t=68 
 
Because there will be no reopening the next time around. We dodged 
a massive bullet and we have this summer to get our collective shit 
together to beat the invisible enemy within! 
 
This was a FF test run, wait till Sept and then try that complacent 
position for proper fitment. 
 
We must stand up together if they push this again. 
 
 
 
 
 
CDC Formed in 1946 for Malaria Control : Since 1946 The 
Worlds Formost Experts on.... Hydroxychloroquine. 
And the leading treatment since WWII , Hydroxychloroquine and 
ZInc. 
You can't make it up 
folks.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centers_for_Disease_Control_a
nd_Prevention 
The Communicable Disease Center was founded July 1, 1946, as the 
successor to the World War II Malaria Control in War Areas 
program of the Office of National Defense Malaria Control 
Activities. 
Preceding its founding, organizations with global influence in 
malaria control were the Malaria Commission of the League of 
Nations and the Rockefeller Foundation. 
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Trump says Henry Ford is of a good bloodline then troll laughs. 
Jews are freaking out. (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1263574148451729408 
 
I'd encourage you to read his newspaper, the Dearborn Independent, 
from the 1910s 
 
Which contained all of the articles that became the book, The 
International Jew, by Henry Ford. 
 
WRONG TITLE! 
The proper full tile as seen on this 219 page PDF is : 
The International Jew - The World's Foremost Problem, by Henry 
Ford Sr. read it here :  
http://www.magtudin.org/Henry_Ford_The_International_Jew.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
Police in NJ interrupt & stop a (closed) business owner as she 
was selling items on Facebook Live (newjersey.news12.com) 
http://newjersey.news12.com/story/42155935/police-interrupt-
business-owner-as-she-was-selling-items-on-facebook-live 
 
Winning 
Patriots in control 
 
Q was right. 
Pain is coming, and is here for some, but not for those we had in 
mind. 
 
Any business that a person starts, except for those that harm others, 
is essential. 
 
Cops just don't get it. They've ruined their reputations 
NATIONWIDE and keep doing it! WTF do they expect if things 
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ever DO "get back to normal?" I wouldn't give any of 'em the time of 
day! 
 
 
 
BREAKING: Democrat State Rep. Karen Whitsett tells POTUS 
she has filed a lawsuit against Governor Gretchen 
Whitmer. (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1263556636846718976 
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Friday May 22, 2020 

 
 
 
 

 
My fear is that we are at a tipping point in this WAR. [THEY] 
tried to KILL us with this virus and they are fighting to keep this 
country CLOSED until Nov.... What will be [THEIR] final 
move???  
I keep going back and forth in my head.... 
YES, Patriots are in control. I really believe that. But there are still 
ROGUE elements and Sleepers all over this country. 
I do NOT believe they are going to lay down and take another L in 
November..... I think THIS is the most important election in the 
history of our country!! 
[THEY] have something up their sleeve and I think they would 
sacrifice MILLIONS if it meant they could regain power in 
November. 
PRAY!!!!! 
 
I'm expecting worse things with worse tactics before this all gets 
better. One thing I learned in the Navy was, Plan for the worst, Hope 
for the best, but Train to Win. [They] do the same thing, but [they]'re 
flaw is having to telegraph. We aren't hindered with that aspect. I 
believe that's why [they]'re freaking out about POTUS saying that we 
won't be allowing other countries to fly over military training 
maneuvers. [They] use official govt channels and means to keep tabs 
on us, under the auspices of "Mutually Agreed" "peaceful" 
surveillance. Notice how [They] (U.N. & NATO) and the MSM are 
all crying that Russia will "undoubtedly" back out of that agreement 
as well. POTUS ended our involvement OFFICIALLY yesterday and 
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then "coincidentally" we get another "terror related" attack in Tx at a 
Navy Base. We all know the playbook, so we should also know to 
expect escalation even beyond this...on BOTH sides. 
I believe POTUS and Q have us as prepared as we're gonna be. It's 
why Q's said we're ready, but so are [They]. And [they]'re prepared 
to go to the most extreme lengths to accomplish [their] goals, so 
don't forget that, and keep preparing. When it comes to 
planning/preparing, you can never have enough supplies. We're 
heading into the execution phase of The Plan, so from here on out, 
the fighting only gonna get worse. 
 
 
After "Plandemic" video goes super viral on Brighteon.com, 
Facebook bans all Brighteon links, regardless of 
content (naturalnews.com) 
 
Plandemic is the unvarnished truth, and they must stop that truth 
from getting to the masses. The jig is up if they don't. They will 
never get their mark of the beast on the people, and their vaccine 
diseases will stop them making money off of the sicknesses of the 
goy. They will also not get their social credit score / tracking system 
in place.  
They are going to broke, and the corona virus will not be the last 
thing they try. I think they are willing to release something much 
more deadly while they go to ground hoping to survive it. If they had 
not been rushed by Trump's actions the corona virus would have 
been more deadly four or five years down the road.  
These people want the population reduced, and any means they have 
to use is good by them. They hate the rest of humanity. They even 
hate their useful idiots. 
 
 
 
Data Fuckery on Covid >> 36,000 is the average number of Flu 
Deaths per year ( CDC ) // New "model" yesterday claimed 
36,000 lives lost because 1 week delay in Shutdown??? FISHY 
AS FUCK. 
Translation >> FLU DEATHS counted as COVID-1984 from the 
beginning. 
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The CDC website states what has become commonly accepted and 
widely reported in the lay and scientific press: annually "about 36 
000 [Americans] die from flu" 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/20/us/coronavirus-distancing-
deaths.html 
If Cuomo and that POS Governor of NJ didn't intentionally stuff 
nursing homes with positive Covid cases and Flu, Pneumonia and 
other 'causes of death' were not lumped in, how many deaths would 
we be looking at?? 
I have a very dark theory about what was going on at these 'Nursing 
Homes', and in light of the horrific video from yesterday we can 
conclude rampant corruption and lack of oversight at many 
homes. https://twitter.com/RealJamesWoods/status/12635657283863
87968 
In seclusion and staffed with malevolent actors, were these poor 
people being euthanized? Were ventilators abused, causing unneeded 
suffering and death? Was fentanyl involved? 
 
Data fuckery has gone on for a long time. 
I believe it was after 2002 that CDC started to report flu AND 
pneumonia deaths together. 
Yearly flu deaths (I recall) were ~2,000 to 3000 per year. After 2002 
it balooned to 30,000+ 
I wonder when the big push to take flu shots started? 
Perhaps someone knows better than I. 
 
 
 
 
Can you say ANTIFA?: Mississippi church fighting coronavirus 
restrictions burned to the ground (nbcnews.com) 
 
There are no coincidences. 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Anthony Fauci's 15 Totally Wrong Predictions and 
Contradictions (710wor.iheart.com) 
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https://710wor.iheart.com/featured/mark-simone/content/2020-05-
12-dr-anthony-faucis-15-totally-wrong-predictions-and-
contradictions/ 
Dr. Anthony Fauci’s 15 Totally Wrong Predictions and 
Contradictions  
By Mark Simone: 
It’s hard to believe but America’s top Infectious Disease Doctor 
Anthony Fauci has been wrong on the coronavirus pandemic —
Every step of the way! 
Here is a list of several errors, contradictory statements and 
dangerous gaffes by NIAID Director Dr. Tony Fauci: 
1.) Dr. Fauci says he warned Trump in January that the US was in 
real trouble but that is not what he said publicly. 
In January Dr. Anthony Fauci told Newsmax TV that the United 
States “did not have to worry”about the coronavirus and that it 
was“not a major threat.” 
2.) Dr. Fauci warned of an apocalyptic coronavirus pandemic — then 
just weeks later he compared the coronavirus to a bad flu. 
3.) Dr. Fauci based all of his predictions on models the that 
were OFF BY MILLIONS and then later told reporters,“You can’t 
really rely on models.” 
4.) On March 20th Dr. Fauci jumped in and during a press briefing 
on hydroxychloroquine treatment for coronavirus “corrected” the 
president  saying, “You got to be careful when you say ‘fairly 
effective.’ It was never done in a clinical trial… It was given to 
individuals and felt that maybe it worked.”  
Exactly two weeks later hydroxychloroquine was deemed the most 
highly rated treatmentfor the novel coronavirus in an international 
poll of more than 6,000 doctors. 
5.) Dr. Fauci pushed these garbage models every step of the way. 
A month ago Dr. Fauci claimed 1 million to 2 million Americans 
would die from coronavirus. Then he said 100,000 to 200,000 
Americans will die from the virus. Three weeks ago he agreed 
81,766 Americans would die from the coronavirus. Then by that 
Wednesday Then by that Wednesday the experts cut the number of 
deaths to 60,415 projected deaths. to 60,415 projected deaths. 
6.) On Easter Dr. Fauci suggested President Trump. should have shut 
down the economyin February… When the number of known cases 
in the US was around 100. Fauci later walked back his attacks. 
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7.) Dr. Fauci said cruises were OK on March 9th. That was a huge 
error. 
8.) Dr. Fauci said  malls, movies and gyms were OK on February 
29th. That was another huge mistake. 
9.) Dr. Fauci was wrong about the first coronavirus deaths in the 
country. Dr. Fauci, Dr. Birx and the CDC were off by nearly a 
month. California officials revealed in Aprilthat a patient in Santa 
Clara died from coronavirus on February 6th not February 29th. 
10.) Dr. Fauci and the CDC missed themillions and millions of US 
citizenswho had already contracted the coronavirus before the 
draconian lockdowns took place. Knowing this could have prevented 
the economic calamity. 
11.) OnApril 15, 2020, Fauci endorses Tinder hookups, 
unbelievably. 
12.) Dr. Fauci relied on corrupt W.H.O rulesto lock down the United 
States and destroy the US economy. Meanwhile, this  delays the herd 
immunity that is needed to prevent a future outbreak of this deadly 
virus. 
13.) Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx used the Imperial College Model to 
persuade President Trump to lock down the entire US economy. The 
Imperial model has since been confirmed as A COMPLETE 
FRAUD. 
14.) Dr. Fauci warned that Georgia would see a surge in coronavirus 
cases and deaths by opening their economy too early. 
He was wrong again– In fact the opposite happened. 
15.) And on Tuesday during testimony Dr. Fauci told Dr. Rand Paul 
that opening the schools would not be a good idea. 
 
 
Trump's Press Sec to be arrested for murder for what she did to 
the press corp (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/BryanDeanWright/status/1263928624123531266?
s=09 
  
She gave them HOMEWORK over a HOLIDAY weekend!!!! KEK!! 
 
What a champ! Love my White House! 
 
She is the epitome of CLASS - A Lady and classy at that. 
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I love that lady 
 
 
 
White House Press Secretary Stuns Journos With Interactive 
'Obamagate' Presentation On How To Do Their 
Jobs (zerohedge.com) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/white-house-press-secretary-
stuns-journos-interactive-obamagate-presentation-how-do-their 
 
 
 
 
 
BREAKING NOW: President Trump Deems PLACES OF 
WORSHIP ESSENTIAL.. Will OVERRIDE Any Governors 
Order..  
https://twitter.com/ChuckCallesto/status/1263902135894323211?s=2 
I am not sure if this was before the Church fires or after... Anyone 
know the time of that? 
               
President does not have any lawful authority to "override" the EO's 
of a governor. 
OTOH, governors don't have any lawful authority to enforce their 
EO's on anyone other than employees of the executive branch of 
their state. They can't enforce them on the general public. 
Only thing Trump could do would be to direct the DOJ to go to 
federal court and get the courts to issue injunctions against the 
states.  
But to do that, the DOJ has to show that it has "standing" in the court 
for that issue. They could claim that they are enforcing the 
"republican form of government" clause of the Constitution.  
If Trump does that, you will know for certain that he knows exactly 
what he is doing in all this seeming madness. 
 
 
BOOM!!! Chanel Rion from OAN just asked if POTUS 
considered a Pardon for Hussein for illegally wiretapping him.  
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Now McEnany is ripping strips off the press for being incompetitent 
biased assholes!.  
It’s a beautiful thing!!! 
 
 
If Hillary had won. You would have been tested, All deplorables 
would test positive. You would have been taken to a FEMA camp 
and murdered. They would have told your family you died of 
COVID 19. 
 
 
 
[[[ SHOCKING ]]] : Bill Gates : CIA Proposal : FUN VAX : 
Virus Delivery System For Religious Fundamentalism : Vaccine 
Response. (ps.  It’s not Bill Gates but frightening none the less). 
This is a converted clip of Bill Gates Delivering a Proposal to 
DARPA in 04-13-2005 
Stage 1 :  
Aerosaol Transmission of Respiratory Virus to Eliminate the 
Religious Tendencies of Humans 
Stage 2 :  
Pandemic Outbreak  
Stage 3 :  
Vaccine Response  
Here Bill Gates is selling the 'Concept' of his Vaccine to the Muslim 
World as targets. Billions of them.  
Not long after he was in India vaccinating Children. Today , millions 
of these children are Vaccine Damaged.  
This is obviously a red flag, a trend.  
Gates is looking to , at the very least, administer a virus to the Global 
population to first rid the human of Religious Tendancies.  
During the process of the Hegelian Dialectic he proposes to provide 
the Virus to solve the Religious Desire, creates an outbreak 
necessitating a vaccine and ultimately an ongoing kill rate.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VzZPsFV8SXs&feature=emb_l
ogoYouTube 
 
Hear it all the way out for FULL effect or skip to 3 minute mark. 
Fucking INSANE. 
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edit : Here is a more clear version, some are questioning 
authenticity.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pPqQ0Btmu8&feature=emb_lo
goYouTube 
 
 
 
 
Professors around America have been caught selling secret 
research to the Chinese Communist Regime. The national media 
won't cover it, so here's a thread of those who have been caught 
so far.  
This Professor was caught selling Air Force/Navy missile secrets to 
the Chinese. He's facing 219 years in prison. 
The head of the Chemistry Dept. at Harvard was caught secretly 
taking $1.5 million from the Chinese to set up a medical research lab 
in…WUHAN. In addition, he was paid up to $50,000 a month for 
other research he smuggled to the Chinese. 
This professor from Kansas had 2 research contracts with the 
Department of Energy. Turns out he was secretly working for the 
Chinese and smuggling research to them all along. He now faces 50 
years in prison. 
This is Zaosong Zheng. He was caught trying to smuggle 21 vials of 
cancer research from a Harvard medical lab to the Chinese 
goverment. He now faces 30+ years in prison. 
This Professor from the world renowned Cleveland Clinic was 
secretly giving information to the Chinese while receiving $3.6 
million in tax-payer funding for his "research". 
This Professor in West Virginia took "paternity leave"... then flew 
alone to China to secretly conduct research for their government. 
There, he was given a half million dollar "research subsidy" along 
with over $250,000 in "living stipends." 
This Professor in Arkansas was applying for a federal research grant 
from NASA when an investigation showed he was simultaneously 
receiving payments from the Chinese government. I'm sure it was 
just an accident that he forgot to disclose that part. 
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This Professor in Tennessee faces 6 felony charges after trying to 
cover up his secret work with the Chinese while applying for a 
research grant through NASA. 
This Professor in Georgia was fired after it was discovered he tried to 
cover up money he'd been paid by the Chinese government, while 
conducting research with the National Institutes of Health. 
Why do 75 American colleges have Chinese Communist Party 
funded "Confucius Institutes" on campus? The Pentagon says they're 
national security threats and China admits they're propaganda 
centers. 
A recent investigation found 48 colleges broke the law in failing to 
report tens of millions in donations from China.  
If there’s nothing shady, why break the law to hide donations? 
What does China gain from donating millions to American colleges? 
We had almost zero evidence of foreign interference in our elections, 
and half the country freaked out. Now, we have endless evidence of 
foreign interference on our campuses, and no one is batting an eye. 
People on campus are afraid to question China's influence efforts for 
fear of being labeled xenophobic or racist. Colleges are so concerned 
about being called "intolerant" that they let a communist regime 
exploit our country. 
People will call you a conspiracy theorist if you question why China 
is secretly spending millions on buying off American professors. Ask 
those people if they believe China is just doing all this out of the 
goodness of their hearts. 
Video: How Communist China Infiltrates U.S. Campuses & Steals 
ResearchYouTube 
https://campusreform.org/china/ 
 
These "professors" need to be charged with what they have done - 
Espionage! 
What happened to Julius and Ethel Rosenberg? 
Hmm, charged with espionage - found guilty and - ? 
 
 
 
Went to the Doctor yesterday. Doctor and Staff were not wearing 
masks at all! That tells me all I need to know! 
Hi Everyone, 
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Yesterday I had a consultation appointment with a doctor (in 
Virginia) for an elective cosmetic surgery that I need to have. The 
doctor and his staff were not wearing masks at all. They acted totally 
normal and never mentioned this virus nonsense. I was the only 
patient there and I didn't wear a mask either. 
So what does that tell you? Even doctors know the truth that this 
virus is nonsense and nothing to worry about. 
 
Went into a bank yesterday and was given the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
degrees before I was allowed to even step foot inside by someone 
wearing so much protective gear I felt like I had leprosy. Then my 
every movement was watched by all staff I saw.  
After, I went next door to a hardware store where everyone was 
smiling, happy, and helpful. Not a mask, or gloves, or any other 
protective equipment was to be found.  
I can find a new bank in a heartbeat. But I've definitely got my 
hardware store for the future. 
 
Hardware stores count. Banks... not so much.  
This blew me away however. I walk into the bank. A woman in a 
mask, visor, gloves, and gown runs over to hold the inside door 
closed to keep me from coming in. It seems they were only allowing 
one customer inside at a time. The rest had to line up outside in the 
rain on a mark on the sidewalk I did not notice. When she finally 
looked around inside to see no other customers were in there, she 
opened the door a crack and asked, “Why are you here?” 
Normally my wit is as dry as the Sahara and has gotten me into more 
trouble more times than I can remember. But I left it alone that day. I 
could see this poor woman was just doing her job and was terrified 
by higher ups, and I’m sure the media, that any customer could be a 
walking time bomb of commie cooties. 
 
I had to go get some labs done earlier this week. Now, the local 
hospital had moved everything around, so the lab was Door 4 last 
month when I got labs done. I was supposed to go last week and they 
told me Door 4, so I got time this week and went to Door 4 as I was 
told. A co-worker had done the same earlier in the month and said 
that if you go to the hospital campus for ANYTHING, they make 
you wear a mask. Which is one reason I put off getting my labs.... 
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Anyway, I went to Door 4 and this little kid, looked about 15, said 
"Uhm... do you have a mask?" I said Nope. He said he could give me 
one, OR I could let him take my temp. I said he could take my temp. 
Then he had to sanitize my hand. (Yep, just ONE hand...that's all he 
sprayed, just one of my two hands....) It turned out that the lab was 
moved back to its home at Door 18. I went through the same 
rigamarole there with another young 'un. And again, got one single 
hand sanitized. The upshot is that all the staff are wearing masks, but 
the people coming in don't have to anymore. 
 
 
 
How does the deep state get it's money? It steals it from you. 
Whats going on in Washington state with unemployment fraud?  
Seattlefag here. Listening to opposition research today on my drive 
time (fuck it, I still go into the office and listen to NPR on the drive). 
We have a serious problem in this state with bogus unemployment 
insurance applications, like theft to the tune of millions of dollars. It's 
becoming a newsworthy thing around here because people whose 
identities have been stolen are being used to file bogus claims. It's 
caused the state to delay people's payments a few days while they try 
and sort it out. 
The NPR spot was about how to protect yourself by signing up or 
checking your existing unemployment insurance accounts and they 
were describing this whole problem as a mastermind criminal 
operation probably run out of Nigeria. Huh. Possible. 
Is it also possible the same deep state that has access to your social 
security numbers and personal details can use that information to 
systematically steal a fuck ton of money from the state? Seems 
plausible to me. More I think about it the more likely that scenario 
seems to me. 
 
 
 
 
Feckless Clown Dr. Fauci NOW SAYS Staying Closed Too Long 
Could Cause "Irreparable Damage" - AFTER USING JUNK 
MODEL TO DESTROY ECONOMY!  
WHY DOES THIS MANIAC STILL HAVE A JOB? 
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As we know from previous reporting: 
** Dr. Tony Fauci and Dr. Deborah Birx used the Imperial College 
Model to persuade President Trump to lock down the ENTIRE US 
ECONOMY. 
** The fraudulent model predicted 2.2 million American deaths from 
the coronavirus pandemic 
** The authors of the Imperial College Model shared their findings 
with the White House Coronavirus task force in early March 
** Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx then met with President Trump privately 
and urged him to shut down the US and destroy the record Trump 
economy based on this model 
** New analysis of the Imperial College Model finds the study is 
“completely unusable for scientific purposes” — The Imperial 
College study was a complete sham 
** Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx pushed a garbage model on the White 
House and the American public and destroyed the US economy 
As reported weeks ago — in mid April Dr. Fauci admitted that it was 
he and Dr. Birx who persuaded President Trump to lock down the 
US economy knowing the massive destruction this would cause in 
jobs, lives and commerce. 
President admitted that during a press conference in April that “two 
very smart people” came into his office and urged him to lock down 
the economy or 2.2 million Americans would die from the China 
virus. 
This guy has been wrong nearly every step of the way. 
After Dr. Birx and Dr. Fauci sat with the president the US went into 
lockdown and since that time over 39 MILLION Americans have 
lost their jobs and thousands of companies have gone bankrupt. 
In late March, Neil Ferguson, who was behind the Imperial College 
coronavirus study, backtracked and said 20,000 Brits may die from 
the coronavirus instead of his original estimates of 500,000. 
Neil Ferguson resigned from his government post as researcher a 
week ago after he was caught breaking his own lockdown rules by 
meeting with his married mistress at his home. 
Now we have evidence that Neil Ferguson’s model was complete 
trash. 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/omg-feckless-clown-dr-
fauci-now-says-staying-closed-long-cause-irreparable-damage-using-
junk-model-destroy-economy/ 
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Pro QAnon article published in the oldest Californian 
Democratic Newspaper Guest Column - Commenters are not 
happy!  
https://www.mtdemocrat.com/opinion/guest-column-avalanche-of-
indictments-coming-q-says-enjoy-the-show/ 
Just look at typical Democrats in the comment section, very 
unhappy. Article is visibly pro QAnon. It's also the oldest newspaper 
in California: 
The Mountain Democrat 
The Mountain Democrat, located in Placerville, CA, is the oldest 
newspaper in California, boasting continuous publication since 1851. 
 
 
 
 
Biden: "I'm going to beat Joe Biden" (ussanews.com) 
https://ussanews.com/News1/2020/05/22/biden-im-going-to-beat-
joe-biden/ 
https://youtu.be/D16CeEB5Hx0 
 
 
 
Joe pisses off black America big time. #YouAintBlack 
YouAintBlack is trending and they sound a little pissed. Love it!  
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23YouAintBlack&src=trend_click 
 
Joe wasn't lying when he said he didn't want to be president. His 
entire campaign, and diminished act, are pretenses to claim political 
persecution and seek leniency when he is found guilty of treason. 
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Saturday May 23, 2020 

 

Dan Bongino @dbongino: 
It’s Saturday May 23rd, 2020 and Barack Obama was the most 
corrupt President in US history. Thanks. Have a good day. 
#Obamagate 
 
 
 
This must be stopped. This tracing shit MUST BE 
STOPPED. (pjmedia.com) 
https://pjmedia.com/culture/megan-fox/2020/05/14/contact-tracing-
jobs-create-terrifying-army-of-karens-n391962 
 
 
 
Suddenly, COVID-19 Doesn’t Spread Easily On Surfaces. 
http://shorenewsnetwork.com/2020/05/22/suddenly-covid-19-doesnt-
spread-easily-on-surfaces/ 
 
 
 
BEWARE THE CONTACT TRACERS!!!! Massachusetts 
Contact Tracing NGO part of Clinton Pedophile Ring in 
Haiti (wearethene.ws) 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/106831 
https://www.fort-russ.com/2020/05/revealed-massachusetts-contact-
tracing-ngo-part-of-clinton-pedophile-ring-in-haiti/ 
 
TLDR: This article is over 2800 words, so the following bullet points 
outline the main ideas so that they can be understood and this article 
can be shared with confidence in the facts it covers.  
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Children in group homes are 2800% (28 times) more likely to be 
sexually abused and raped than children who live with their parents 
according to a John Hopkins University Study (link below) 
Contact Tracing is being handled by NGOs and State governments 
which are financed various ways. HR 6666 provides financing for 
these even though states and other NGO’s can finance the work on 
their own where possible. (HR 6666 is not required for this scandal 
to take place. ) 
Contact tracing ultimately allows the state to take children from 
homes where there is Covid-19 infection. Like HR 6666, you will 
not find that stated overtly in the literature the programs produce 
about themselves. It is an omission made possible because the 
authority to take children for health crisis reasons already exists in 
laws on the books. If children have guardians (i.e. parents) requiring 
quarantining or Covid-19 treatment 
Massachusetts (so far, we expect this nation-wide) is allowing a 
Clinton Foundation connected NGO named PIH, which through the 
foundation is tied to pedophilia and human trafficking, organ 
trafficking, child slavery and prostitution – under the auspices of 
healthcare for children without guardians. PIH will work with police 
and CPS to remove children from home (in the below as “cannot 
separate themselves from their children easily”) 
That the Clinton Foundation backed PIH specifically is involved in 
Contact Tracing even though their work in Haiti is with children’s 
health allows us to verify what Contact Tracing will be used for, at 
least partly. Those requiring more evidence connecting the focus on 
children’s health to Contact Tracing, please read the whole article 
below. 
 
 
 
FoxNews doubles down on HCQ attack! Be scared! It will kill 
you! REEEEE(foxnews.com) 
https://www.foxnews.com/health/hydroxychloroquine-chloroquine-
linked-to-increased-risk-of-death-in-hospitalized-coronavirus-
patients-study-finds 
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Proves that Fox News has turned the corner and are really CNN lite, 
just another MSM outlet with a few conservative hosts. Paul Ryan 
still sucks. 
 
Looking at that study my observation is that the "control group" is 
significantly larger than the treatment group. Hypothesis would be 
that with cherry-picking, anything can be asserted and wrapping your 
discourse in jargon will help obfuscate your process. 
 
So the President has the best team of doctors available at all times. 
Surely if this was a real issue they wouldn't be giving it to him. This 
point totally ignored on purpose by MSM. 
 
 
 
When was the last time a President refuse to take a single cent of 
his annual salary but instead choose to donate it all back to the 
country. Trump has been working for free since Day 1 in 
office (z.zz.ht) 

 
 
Sickens me how they treat him in return 
 
It's messed up watching it on this scale. It's terrifying how 
programmable people are. But don't forget this is an ancient crime 
syndicate that is being taken down, they will do anything and 
everything to prevent justice. Your nation is very very lucky to have 
an alpha like Trump fighting for the good guys. In every nation, any 
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candidate that respects their constituents receives this treatment from 
the cabal and its media. 
 
 
 
 
Proof from the DS that our health isn't essential ...  
https://www.statesmanjournal.com/story/news/2020/05/16/oregon-
coast-reopening-coronavirus-fear-tourists-covid-
outbreak/5190980002/ 
a lot of crap but i found the following in this article ... 
Their definition of Essential Travel : 
"Few state parks are open. People still can't stay overnight. And a 
phase one reopening means people are still supposed to avoid non-
essential travel — meaning not traveling from the valley to the coast. 
Their ADMISSION of guilt 
"We understand that cabin fever is very real, but please wait just a 
little bit longer," Hall said. "Let us get through this safely. The beach 
isn't going anywhere."  
Their fear of us : 
"We have seven miles of open sand. We're not lacking in space," he 
said. "My only concern is that if we get completely inundated and 
had to shut down again, that would be anarchy. 
the rational logical sounding answer to justify their taking away the 
Constitution : 
"The reason the Oregon Coast was shut down in the first place was 
the fear of people from population centers spreading the virus, 
without knowing it, into a community with an older and more 
vulnerable population, and limited medical facilities. There are just 
25 hospital beds each in Lincoln City and Newport. That fear hasn't 
really changed. 
Their Control of the blind and deaf : 
There remains no vaccine and limited treatment. And a spike in cases 
could be calamitous. " 
Admission Nothing happened ,and (is this a threat / or fear inducing 
words ) if we fail to keep complying : 
"The challenging thing is that we took all these measures and nothing 
happened, but that's really the point, that's a good thing," Lincoln 
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County commissioner Kaety Jacobson said. "After all this sacrifice, 
you'd really hate to have a big uptick. We have to stay vigilant." 
This is their own words... they themselves printed 
 
 
 
 
COMMUNISTS WINNING... Car rental giant Hertz files for 
bankruptcy as its vehicles remain idled by pandemic. 
Democrats and Communist China are destroying the American 
economy without firing a shot!!! 
https://justthenews.com/nation/economy/car-rental-giant-hertz-files-
bankruptcy-its-cars-remain-idle-pandemic 
 
 
 
FEMA Quarantine Sites are appearing all over Washington. 
Two so far have been filmed. (youtube.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qEdyO4gv30 
 
 
 
COMMUNISTS WINNING... Whitmer extends Michigan stay-
home order until mid-June 
Michigan governor is destroying the middle class in Michigan!!! 
Communists WINNING!!!! 
https://justthenews.com/politics-policy/coronavirus/already-facing-
backlash-whitmer-extends-michigan-stay-home-order-until 
 
 
 
A deep dive into Newsom by the person who discovered the 
blatantly photoshopped pedo symbol in CA governor's Twitter 
header. (threadreaderapp.com) 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1264040185039290369.html 
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Catturd ™ @catturd2: 
Chance of me ever wearing a mask - 0.00% Because I just can't find 
it in the Constitution, anywhere. 
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NOPE! Fuck you Walmart. You won't see any more of my 
business until you stop with the stupid sheep herding in/out of 
your buildings for the sake of "safety"  
Lines to get IN wrapping all the way around the building today. 
Pissed off people everywhere standing in 100+ degree weather. 
I ended up just driving off again, not going to play their little games. 
And maybe that's by design? Maybe they want to annoy people into 
just ordering online so they can shut down brick-and-mortar stores to 
save money. 
Who knows/cares. They've lost thousands of dollars from me in 2020 
alone, and they will continue to lose more until they stop the bullshit. 
Now I refuse to shop online with them too. 
FUCK. YOU. WALMART. 
edit: feel free to voice your opinion! 
Walmart is just a CHINESE front end - half their food is nothing 
short of poison. 
 
Yet no shortage of Q-boomers who still shop there because their 
"patriotism" doesn't go beyond jacking off to ronald reagan videos 
that Q posts. 
 
Oh and let's not forget that they stopped selling their best-selling 
types of ammunition (5.56 and all handgun ammo) just to virtue 
signal "in the name of safety". 
 
 
 
Is COVID-19 the biggest false flag in world history?  
It may have also been their greatest mistake, what they thought was 
going to give them global control has been flipped and exposed them 
for WHO they really are. 
On the other hand it displayed the full power of the MSM to 
influence people's minds and completely brainwashed practically an 
entire country. 
 
The Chinese economy was going to crash before the end of 2020 
because of the trade deal + massive debt bubble + the Belt and Road 
Payday Loans scam failing all over the world. The CCP had no way 
out.  
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To keep from being overthrown, they either needed to revive their 
economy which was impossible because of all the capitol they put 
into “infrastructure projects” into 3rd world countries all over the 
world. Or the CCP had to destroy the global economy to bring 
everyone else back to them so they could blame that on the US and 
FF their citizens to make them think is was us who destroyed their 
economy.  
The CCP knew it would be easy to get the Dems and MSM onboard 
in America, and fear monger the rest of the world and the globalist 
MSM to accomplish that task. And it worked. But we know different. 
 
 
 
 
"We've Never Seen Numbers Like This" - Trauma Doc Sees 
Post-Lockdown Suicide Wave Starting * Many were already 
skating on thin financial ice even before the pandemic. 
https://dcdirtylaundry.com/weve-never-seen-numbers-like-this-
trauma-doc-sees-post-lockdown-suicide-wave-starting/ 
 
 
 
 
President Trump: 'I have a chance to break the deep state' 
It's a vicious group of people. It's very bad for our country,' the 
president says 
President Trump says he is making inroads in taming Washington's 
permanent bureaucracy, which he likes to call the "deep state." 
“What am I doing? I'm fighting the deep state,” Trump said in an 
exclusive interview with Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson. “I'm 
fighting the swamp…If it keeps going the way it's going, I have a 
chance to break the deep state. It's a vicious group of people. It's very 
bad for our country.” 
In the wide-ranging interview with Full Measure set to air Sunday, 
Trump also addressed the debate over whether religious services 
should remain closed. Calling them “essential services,” he says it’s 
time for them to open. 
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Get ready for the pandemic hoax act two. An anon posted this 
video of FEMA camps being set up in Washington. I have a 
prediction. Save this post to expose it when it happens.  
I recently made a post about the army field hospital that was set up in 
Seattle at the beginning of April. I broke down the numbers and 
exposed the inconsistency between what we are being told and how 
the field hospital reacted.  
https://voat.co/v/QRV/3830931 
The general in charge of the field hospital said they were prepared to 
be there for weeks. He also said he hopes to treat zero patience 
because that would mean the situation is completely under control. 
They were going to take in non-Covid patients to free up space in 
city hospitals for if the “pandemic” proved to be overwhelming for 
them. The city hospitals claimed they were near full capacity so they 
canceled elective surgeries and telemeds and brought the capacity 
down to 70% leaving 30% for covid patients. That makes the amount 
of hospital beds in Seattle 1104. The army field hospital left in three 
days without treating a single patient. This means they not only 
didn’t exceed 30% it means they didn’t come anywhere near it. At 
what point would city hospitals start shipping patients to the army 
field hospital if they were getting slammed with Covid cases and 
only had 1104 beds available?  
Trump sent the army field hospitals to keep them in check. Hospitals 
were forced to cooperate with the army. The numbers they are giving 
us are fake. They did not have the patience to send to the army field 
hospital. If the army field hospital never showed up in Seattle I can 
guarantee you Seattle hospitals would’ve been pushing propaganda 
that they are being overrun.  
Now we keep hearing about the second wave of COVID-19 and I see 
this video posted.  
https://youtu.be/6qEdyO4gv30YouTube 
This one minutes driving around recording FEMA tents that are set 
up all over Washington. They are getting them in place ahead of time 
because they do not want the army involved. The army would not 
push the hoax. They are trying to install FEMA as the overflow 
assistance because they, the hoaxers, control FEMA.  
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I’m calling it right now. Washington state will be hit really hard with 
COVID-19 during the second wave. Hospitals will be overrun and 
FEMA camps will be full of patients. That is what they are going to 
tell everybody.  
Just remember folks, ITS ALL A HOAX. 
 
 
 
 
Disgusting Leftist Gov Holding Hawaii Hostage, (4) ACTIVE 
covid cases, ZERO Deaths in 21 Days, But They are Arresting 
Tourist Who Don't Stay In Their Hotel Room 24/7 for 14 Days. 
a YEAR IN JAIL FOR "VIOLATING" QUARANTINE 
https://www.nukepro.net/2020/05/disgusting-leftist-gov-holding-
hawaii.html 
 
 
 
Open letter written to Judge Sullivan on Twitter? OMG!  
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1261480070683688967.html 
 
John @Johnheretohelp: 
    
Mr. (judge🤔) Sullivan, 
I had hoped all along that you would do the right thing, that you 
would realize that what you're trying to hide is known by people on 
both sides. I had hoped in knowing that you would consider the 
situation moot and do the right thing.  
You did not. Instead you turned to your friends for more political 
favors and cover. So maybe exposing some of those crimes will 
prompt you to recuse yourself. It's obvious you can't be relied upon 
to do your job impartially and dismiss all charges, exonerating 
General Flynn.  
We have met. I have unfortunately worked with Elijah Cummings on 
more than one occasion. The latest was when he asked me to "assess" 
the viability of his wife's political campaign. The access granted for 
that proved very very interesting.  
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Quick question "your honor", over the years how many millions of 
dollars in government funds did yourself and your buddy Elijah 
Cummings siphon off of Howard University? I guess you were right 
when you said " they don't need it they never amount to anything".  
On a side note, I think it's very kind of you to help your a good friend 
Cummings in his little multimillion-dollar insurance fraud scheme.  
Like he said no one's ever going to get a police search warrant for 
federal judges house.  
What better place to hide a bunch of "stolen" art work. I especially 
like the two of you have in your private office at home. 
You don't have any intention of giving those back do you? 
But I digress.  
Besides the money laundering and the insurance fraud for yourself 
and your friends. Should we talk about the cases that you have 
corrupted for money or favors? 
I've compiled quite a list. 
Perhaps I should point out the non politically advantageous cases  
where you just stuck it to the defendant because you could, or 
because you didn't like them or their race, or because you had "fixed" 
so many other cases you had to make some of them look "normal". 
Any comment judge? 
Because it's about to get worse.  
There was a "secret" deal in your courtroom, a deal threatening 
General Flynn's son. You can pretend it was a secret but you knew 
about it the entire time. You colluded with the prosecutor 
continuously. But all that's very obvious now. 
An innocent man faced with evil,  
evil against himself and his son. An honorable man, an intelligent 
man with integrity, a warrior, will stand in front of his son against 
any evil. 
An evil plan thought you knew of an allowed to happen. Then you 
pretended not to know anything about it.  
And when it did finally come out you did not rebuke the prosecution 
for it. 
General Flynn fell on a sword for his son, you cannot ask for a 
greater love or respect. I know it well, I had to do it for my wife and 
my family. 🙏  
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We just discussed a relationship between a father and his son. One of 
the strongest bonds in this world and beyond.  
I understand your a father as well. 
Normally I would not discuss children but since your children figure 
so prominently in shaping your decisions on the bench  
I will go ahead and include them here. 
You have two sons, both of them violent no good pieces of crap that 
Daddy has had to cover for their whole life. 
One in particular, your namesake. That must be a particular thorn in 
your side.  
In 2012 he was arrested for the violent assault and rape of an 
underage girl. He beat and raped her for several hours at his home, 
and when he was "finished" with her, he left her laying on the floor 
while he went and watched television.  
He didn't give her another thought until approximately an hour later 
when he went to use the bathroom and she was still laying in the 
same spot, unresponsive. 
Did he call an ambulance out of concern? No.He left the house and 
called you from his car. 
You wanted to know who it was,  
Obviously this has happened before and you wanted to know how 
bad clean up was going to be this time. This time it was the daughter 
of a "family friend", someone who owed you a lot someone you had 
enriched, and abusing your authority as usual you knew you could 
cover it up.  
Instead of calling 911 because of"recordings", you instructed your 
son to call the local fire department directly. (Real shame they keep a 
recorded line as well 😉) and once was dispatched to your sons 
address found the girl lying against the wall in the bedroom,  
still unresponsive. They got her to the hospital, saved her life, she 
was bleeding externally and internally, another hour and she would 
not have made it, saving daddy's little namesake a murder charge.  
But the ambulance company call the police reported it oh, your son 
was arrested. There was no way out the evidence was overwhelming 
so you and Cummings, and Rod took care of it. 
Lost in the system, no disposition. 
Still on the books but never made it to court.  
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Your son must be very lucky have you as a father. The girl was not 
as lucky. That was in 2012, this is 2020, this summer she'll be old 
enough to take her first legal drink. 
I don't know what she'll celebrate if she does, her life has been very 
difficult. Everything she's had to  
go through, including her own family, her father that you control, 
telling her to "get over it". 
She has a lot to get over, at least she will never be burdened with a 
child like your buddy Obama says, no concessions for her, too much 
damage for that.  
But you managed to bury it. Fast forward a few more years and the 
same son is picked up in a multi-state sting of online pedophiles. I'm 
sure all those pictures and videos he was trading, all those children 
oh, I'm sure they were asking for it too😭  
Back to your friends, Cummings, Catherine Pugh, rod. Funny how 
are your friends are corrupt or convicted. With that previous charge 
still on the books you really had to call in some favors to make this 
go away. Close to 900 people picked up, you managed to make that 
case  
disappear somewhere in between the state and federal level, with 
some RR help there.👍 Wouldn't want him to pay for the crimes he 
committed would we? 
You owe so much to so many people and they are really pulling your 
strings now aren't they? 
You are unfit for the bench you do not.... 
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"You said you had sex with an intern and then you had to kill 
her." "Exactly," Scarborough responded with a laugh. "That's 
pretty risky to say," Imus responded. "What are you gonna do?" 
Scarborough (youtube.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iYUD5vUzlFU 
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Sunday May 24, 2020 

 

 

 

Michigan Governor ordered a 20 year old highly contagious 
COVID patient to recover in a nursing home. She is using 
COVID patients as biological weapons in order to keep death 
counts high. 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/update-20-yr-old-boxer-
moved-michigan-nursing-home-coronavirus-beat-77-yr-old-veteran-
still-week-later/#post-comments 
 
 
 
ALL American businesses are `ESSENTIAL!  
Who the hell are these Governors to say which businesses go under 
and which survive? Some of these people have their homes and 
much else on the line. Many have worked their entire lives for what’s 
tied up in their businesses. They all should be able to open if they 
wish to. Where do we all go to get back what was lost by 
government force? 
 
 
 
TRUMP is a week ahead of them on the "Covid-19 Resurgence 
and FEMA camps" and already made the proper steps to nip it 
in the bud.   
Trump is already ahead of them on this and they know it - however, 
they have to go through with the plan. Here's how Trump proactively 
countered their newest bullshit: 
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The National Guard was already called in to these areas last week for 
"distributing the vaccine for Covid-2 SARS" Yes, Covid-2 SARS is 
what they're calling Covid-19 - been around for years. Don't believe 
me? Check out the last paragraph of this DoD release: 
https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Releases/Release/Article/21848
08/dod-awards-138-million-contract-enabling-prefilled-syringes-for-
future-covid-19/ 
There is no Covid-19 - the Defense Department is letting Governors 
know that ... if they try this shit ... they're fucked and the Defense 
Department already knows what States are about to go through with 
it. Check this out: 
https://www.nationalguard.mil/News/Article/2195743/oklahoma-
guard-supports-hot-spot-through-covid-19-outbreak/ 
Guymon isn't a hotspot (there was a supposed "outbreak" at a 
military base there) ... they're actually waiting for the Mayors in 
Oklahoma City and Tulsa to make their move with the Hospitals that 
there is a resurgence in Covid-19. 
This is happening in many other States. The National Guard is in 
every one of these States waiting to stop the FEMA camps. If you're 
a deep-stater reading this - you know what you're about to do will put 
you away for a long time. Don't say you weren't warned by Trump. 
It's all laid out in front of you. Don't do it. 
 
 
 
 
New CDC Figures Show Fauci's Dishonest COVID-19 
Projections Were Garbage (redstate.com) 
https://www.redstate.com/michael_thau/2020/05/23/842684/ 
 
 
 
Freedom of association. This will be the new standard for post-
covid world. 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_of_association 
Alright patriots. Your right to associate with people will come to a 
head this year because of covid. People who wear mask at businesses 
will be let in and those who do not will be kicked out. This 
association will come to hear similar to the cake baker stories. The 
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more this right of association or right to not associate gets air time 
the less the deep state has on controlling people. 
 
 
 
 
Andrew Wilkow @WilkowMajority: 
BREAKING NEWS: Seventeen people died in Chicago last week, 
from Covid-19 related gunshot wounds. They will be voting by mail. 
 
 
 
 
I was Just Refused Service and had the Cops Called on me for 
not Wearing a Mask at CVS. Yeah I'll be Seeking Legal Council 
on Tuesday!  
So I walk into the store without a mask, and right away I'm 
confronted by a clerk named Fabi (gay af). 
I told him I have a medical condition and can't wear a mask. I was 
asked to leave so I told him to call the cops and he did. 
Unfortunately I was in a hurry and didn't have time to wait around 
since they didn't have what I needed, because I wanted the cops on 
record too saying that I had to wear one. 
Here's the law as was posted on QRV:h 
ttps://files.catbox.moe/uyagcc.webp 
 
 
 
Gates Flaunts Upside Down Cross on NBC airwaves & website - 
clear as a bell (today.com) 
 
 
 
Melinda Gates inverted cross necklace. Snopes tries damage 
control.  
https://bigleaguepolitics.com/snopes-covers-for-bill-gates-wife-for-
wearing-satanic-inverted-cross-during-media-appearance/ 
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THEY DID IT AGAIN! CBS Caught Using Photo from Ukraine 
in 2016 in Their 'Panic Porn' on Coronavirus in 
Children (thegatewaypundit.com) 
 
 
 
Nobody survives the Trump spotlight. Psycho Joe is 
doomed. (twitter.com) 
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
A lot of interest in this story about Psycho Joe Scarborough. So a 
young marathon runner just happened to faint in his office, hit her 
head on his desk, & die? I would think there is a lot more to this 
story than that? An affair? What about the so-called investigator? 
Read story! 
Thomas Paine @Thomas1774Paine: 
Replying to @realDonaldTrump 
Evidence Shows Foul Play Likely in Scarborough Aide’s Suspicious 
Death in His Congressional Office https://truepundit.com/flashback-
evidence-shows-likely-foul-play-in-scarborough-aides-suspicious-
death-in-his-congressional-office/ 
 
 
 
 
Gretchen Whitmer's Regime Sued to Keep Water Levels High in 
Months Leading Up to Michigan Dam Break - Big League 
Politics (bigleaguepolitics.com) 
https://bigleaguepolitics.com/gretchen-whitmers-regime-sued-to-
keep-water-levels-high-in-months-leading-up-to-michigan-dam-
break/ 
 
 
 
 
The Punisher @PunishDem1776: 
Bill Gates Depopulation Agenda & Eugenics Frontman Who is Bill 
Gates? Born Oct 28, 1955 Henry William Gates. Is claimed as Co 
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founder of Microsoft to become a multi billionaire through his 
intelligence as a software engineer, that is a lie. 
https://twitter.com/PunishDem1776/status/1264373730257575937 
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Relevance re: [Susan Rice] 'top secret' [DECLAS] paragraph: 
“From a national security perspective, Comey said he does have 
some concerns that incoming NSA Flynn is speaking frequently with 
Russian Ambassador Kislyak. Comey said that could be an issue as it 
relates to sharing sensitive information. President Obama asked if 
Comey was saying that the NSC should not pass sensitive 
information related to Russia to Flynn. Comey replied ‘potentially.’" 
What was really discussed during [Jan 5] meeting? 
[Hussein] order preventing sharing of intel re: Russia? 
Would such an order shield [Hussein] admin from discovery re: 
Obamagate?  
Would such an order shield [Clinton] camp from discovery re: 
Clinton-DNC Russian collusion?  
Would such an order be known to POTUS or CLASSIFIED? 
If CLASSIFIED how could it be discovered? 
NSA Mike Rogers _step down [retire] [date]? 
NSA Mike Rogers _TT [SCIF secure] [date]? 
[Brennan][Clapper][Carter] push to TERM _NSA Mike Rogers 
[date]? 
WASH POST: 
“The heads of the Pentagon and the nation’s intelligence community 
have recommended to President Obama that the director of the 
National Security Agency, Adm. Michael S. Rogers, be removed.The 
recommendation, delivered to the White House last month, was 
made by Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter and Director of 
National Intelligence James R. Clapper Jr., according to several U.S. 
officials familiar with the matter.” 
HOW DO YOU CIRCUMVENT THE SHADOW INTEL COMM? 
https://theintercept.com/2017/12/04/trump-white-house-weighing-
plans-for-private-spies-to-counter-deep-state-enemies/ 
Critical thinking _what did [Susan Rice] DECLAS [Jan 5] WH 
meeting reveal? 
RUSSIA INTEL HOLD 
HOW DO YOU ADD LAYERS OF PROTECTION? 
INSTALL A SPECIAL COUNSEL TO LOCK [FREEZE] 
EVERYTHING RE: RUSSIA? 
INSTRUCT AND COORD W: NSC [INTEL COMMUNITY] 
[SCHIFF ARMS LENGTH] TO INITIATE WHISTLEBLOWER 
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ALLEGATIONS 1-9? 
INSTRUCT CONGRESS TO FILE ARTICLES OF 
IMPEACHMENT? 
COORD W: CHINA TO TERM ECON - UNEMPLOYMENT - 
GAINS, INITIATE LOCKDOWN DUE TO HEALTH 
CONCERNS, PUSH FEAR THROUGH DNC MEDIA, INSTRUCT 
GOVERNORS UNDER CONTROL TO ENACT VOTE-BY-
MAIL? 
COINCIDENCE JAN 15 
1. IMPEACHMENT ARTICLES DELIVERED TO SENATE 
[HELD] 
2. CHINA PHASE 1 USA CLAWBACK DEAL SIGNED  
3. 1ST COVID-19 CASE LANDED SEATTLE 
ALL ASSETS DEPLOYED. 
WIN BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY. 
EVERYTHING IS AT STAKE. 
Welcome to the Shadow Presidency of Barack H. Obama. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: c3afb1 No.9299205   (4311) 
May 24 2020 13:23:14 (EST) NEWhqdefault.jpg 

 
 
Welcome to the shadow presidency of Barack Hussein Obama. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: c3afb1 No.9299375   (4312) 
May 24 2020 13:34:16 
(EST) NEW00db16b1e4fc01beb688a4b51cd1d095c5d4d015141ca3
5007d679435d2a9d7a.jpg 

 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/common-sense 
-the basic level of practical knowledge and judgment that we all need 
to help us live in a reasonable and safe way 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 7531da No.9299964   (4313) 
May 24 2020 14:21:25 (EST) NEW 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbasile/2014/01/31/obamas-
weaponization-of-government/#143cf17a1b92 
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Worth remembering. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 7531da No.9300453   (4314) 
May 24 2020 14:56:43 (EST) NEW 
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/may/24/trump-
international-trip-barack-obama-europe-return 
THE SHADOW PRESIDENCY. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 7531da No.9300507   (4315) 
May 24 2020 15:00:20 (EST) NEW 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-
politics/obama-china-india-world-leaders-meetings-summit-
foundation-latest-a8080951.html 
THE SHADOW PRESIDENCY. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 3b3363 No.9301316   (4316) 
May 24 2020 16:09:31 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/2020Qanon/status/1264661017721745414 
Fear not, all will be well right after the election. 
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: f8dacd No.9302626   (4317) 
May 24 2020 18:20:42 (EST) NEW 
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https://twitter.com/prageru/status/1264321458139852800 
How do you change the narrative if facts are not on your side? 
How do you [con] the people? 
1. Form Congressional Black Caucus [1971][compartmentalize-
label] 
2. Recruit and control Black Community Leaders [net worth (each)] 
3. Alter[change]modify history in classroom(s) re: [D] party history 
4. Use corporate DNC media [MSM] push con 
Use 1, 2, 3 and 4 to drive echo-chamber false [idiotic] narrative bad 
[pro slavery][D]s switched to [R] party and good [anti-slavery][R]s 
switched to [D] party. 
Welcome to the [D] party. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: f8dacd No.9302766   (4318) 
May 24 2020 18:32:15 (EST) NEW 
Only when information [truth] becomes free [uncontrolled] will 
people awaken to the levers of control placed upon them.  
Only then will people find the will to change. 
Only then will people regain control [power]. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e1e012 No.9303099   (4319) 
May 24 2020 18:56:46 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/KattyKay_/status/1264697004233383936 
Nobody is 'buying' what you are peddling [selling] any longer. 
THE MSDNC IS DEAD. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piTucCW_6Wo 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e1e012 No.9303192   (4320) 
May 24 2020 19:03:15 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: a3d3be No.9303076  
May 24 2020 18:55:32 (EST) NEWClipboardImage.png 

 
>>9303046 
"Fear not, all will be well right after the election." 
Here we are.  
Not "All will be right after Durham". 
Q us quelling until the Democrats steal the election. What the fuck 
does the election have to do with justice? 
 
>>9303076 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sarcasm 
Re_read drops re: COVID-19 [virus] and the election. 
Last line should clarify:  
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION? 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e1e012 No.9303289   (4321) 
May 24 2020 19:08:24 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: 974a82 No.9303218  
May 24 2020 19:04:55 (EST) NEW 
>>9303192 
I'm sorry you had to explain that. 
This board isn't what it was. 
>>9303218 
Popularity [growth] drives general (non-Autistic) expansion. 
The Hive-Mind is alive and well. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e1e012 No.9303343   (4322) 
May 24 2020 19:10:48 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: 26e906 No.9303304  
May 24 2020 19:09:14 (EST) NEW 
>>9303289 
Damn right Q. We're on course on glidepath. Anons are on it. 
>>9303304 
ILS approach looks good. 
Q 
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Old, but still noteworthy. 
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Monday May 25, 2020 

 

 

This is the best thing on Twitter right now. The liberal bigotry is 
astounding!(mobile.twitter.com) 
https://mobile.twitter.com/Brixea/status/1264355677142519808 
 
 
 
 
IlL. GOP Lawmaker asks Trump to stop promoting 
Scarborough conspiracy theory(dailymail.co.uk) 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8353649/GOP-lawmaker-
demands-Trump-STOP-promoting-Joe-Scarborough-murder-
conspiracy-theory.html 
 
 
 
 
EXCLUSIVE: Judge Emmett Sullivan from General Flynn 
Trial, Arranged Speaking Gig for James Comey at Howard 
University for $100,000 (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/exclusive-judge-
emmett-sullivan-general-flynn-trial-arranged-speaking-gig-james-
comey-howard-university-
100000/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_campaign=websitesharingbutton
s 
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Emmett Sullivan will be exposed as a "bought and paid for" judge. 
His many illegal activities involving his son are the tip of the 
iceberg. 
He has many, many closets to keep closed. Perhaps one of the most 
corrupt judges to ever hold that title. 
His handlers are the DNC and associated entities. 
 
 
 
 
Senate Dems and Planned Parenthood Don't Want to Return 
$80M they Stole from the Stimulus Package. 
https://www.oann.com/senate-democrats-call-on-sba-to-allow-
planned-parenthood-to-keep-ppp-loans/ 
Their net assets are worth Over Half a Billion $$$. 
“Irrespective of whatever line of business they were in, their parent 
company’s sitting on net assets of over half a billion dollars. No 
affiliate of that organization can even operate or exist without 
approval of that board, so they directly violate the affiliation rules. 
They should have known that, and someone at SBA should have 
known that too.” – Marco Rubio, U.S. Senator (R-Fla.) 
 
 
 
Something GOOD will come out of this crisis. Americans are 
DONE with "Made in China". Bring it Back to those beautiful 
words: MADE IN THE USA. Poll: Up to 94% Want Economic 
Nationalist Agenda (breitbart.com) 
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/24/poll-up-94-percent-
want-economic-nationalist-agenda/ 
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Trump Threatens to Move RNC Convention Out of North 
Carolina if Dem Governor Won't Let Them Fill Arena. 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/trump-threatens-move-
rnc-north-carolina-dem-governor-wont-let-fill-arena/ 
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POTUS yesterday: "I have a chance to break the Deep State. It's 
a vicious group of people." (twitter.com) 
 
 
 
Let us remember the "accidental" victims of the USS Liberty 
"incident". (ussliberty.org) 
http://ussliberty.org/casualty.htm 
 
 
 
Hydroxychloroquine trials put on hold by WHO. 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-8355273/WHO-says-
SUSPENDING-trial-anti-malaria-drug-hydoxychloroquine-
coronavirus-patients.html 
WHO says it is SUSPENDING its trial of anti-malaria drug 
hydoxychloroquine in coronavirus patients citing safety concerns 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/25/who-world-health-
organization-hydroxychloroquine-trial-trump-coronavirus-safety-
fears 
the Lancet that showed people taking hydroxychloroquine were at 
higher risk of death and heart problems 
temporary pause of the hydroxychloroquine arm within the solidarity 
trial while the safety data is reviewed 
 
The WHO is part of this Covid plandemic. Did you really think they 
were going to do anything to make the situation any better? 
 
 
 
 
CDC Confirms Remarkably Low Death Rate - Media Chooses 
To Ignore COVID-19 Realities (zerohedge.com) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/cdc-confirms-remarkably-low-
death-rate-media-chooses-ignore-covid-19-realities 
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FROM A 19-YEAR-OLD IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.  
NOT ALL OUR KIDS ARE IGNORANT. THIS FROM A 19-
YEAR-OLD IN NEW HAMPSHIRE. GOT TO GIVE HIM CREDIT 
FOR USING HIS REASONING POWERS.  
I am stirring the pot with this one but, everyone should be asking 
these questions instead of being mindless little drones.  
These are the important questions folks need to be asking 
themselves:  
Why can you go to Walmart but not Kohl's?  
Why the Dollar General store and not a mom-and-pop shop?  
Why can't you have an elective surgery, but you can have an abortion 
which is elective?  
Why should you stay inside but yet heat and sunlight kill the virus?  
Why can't kids play on an outdoor playground, where sun kills this 
virus?  
Why don't people know that these are "recommendations" not 
LAWS because they have not gone through due process?  
Why is it okay for government officials to get a haircut, but not 
common citizens?  
Why the fear, when this virus has a less than 1% death rate?  
Why have coroners questioned death certificates listed as CV-19?  
Why are areas like Chicago and NY gearing up for mass 
vaccination?  
What makes one person essential and another not?  
Doesn't shelter at home; mean there is a whole population of people, 
not staying home so we can?  
Why are they dividing us?  
How do people not know that we are a Republic, not a democracy?  
Where has the flu gone? They found a cure?  
Why do the homeless consistently demonstrate the lowest infection 
rates?  
Why are they telling us to mask up after 2 months of lockdown?  
Why is the CDC saying kids need to be masked when they return to 
school or attend church, when they know cloth masks restrict 
oxygen?  
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What is this oppression and loss of liberty doing to the mental health 
of our kids and to us?  
Why have most other death rates dropped since the virus?  
Why did world leaders meet in China in October 2019?  
Why are the common people being controlled by the government and 
no one is controlling the government?  
Why are hospitals paid more for Covid 19 deaths?  
Why are some doctors speaking out and then getting silenced?  
Why did Obama give the Wuhan lab $334 million dollars?  
What does a computer geek have to do with a pandemic and why 
does he want 7 billion corona virus vaccines?  
Why ID 2020, Agenda 21 and 2030?  
Why did the CDC have a job posting for pandemic relief workers in 
November 2019? 
Why did Dr. Fauci say in 2017 that the Trump administration would 
be faced with a " SURPRISE PANDEMIC " and then runs the 
pandemic team?  
Why are they infringing on Christians religious freedoms?  
Why can 500 people shop at Lowe’s or Home Depot, but we are not 
allowed to go into a church building?  
I don't care if you’re Republican, Democrat, Libertarian or vote for 
unicorns, if you're not asking these questions you should be. 
 
Here are some more questions to ask: 
Why were all of the concentration camps inspected by the allies 
determined to not be death camps? 
How can a gas chamber work with wooden doors? 
Why were so many people tortured at the Nuremberg trials? 
Why is it illegal to ask these questions in the European Union? 
Why did WTC-7 fall? 
Why were Israeli agents discovered celebrating on 9/11? 
Why was no trace of the plane or its passengers discovered, except 
for the passports of the hijackers? 
What was US intelligence source for the responsible party of the 
9/11 terrorist attacks? 
Why did Israel deliberately attack the USS Liberty after identifying it 
as a US vessel? 
Is there any common theme between the people who own the media, 
banks, colleges, hospitals, governments, and NGOs? 
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DAMN! I think POTUS just sent a message to [THEM]!!!! 
Trump no longer taking HCQ: 'Just finished 
(hydroxychloroquine). And by the way, I'M STILL HERE!!'.....I 
bet they tried to KILL him with 
COVID!! (m.washingtontimes.com) 
https://m.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/may/25/donald-trump-no-
longer-taking-hydroxychloroquine/?utm_source=ForAmerica 
 
POTUS often has double meanings to what he says... yes, the HCQ 
was safe to take - it didn't kill him. But I'm wondering if they made 
another attempt on his life and he is rubbing that in their face as well. 
 
There were a bunch of people, all of a sudden, who were testing 
positive all at once that were close to POTUS. I do believe (((they))) 
were trying to kill him. Just like Boris from UK.  
The MSM reports that it's dangerous to take HCQ. If it's so 
dangerous and they hate POTUS...why aren't they happy about him 
taking it? Because they know it works. 
 
 
 
Small Business owner thought... 
I was in my Small town Auto shop this weekend and realized 
something. I have people show up all the time if the door is partially 
open. Normally these are friends of mine. This is more just an 
annoyance usually. Although other people exist. Over the years I 
have pulled a gun more than once. I have also had the police remove 
a few people over the years. My point is that I had a guy walk in... 
Never seen him before, 6'6" shaved head and wearing a mask. A year 
ago I would have held him at gunpoint until the police arrived. Did 
anything change? I realized the answer is No! I think about what if it 
was just my wife here? I find it stupid that as a business owner I 
should now think it's "OK" if you walk in wearing mask! I need to 
make a big fucking sign. NO Masks! Do NOT allow people wearing 
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a mask to enter your property. Soon we will see crime waves of 
people wearing masks if we don't. 
 
Already happening bro:  King County sees rise in criminals wearing 
face masks: https://www.king5.com/article/news/crime/thieves-wear-
medical-masks-during-burglary-near-auburn/281-b71448fd-7bad-
4b03-971d-2e9ac5d42f32 
 
 
 
To the anon who was refused service at CVS -- I have some info 
for you. 
Anon who created this thread: 
https://voat.co/v/QRV/3837691 
I am the one who discussed finding the right lawyer and considering 
the big picture. 
I found a United States Supreme Court case where the justice who 
delivered the opinion was saying EXACTLY what I was. 
Have your lawyer read this case (and read it yourself, too). 
This case was about someone back during segregation who died and 
left some land for a city park, but for whites only. The idea that the 
city could use that land for a whites-only public park was disputed 
and challenged. The case eventually went to the SCOTUS. 
Justice Douglas wrote this: 
A private golf club, however, restricted to either Negro or white 
membership is one expression of freedom of association. But a 
municipal golf course that serves only one race is state activity 
indicating a preference on a matter as to which the State must be 
neutral. What is "private" action and what is "state" action is not 
always easy to determine. 
Conduct that is formally "private" may become so entwined with 
governmental policies or so impregnated with a governmental 
character as to become subject to the constitutional limitations placed 
upon state action. 
A State is not justified, we said, in "permitting a corporation to 
govern a community of citizens so as to restrict their fundamental 
liberties. 
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We have also held that where a State delegates an aspect of the 
elective process to private groups, they become subject to the same 
restraints as the State. 
Have your lawyer read this, and see what he thinks. 
Evans v. Newton 382 US 296 (1966) 
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=139250968532022375
96&q=private+trust&hl=en&as_sdt=80006 
 
Thank you for this! I'm the CVS OP, and I found out today with a bit 
of research that my city has an exception and CVS fucked up big 
time:  
The mandate would exempt masks for people exercising, children 6 
years old or younger, or anyone who is otherwise unable to wear a 
face covering without assistance, as well as those advised by medical 
professionals not to wear one. 
 
 
 
 
Are You Watching? Italian Government Wants Unemployed To 
Become Social Distancing Snitches. 
https://summit.news/2020/05/25/italian-government-wants-
unemployed-to-become-social-distancing-snitches/ 
An army of “civic assistants” will be embedded in the population 
The Italian government announced intentions Sunday to create an 
army of social distancing snitches, saying it will recruit 60,000 
people to monitor their friends and neighbours’ activities and make 
sure they are adhering to social distancing policies. 
Reports indicate that the government will reach out especially to the 
unemployed for the roles, in particular those who have applied for 
benefits recently. 
It wants them to become “civic assistants”, who will report 
infractions on the use of face masks and other state ordered rules in 
the wake of the coronavirus lockdown. 
The informants will not be given uniforms or badges, and will simply 
be embedded within the population, meaning anyone could be a 
government snitch. 
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It’s not unprecedented in Italy, given that Rome mayor Virginia 
Raggi has employed a website where Italians can inform on their 
neighbors if they see them breaking social distancing rules. 
The announcement was made by the Minister for Regional Affairs 
and Autonomies Francesco Boccia and the Mayor of Bari (Puglia), 
Antonio Decaro, who serves as the President of the National 
Association of Italian Municipalities. 
“We are gradually entering a new normal where there is a gradual 
recovery of productive activities and citizens are returning to 
populate cities day after day,” a statement reads. 
Municipalities “will be able to take advantage of the contribution of 
‘civic assistants’ to enforce all the measures put in place to counter 
and contain the spread of the virus, beginning with social 
distancing.” the statement adds. 
“Now is the time to recruit all those citizens who want to help the 
country, demonstrating a great civic sense,” the statement concludes. 
Social distancing snitches, reminiscent of party informants in 
Orwell’s 1984, have also been employed by authorities in other 
countries. 
“The family had become in effect an extension of the Thought 
Police. It was a device by means of which everyone could be 
surrounded night and day by informers who knew him intimately.” 
― George Orwell, 1984 
 
 
 
They Want Your Children: State Preparing to "Isolate" Kids 
from Parents. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZBujhsUV_cYouTube 
States are broadcasting their intention--and preparing logistics--to 
"isolate" children from their parents in the name of public health. 
Talking points from the WHO provide the cover narrative, but the 
politically-motivated use of Child Protective Services by Governor 
Kate Brown in Oregon against a salon owner who defied the 
lockdown ALREADY demonstrates that this is nothing but a method 
of squelching dissent -- and a dangerous one. Absolutely spread this 
message to all parents, particularly those in states/countries with 
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leaders who are enabling the takeover of global technocratic 
collectivism. 
Some people just need killing. 
 
 
 
Newsom Issues New Authoritarian Guidelines For Reopening 
Churches: Limit Capacity to 25% or 100 People, Eliminate 
Singing. Honestly- punch him in the throat 
! (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/newsom-issues-new-
authoritarian-guidelines-reopening-churches-limit-capacity-25-100-
people-eliminate-singing/ 
 
 
A woman yelled at a child for not wearing a face mask. Her 
father stepped in. In Staten Island, NYC (youtube.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gT12OY89nN0 
 
People are losing their MINDS. Insane. 
 
Yup. And They take things way too seriously. If you pay attention 
it's usually hysterical women that start shit. 
 
This is the crisis that Karens of the world have been waiting for - this 
is THEIR time now. 
 
 
 
 
So the Trump and crew know the HCQ cure China Virus, and 
other diseases, and Fauci and Gates and crew are frauds, but 
chooses to just let them continue to destroy America without 
ending this bullshit. 
And Q is military, who is running everything according to a plan, but 
Wuhan Flu, the lockdowns and cancellations of everything, mail in 
voting, small businesses closing, Governors acting like tyrants, etc., 
may proceed until some date in the future. Probably after the 
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election. Patriots/military are in full control, but are just going to let 
it play out.  
Wouldn't exactly right now be a perfect time for the military to step 
in, have mass arrests, end the lockdowns, and explain all the 
wrongdoing in daily press conferences? Even normies would want 
these pieces of shit hung if the military stepped in, arrested people, 
and explained the fraud and corruption. 
Bottom of Form 
 
Letting it all play out to help wake sheep from their deep (state) 
slumber. The Project Looking Glass quantum computer predicted 
favorable outcome for humanity years ago.  
Enjoy this epic movie... going to be Biblical  
That, or there really is a hell and it's called Earth 
 
This is war. There are always casualties. Just because there will be 
casualties is not a reason to not fight. Fight a war with your goal as to 
not have casualties and you will lose. Your enemy will accept 
casualties in their effort to win. Put on the Armor of God and fight 
like hell or cower in front of your enemy and beg them for mercy. I 
prefer the former to the latter. 
 
Anon's alternate meaning for Q's ILS response - regarding 
Coronavirus and interleukins (wearethene.ws) 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/107399 
 
 
 
 
Twitter Appoints Dr. Fei-Fei Li to Board of Directors. After she 
joined Twitter, accounts by Dissidents started to disappear. Why 
did Twitter hired someone with questionable ties to 
CCP?(prnewswire.com) 
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/twitter-appoints-dr-fei-
fei-li-to-board-of-directors-301056995.html 
 
We all know why. Because every tech company is infested with spies 
and China is asshoe. They don’t know how to innovate just steal. If 
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they spent as much time inventing and nurturing as they did stealing 
they wouldn’t be in this mess to begin with. 
 
And also because there are never ever any consequences for such 
treason.  
Never. 
 
 
 
Brazilian scientists and academics write an Open Letter on the 
"science" of the coronavirus pandemic (conexaopolitica.com.br) 
https://conexaopolitica.com.br/ultimas/brazilian-scientists-and-
academics-write-an-open-letter-on-the-science-of-the-coronavirus-
pandemic/#click=https://t.co/NOJCHn5ZAP 
 
 
 
 
A tale of two candidates on Memorial Day 2020. Doesn't this side 
by side just say it all? (side note: who let Joe out of the 
basement?) (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/3dkm5x.png 
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Tuesday May 26, 2020. 

 

 

FOIA came through with Psycho Joes cold case police 
report. (threadreaderapp.com) 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1265277041282125825.html 
 
Has it been posted anywhere else, do you know? Like a PDF file? 
(Can't read it, it's too small in this format.) I'm searching around too, 
but just thought I'd ask in case someone else finds it before me and 
can post it. 
 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/459ytntla2nfbmo/01018498.pdf?dl=0 
 
 
 
Entire MSM / Twitter Scarborough Defense Hinges on the 
Report of a Coroner that was warehousing and likely trafficking 
in human body parts. 
Sept. 8, 2012— -- A former Florida assistant medical examiner is 
facing up to five years in prison for storing more than 100 body 
parts, including brains and hearts, in a Pensacola storage container. 
Michael Berkland was arrested Friday on one count of improper 
disposal/storage of hazardous waste and one count of public 
nuisance, according to the State's Attorney. When he was arrested, it 
was discovered that he was driving with a suspended license, so he 
was charged for that, too. 
Joe Scarborough spun the media to print HIS version of intern Lori 
Klausutis’s death, pushing fake news about her underlying health 
problems. 
A botched medical investigation was performed by corrupt Doctor 
Michael Berkland, who parroted Scarborough’s narrative. Years later 
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Berkland was busted for illegally storing human body parts, and let 
off without conviction. 
Lori Klausutis’s family have always denied ALL claims of 
“underlying health problems”. 
President Trump set a bomb under Joe Scarborough with a 
devastating Tweet on 29th Nov, 2017. Trump spotlighted the case of 
the dead Intern found in Scarborough’s office, opening the door for 
citizen investigators to turn up new evidence. 
 
 
 
BUSTED!!! Virginia Lying About Positive Cases -- Spiking 
Numbers To Make It Appear Dangerous 2 Weeks After Opening 
Up. 
stock here, I sure suspected this when I saw this headline at 
Zerohedge yesterday. 
https://www.nukepro.net/2020/05/virginia-lying-about-positive-
cases.html 
ZH published this early in the afternoon of 5-25-2020, but it was for 
data for the day 5-25-2020, now that is interesting how the data was 
compiled for the whole day before the day even ended, and no less, 
on memorial day? 
They republished it today, the 26th, with the 26th as the issue date. 
Read the title below, and see how it doesn't match the title of the 
article itself. 
 
 
 
The deep state will spend the next 5 months relentlessly 
gaslighting about mass infections & deaths and that will only 
result in Trumpslide 2020. Bigly. (threadreaderapp.com) 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1265218164054425601.html 
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Watching Finance News, it's clear that Corporate Overlords are 
Vested in extended Shutdown and Fear Porn // Looking more 
and more like an attack on small business and forced 
consolidation. 
After losing access to millions of migrants and the cheap labor they 
represent, and being forced out of China by POTUS trade policies 
and COVID bio-attack.... 
It's no surprise the Fortune 500 is attempting to destroy it's 
COMPETITION here in the United States, ie. Small Business. 
 
 
 
Judge removes withness requirement for SC absentee ballots, 
claims "COVID-19"(thestate.com) 
https://www.thestate.com/news/coronavirus/article242982576.html 
 
This is the fight of our lives. This voter fraud shit is the only chance 
they have.... but if they have national mail in they will pull it off. We 
cannot allow this to happen. 
Suggesting that black people and minorities don't have ID or "can't 
get to the DMV" is RACIST. This is an undeniable fact that must be 
widely circulated. Any reasons against NATIONAL VOTER ID can 
only be considered RACIST. 
 
 
 
 
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
There is NO WAY (ZERO!) that Mail-In Ballots will be anything 
less than substantially fraudulent. Mail boxes will be robbed, ballots 
will be forged & even illegally printed out & fraudulently signed.  
....living in the state, no matter who they are or how they got there, 
will get one. That will be followed up with professionals telling all of 
these people, many of whom have never even thought of voting 
before, how, and for whom, to vote. This will be a Rigged Election. 
No way! 
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Masks as symbols...  
Masks have become symbols of compliant virtue signaling. I think 
I'm gonna wear a mask as an armband. LOL! 
 
 
 
 
Etch this man's name in your mind. His name is Abdul El-Sayed. 
After years of being groomed by George Soros. He has been 
hand-picked by the Left to be their next "champion" of Hope 
and Change.... 
Don't ever say you weren't warned-'He IS on his way' 
'He IS being groomed at this very minute' 
PRESIDENT ABDUL EL-SAYED? 
Etch this man's name in your mind. 
His name is Abdul El-Sayed. 
Photo: https://files.catbox.moe/8o4yoo.jpegJPEG 
After years of being groomed by George Soros. He has been hand-
picked by the Left to be their next “champion” of Hope and Change. 
He is 33 years old, born in the USA, and an extremely well educated 
Muslim Doctor in Detroit Michigan. (education funded by Soros) 
He is handsome, articulate, charismatic and smart. 
He is sympathetic of the Muslim Brotherhood, and is running for 
Governor of Michigan,  
Which is Step 1 in his preparation to run for President of the United 
States 
He has the potential to be Obama #2, but far more openly Muslim. 
Abdulrahman Mohamed El-Sayed is an American physician, 
epidemiologist, public health advocate, and politician. He has 
announced his candidacy for Governor of Michigan, running as a 
Democrat.  
Wikipedia: 
Born: October 31, 1984 (age 33), Michigan 
Awards: Rhodes Scholarship; Paul and Daisy Soros; Fellowships for 
New; Americans 
Education: University of Michigan, Ann; Arbor (BA); Oriel College, 
Oxford (MA, PhD); Columbia University (MD) 
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Political party: Democratic Party. 
In 2020 he will be eligible to run for President! 
Democrats' mouths are watering in anticipation and raising money. 
Elizabeth "Pocahontas" Warren is already campaigning for him. 
Another Trojan Horse? 
Al Jazeera, which is widely read by Michigan's large Muslim 
population is doing its best to help George make him "YOUR" 
president in 2020! 
Bet you never dreamed an unknown, like Obama, would end up as 
the President of the United States of America FOR 8 YEARS, did 
you? 
DO NOT LET THIS HAPPEN, AGAIN!!!! 
 
 
 
REMEMBER................In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court 
ruled that ballots counted by the clerk as official election totals 
had to be in by the close of election day or postmarked on that 
day. 
Supreme Court established a PRECEDENT in a Wisconsin case in 
April. A tub of ballots was found after Election Day was over. Of 
course, Dems wanted these ballots to be counted. 
The GOP sued. 
Guess what the outcome was??? 
In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court ruled that ballots counted by 
the clerk as official election totals had to be in by the close of 
election day or postmarked on that day. 
If a ballot was not in by Election Day or postmarked that day, it 
CANNOT be counted.  
Now...prepare yourself for a shock. 
Democrats never know how many fake votes they have to come up 
with to steal a close race UNTIL the first initial count is done after 
all the polls close and Election Day is over. 
This Supreme Court ruling changed EVERYTHING.  
Democrats favorite dirty trick of waiting until the Election Day was 
over, waiting for the initial count, and then manufacturing the 
required # of votes to flip a close contest was just taken away from 
them. 
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Democrats vote fraud systems were created to steal close elections 
after the election is over and the votes have counted. THAT was the 
point the fraud machinery kicked into gear. 
They have a target number. They know how many they need.  
They won’t have that information beforehand this time. 
They’re going in blind. They really have no idea how many fake 
votes they’d need. 
Mike Garcia just won in CA even WITH mail in voting by 12+ 
points. 
That’s about nine points above even the MOST ambitious vote fraud 
methods Democrats use. 
 
They needed the initial count so they could insert the additional votes 
without going drastically over the registered number of voters for the 
district. Now they are flying blind and you will see races in ballot 
harvesting states were 130% of voters voted . 
 
Philadelphia is one of those places where the number of votes is 
regularly reported as greater than the number of registered voters and 
if memory serves, sometimes 100% of votes cast are for the prog. 
 
 
 
 
45 perfectly chose Gay Patriot Rick Grenell to start the cleansing 
D5 Avalanche on Dirty Bath House Barry, imho. 
As Blago said of POTUS: He has the "testicular fortitude" to get the 
job done. 
 
Where is the LGBTQ on this? Trump places an openly gay man in 
one of the most critical positions in his administration.  
Oh, and Trump has selected a woman as his director of the CIA, his 
Press Secretary, his Ambassador to the UN, his Secretary of 
Education, and on and on.  
And he has married two immigrants.  
All the Left’s talking points on Trump miss the mark. 
 
The left are hypocrites and liars like the Jews they serve. 
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Meanwhile, try criticizing Israel without conservatives attacking you 
as an anti-Semite. 
 
 
 
Space Coast FL here... Tomorrow, I'll be surfing in the morning, 
sunbathing, then watching the SpaceX manned launch at 4pm.. 
FREEDOM!!!  
 
Good to have a Governor with some common sense. 
I could only imagine what would be happening in Florida if Gillum 
had won.  shiver 
 
Space is fake. But have fun. 
 
Yep. We cannot leave low earth orbit, which LOE is just a fancy 
name for the firmament.  
They're doing something up there, but it's not what people think. 
They probably connect to the firmament somehow and use that so 
survey the earth, weaponry, and defense systems, but mainly watch 
over the entire earth from up there. 
NASA released some documents saying that they compute and 
calculate all of their launch and landing data using a "flat and 
motionless earth". Gee, I wonder why that is!? Because it is flat and 
motionless! 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19890005752 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 27caa9 No.9326091   (4323) 
May 26 2020 21:25:08 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/onebigsister/status/1265460730322698243 
These people are stupid. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 27caa9 No.9326105   (4324) 
May 26 2020 21:26:08 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/LilaGraceRose/status/1265430130274385922 
These people are sick! 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 428d6b No.9326604   (4325) 
May 26 2020 22:05:02 
(EST) NEWf768deaef22da979abcfb73c9175b54d71fcf891666c5449
c1969c07c3cc8920.png 

 
 
[D]s in coordination w/ [D]&[F] assets have launched [as known] a 
full-scale insurgency attack against the people of the United States in 
an effort to regain power by any means necessary. 
All assets deployed.  
[Current landscape] coordinated and deliberate events to impact [rig] 
P_election. 
WAR. 
The future of our Republic is at stake. 
Survival as a Nation. 
We Rise or We Die. 
We, the People. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 428d6b No.9326632   (4326) 
May 26 2020 22:06:32 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: 2fad8e No.9326622  
May 26 2020 22:06:04 (EST) NEW 
>>9326604 
we're in for one hell of a show 
>>9326622 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a18572 No.9327385   (4327) 
May 26 2020 22:53:15 (EST) NEW 
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/may/21/australian-
researchers-see-virus-design-manipulati/ 
Q 
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Wednesday May 27, 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
Lila Rose @LilaGraceRose: 
BREAKING: Multiple Planned Parenthood officials have admitted 
under oath to trafficking the body parts & organs of babies they 
slaughtered. These are criminal acts.  
@TheJusticeDept 
, #ShutThemDown 
https://twitter.com/lilagracerose/status/1265430130274385922?s=21 
https://www.liveaction.org/news/bombshell-planned-parenthood-
admits-oath-aborted-parts/ 
 
 
 
 
Breaking: Citizen journalist Colleen Vera has discovered a 
massive voter fraud ring operating in Texas involving mail-in 
voting and Democrat campaigns. (twitter.com) 
𝕊𝕡𝕣𝕚𝕟𝕘 ℍ𝕒𝕣𝕓𝕚𝕟𝕘𝕖𝕣 @Spring_Harbinge: 
Breaking: Citizen journalist Colleen Vera has discovered a massive 
voter fraud ring operating in Texas involving mail-in voting and 
Democrat campaigns. Vera alleges that the campaign of Sheila  
@JacksonLeeTX18 
paid two convicted forgers for "canvassing" 
https://nationalfile.com/video-citizen-busts-democrat-mail-in-voting-
scandal/ 
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Wait so having unmonitored voting machines at fiesta grocery stores 
in the middle of poor Spanish neighborhoods isn't safe? 
 
That certainly explains how that shit Sheila Jackson Lee is getting 
reelected time after time. 
 
 
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
New papers make CLEAR that the Obama Administration SPIED, in 
an unprecedented manner, on the Trump Campaign and beyond, and 
even on the United States Senate. Nobody would ever have believed 
that this level of illegality and corruption would be taking place in 
our beautiful USA! 
 
 
 
Indian scientists discover hydroxychloroquine treatment 
prevents Covis 19, vindicating President 
Trump (bigleaguepolitics.com) 
https://bigleaguepolitics.com/indian-scientists-discover-
hydroxychloroquine-treatment-prevents-covid-19-vindicating-
president-trump/ 
Shows no need for vaccinations and new cures, also shows why lock 
downs and masks are no longer needed also. time to end the DS BS 
Hysteria Propaganda. and return to the old normal, and tell the 
Globalists and theor puppets where to shove their new normal. we 
will not comply with DS BS. 
 
 
 
Fraud: Michigan Democratic Official Charged With Altering 
Ballots in 2018 Election(townhall.com) 
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2020/05/26/voter-fraud-
michigan-democratic-official-charged-with-altering-ballots-in-2018-
election-n2569417 
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Call the Department of Justice. 
https://www.justice.gov/crt/deprivation-rights-under-color-law 
FACT.. the NY governor knowingly placed contagious patients with 
covid into nursing homes killing tens of thousands  
FACT the NY Attorney General refuses to do anything 
FACT the NY supreme Court refuses to do anything  
FACT Nancy ( no one is above the law ) Pelosi refuses to do 
anything 
5 FACT Chuck ( no one is above the law) Schumer refuses to do 
anything 
6. FACT the DNC ( everyone has the right to good health care) 
refuses to do anything 
pay attention to this part of Title 18 s/s 242 
"or an attempt to kill, shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned for 
any term of years or for life, or both, or may be sentenced to death." 
All the above conspired to kill and killed tens of thousands of elderly 
people because the COLOR LAW placing covid infected patients 
into nursing homes  
How many of us called to report? 
Are we also helping commit this crime? 
I'm calling them today to report will you also do this? 
The more we are the stronger our voice becomes 
 
 
 
The French government bans hydroxychloroquine to treat 
COVID-19 ! (reuters.com) 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-
hydroxychloroquine/france-bans-hydroxychloroquine-to-treat-covid-
19-idUSKBN233197 
 
The French government is committed to snuffing off its citizens to 
make room for the replacement population. 
 
 
 
 
Burn the EU flag in Germany and get three years in jail? Fuck 
that country. (news) 
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What is it called when an entire country has been cucked? 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-52674809 
 
 
 
 
 
 
'Separating Families' the Shrill LEFT Screamed about Illegal 
Aliens just months ago. Yet, we had Dem Governors cutting off 
our grandparents in nursing homes, leaving them to die alone.  
 
There is no logic in their words, only intent. They want you dead and 
gone. These are Bolsheviks. 
 
 
 
ALL assets deployed ,Fox is no exception. Our favorite talk radio 
hosts are no exception either. They will be called into action, they 
will be exposed for the first time so pay attention!  
 
I like Rush Limbaugh, however a few weeks ago he had a female 
caller who stated "now that the walls are closing in on Obama..." and 
his immediate and overblown reaction was to shut her down stating 
that nothing would happen to Obama and that he would be 
untouchable... 
Definitely sent red flags up for me..... 
 
 
 
AMERICANS ARE BEING TRAINED LIKE PAVLOV'S 
DOGS TO ACCEPT THE STRIPPING OF INHERENT 
RIGHTS!!!  
THESE BASTARD GOVERNORS HAVE NO POWER TO STRIP 
RIGHTS NOR GRANT RIGHTS. FUCK THESE BASTARDS!!! 
 
 
 
DING, DONG, THE (Black) POPE IS DEAD!!!  
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Q post 997 - [Pope] will be having a terrible May. 
Those who backed him will be pushed into the LIGHT> 
Dark to LIGHT. 
TRUTH. 
Q 
When I first read this post, my mind immediately went to Poop 
"Francis". 
But when I heard about the BLACK POOP - Adolfo Nicolas died on 
5/20/20 in Tokyo, I thought hmmmm DARK ~ BLACK. 
If you are not familiar with the Jesuit Order, they are the "Military" 
of the Vatican. Their leader's title is "Superior General". The NAZI 
SS were organized following the Jesuit hierarchy which is nearly 500 
years old. They are a very EVIL organization, and which I believe to 
be the "hidden puppet masters" of the cabal (aka - top of the human 
pyramid of luciferian rule over the Earth.) I believe that they are 
DIRECTLY aligned with the ruling demons who are setup in the 
same hierarchy as the Jesuit Order and are servants of each of those 
regional (top / generals) demons who report directly to Lucifer. In 
other words: Lucifer --> Regional Demons "Generals" (like Europe 
or Asia) --> Jesuit General and direct reports for each region they are 
responsible for --> multiple facets of the Global Cabal (politicians, 
bankers, CEO's, "Church" leaders, Secret Societies, etc.). The Jesuits 
are the Cabal's "Handlers", behind the curtain. You never hear about 
them. They are rarely (if ever) exposed. They are the human enemies 
of humanity. Just one example: Jesuits created and tested 
Communism in South America. Sauce. Karl Marx (a secret Jesuit) 
took the Jesuit "reductions" (communism) and wrote his famous 
Communist Manifesto. Jesuits created "schools" where they could 
indoctrinate the young into slave mentality. They have been kicked 
out of many countries due to being exposed (in the past, but history 
has been rewritten/removed). 
If you want to know who pulls the strings, dig into this EVIL order. 
You'll be shocked at what you find... I was. 
Sauce for Dead 
Poop: https://www.americamagazine.org/faith/2020/05/20/former-
jesuit-superior-general-adolfo-nicolas-has-died-tokyo 
Sauce on Jesuit "Order": https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/06/the-
jesuit-order-exposed/ (if you dig, you'll find a lot more on this EVIL 
org) 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a46de8 No.9331481   (4328) 
May 27 2020 10:52:06 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/SpeakerPelosi/status/1265633731068518407 
Was this ever about the health and well-being of people? 
Was this ever about the virus? 
Or, was this ALWAYS ABOUT THE ELECTION? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 578e55 No.9331660   (4329) 
May 27 2020 11:05:45 (EST) NEW 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/cuomo-immunity-nursing-home-
campaign-donation 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/new-york-health-website-deletes-
cuomos-order-on-nursing-homes 
http://web.archive.org/web/20200407103413/https://coronavirus.heal
th.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2020/03/doh_covid19-
_nhadmissionsreadmissions_-032520.pdf 
If elderly most at risk [known][knowingly] why order COVID-19 
positive patients back into nursing homes? 
Hospital capacity? 
USNS Comfort capacity? 
Ignorant [A] or deliberate [B]?  
[Accountability] options outside [other than] ballot box? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 578e55 No.9331960   (4330) 
May 27 2020 11:22:55 (EST) NEW 
YOUR VOICE AND YOUR VOTE ARE WHAT MATTERS 
MOST. 
[WITNESSING] ATTEMPTS TO REMOVE BOTH. 
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1. CENSORSHIP [FASCISM][AUTHORITARIAN] 
2. DEPLATFORM/REMOVAL [SILENCE] 
3. MAIL-IN-VOTE FRAUD [DILUTE] 
[WATER DOWN] CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS? 
FREEDOM OF SPEECH? 
WILLFULLY BLIND OR WILLFULLY ACCEPTING? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 631942 No.9332398   (4331) 
May 27 2020 11:44:24 (EST) NEWEZCW5XRXkAEv3F5.jpg 

 
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/trumps-keyboard-warriors-get-
story-while-legacy-media-ignores-obamagate 
Intelligence was manipulated by [Brennan].  
Watch the news. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 631942 No.9332481   (4332) 
May 27 2020 11:48:43 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: 348492 No.9332438 
May 27 2020 11:46:48 (EST) NEW 
>>9332398 
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men (& women) are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit 
of Happiness. — That to secure these rights, Governments are 
instituted among Men (& Women), deriving their just powers from 
the consent of the governed, — That whenever any Form of 
Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the 
People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, 
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in 
such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety 
and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long 
established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and 
accordingly all experience hath shewn that mankind are more 
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable than to right themselves 
by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a 
long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same 
Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it 
is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to 
provide new Guards for their future security. —  
Member this Q? 
>>9332438 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: c3c37e No.9333596   (4333) 
May 27 2020 13:01:42 (EST) NEW 
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/qanon-conspiracy-theorys-growing-
influence-on-american-politics/#x 
When do you expend ammunition? 
HRC direct attack re: Q? 
Why? 
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2,200+ [attack] MSDNC articles written/pushed in past 2 years? 
Control of narrative [threat]? 
Logical thinking. 
Information Warfare. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 128aa1 No.9334356   (4334) 
May 27 2020 13:56:56 (EST) NEW 
https://www.breitbart.com/health/2020/05/27/italy-96-of-
coronavirus-fatalities-had-other-chronic-illnesses/ 
The more you know… 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 128aa1 No.9334514  
May 27 2020 14:07:11 (EST) NEW 
'Quarantine' is when you restrict the movement of sick people. 
'Tyranny' is when you restrict the movement of healthy people. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Sooo the launch (Space X) was just stopped at T-17 mins...  
The silent war continues. 
 
Rescheduled for (3:22) Saturday. 
  
Wow 322. Will it blast off? Message sent to GWB and co-criminals. 
And maybe a signal to Patriots that we have liftoff? 
 
Ahhhhhh.........run.........skulls and bones and whatnot 
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We are everywhere and are growing exponentially. We cannot be 
stopped.  
We are the news. 
They cannot take us down. Every attempt will create thousands 
more. People will look for truth, worldwide. 
They ARE scared. They have LOST control. They cannot stop 
DECLAS. TRUTH. JUSTICE. Their is NO escape from punishment. 
PAIN. 
They are HOPELESS, INSECURE, fighting for their lives. We 
consume their thoughts as they live in uncertainty. Every move they 
make is unbearingly painful, torturing. 
We fight to win. 
WWG1WGA! 
 
 
How the Fuck will he Defend his Actions?! Rosenstein to Appear 
as First Witness in Senate Judiciary Committee's Investigation 
Into Origins of Russia Probe Next Week (thegatewaypundit.com) 
 
 
Joe Biden Shats Himself in Virtual Interview! Watch Tom 
Wolf's Face! (youtu.be) 
submitted 20 minutes ago by 3841928? to QRV (+5|-0) 
https://youtu.be/C4QnZXIBnjo 
 
 
New book claims Bill Clinton had an affair with Ghislaine 
Maxwell (nypost.com) 
submitted 4.8 hours ago by 3841525? 
https://nypost.com/2020/05/27/book-claims-bill-clinton-had-an-
affair-with-ghislaine-maxwell/ 
 
This is damage control to explain away the epstein connection and 
frequent lolita express flights 
 
 
PATRIOTS, WE ARE LOSING OUR COUNTRY! CONTACT 
TRACING Scarier than you Imagined. 
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This was posted late last night. Everyone needs to see this! 
Contact Tracing Scarier than you Imagined 
Video by someone who took the training class in California 
https://vimeo.com/421657568Vimeo 
Many States are already hiring and training tracers. 
Fines in Washington State for non-compliance: 
Incarceration and/or fine up to $2,000 per day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Anyone think it's curious that no one has the flu this year? 
Seems like the first year in centuries that the flu didn't come around. 
Kinda makes you wonder huh? 
 
Dr Birz (DS) said "there is no longer any flu". In Canada we have 40 
deaths from flu. Typically it's up to 6K. But we have 6K covid19 
deaths. Flu and pneumonia have been rolled into 'covid19' because 
it's a plandemic. The truth is very ugly. 
 
 
 
 
They killed George Floyd to change the You Ain't Black 
narrative. 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1265774767493148672 
At my request, the FBI and the Department of Justice are already 
well into an investigation as to the very sad and tragic death in 
Minnesota of George Floyd........I have asked for this investigation to 
be expedited and greatly appreciate all of the work done by local law 
enforcement. My heart goes out to George’s family and friends. 
Justice will be served! 
 
Is the Floyd family fake, or did they actually murder a random dude? 
There is zero question in my mind that this was to counter the Biden 
gaffe. 
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Does another black dude need to die every time Biden screws up? 
Just my gut instinct. Cop was a medium level Mason willing to 
murder somebody and take the consequences for whatever the fuck 
these Masons thinks is so important. 
 
it’s a false flag. black dude is a crisis actor, and you guys are retarded 
for falling for it. 
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Thursday May 28, 2020 

 

 

Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: c71cc4 No.9341390   (4336) 
May 28 2020 00:39:20 (EST) 
https://www.newsweek.com/japan-ends-coronavirus-emergency-
850-deaths-no-lockdown-1506336 
USA v Japan 
Reconcile. 
Critical thinking. 
Q 
 
 
 
Breaking: Multiple structures are now engulfed in flames as riots 
continue in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Looting is now widespread 
in the city,with reports of looting miles away from the original 
protest (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/pmbreakingnews/status/1265891083495641089?s
=21 
 
 
 
Cuomo blames nursing homes for nursing home deaths. He 
ORDERED them. That's all. GTFO (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1265778099263766531 
 
 
 
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
This will be a Big Day for Social Media and FAIRNESS! 
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History of False Flags. 
A false flag is a covert operation designed to deceive; the deception 
creates the appearance of a particular party, group, or nation being 
responsible for some activity, disguising the actual source of 
responsibility. 
The term "false flag" originally referred to pirate ships that flew flags 
of countries as a disguise to prevent their victims from fleeing or 
preparing for battle. Sometimes the flag would remain and the blame 
for the attack would be laid incorrectly on another country. The term 
today extends beyond naval encounters to include countries that 
organize attacks on themselves and make the attacks appear to be by 
enemy nations or terrorists, thus giving the nation that was 
supposedly attacked a pretext for domestic repression and foreign 
military aggression.[1] 
Operations carried out during peacetime by civilian organizations, as 
well as covert government agencies, can (by extension) also be 
called false flag operations if they seek to hide the real organization 
behind an operation. 
 
And with a little editing and a BIG WORLD you can convince 
people of just about anything: Since JFK, how many "made-for-
television" False Flags have occurred GLOBALLY?!? (you would 
not even need that many to control a population that doesn't realize 
it's being programmed...) 
 
Pretty much all of our history and reality is a false flag. Everything. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here is what I predict, now that they have started a race riot in 
Minneapolis after they couldn't with a black "jogger", a white 
guy will drive into the crowd of blacks. It's Charlottesville 2.0 
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Or a home made explosive, or a sniper, or whatever.  
Whatever the method, it will be a white perp for sure. Not black, not 
Eastern Asian, not Middle Eastern.  
The perp will be white.  
So I have warned you guys now, don't be surprised. 
Bottom of Form 
 
 
 
BOOM! Developing: Big News! President Trump to Sign 
Executive Order on "Social Media" Thursday 
Morning (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/developing-president-
trump-sign-executive-order-social-media-thursday-morning/ 
 
 
 
Whoo Hoo!!! 59% of American Parents More Likely to Consider 
Homeschooling, Skyrocketing Past 40% Just Last 
Month (bigleaguepolitics.com) 
https://bigleaguepolitics.com/now-59-of-american-parents-more-
likely-to-consider-homeschooling-skyrocketing-past-40-just-last-
month/ 
 
Looking better everyday. Tax dollars paid into public education 
should be reimbursed to those parents who choose alternative 
education such as home schooling or private schools who otherwise 
couldn't have afforded it. 
 
 
 
Voter Fraud is Real, despite what Twitter's "fact checkers" say. 
Huge list of links to voter fraud articles and 
videos. (thedonald.win) 
https://thedonald.win/p/Fg39EJft/-thedonaldwin-investigates-maili/ 
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BUSTED! Virginia Fabricates "Record Increase In Cases", Then 
Mandates Masks In Public, And Rolls Out Gun Control. 
Why the hell are these people even allowed to "self govern"? 
The charts which are the proof, are at: 
OP 
https://www.nukepro.net/2020/05/virginia-fabricates-record-
increase-in.html 
Below is the data and charts showing how they fabricated "Record 
New Cases". 
And then they made face masks "mandatory" this late in the game to 
keep the fear and control up. 
https://www.newsweek.com/virginia-governor-calls-mandatory-face-
masks-public-indoor-spaces-after-not-wearing-one-during-1506640 
And Virginia announces Gun Control. 
https://beforeitsnews.com/survival/2020/05/virginia-upcoming-
universal-background-check-law-antique-firearms-2754664.html 
stock here, I sure suspected this when I saw this headline at 
Zerohedge yesterday. 
ZH published this early in the afternoon of 5-25-2020, but it was for 
data for the day 5-25-2020, now that is interesting how the data was 
compiled for the whole day before the day even ended, and no less, 
on memorial day? 
They republished it today, the 26th, with the 26th as the issue date. 
So they had the complete 5-25-20 data, early in the day on 5-25-20? 
See how that works? The narrative is written ahead of time, 
distributed ahead of time, like the BBC reporter stating how Building 
7 had come down, whilst Building 7 was clearly visible in the 
background of her video shoot. 
Read the title below, and see how it doesn't match the title of the 
article itself. 
 
 
 
Reminder: these riots do not represent the black community. As 
a black Patriot, I do not engage in such destructive behavior.  
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The cop and the black guy who got murdered both worked at the 
same nightclub as security guards. What are the chances, 
huh? (kstp.com) 
https://kstp.com/news/george-floyd-fired-officer-overlapped-
security-shifts-at-south-minneapolis-club-may-28-2020/5743990/ 
 
Woah anon once the actors go home you’re not supposed to invade 
their privacy. 
 
Exactly. No black guy got murdered that day. Crisis actors. 
  
A Cabal ruthless enough to sacrifice children, as the Q theory 
alleges, would have no problem killing a guy to incite riots, fed by 
Antifa types. Actors are not needed. It is easily just to do it. 
 
 
 
Terrence K. Williams @w_terrence: 
Excuse my language but this is Fu**ing CRAZY!!! They are 
censoring President @realDonaldTrump. They are censoring our 
leader When the looting starts the shooting start means looters will 
shoot #donaldisoverparty is a twitter goal! THIS IS WAR! THIS IS 
ELECTION INTERFERENCE 
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A KSTP 5 Eyewitness Reporter was caught playing FAKE 
GUNSHOTS on his Cell Phone at the Minneapolis 
Protest. (twitter.com) 
Xidig TV @xidigtv: 
A @KSTP 
5 Eyewitness Reporter was caught playing FAKE GUNSHOTS on 
his Cell Phone at the Minneapolis Protest AND THEN BLAME IT 
ON BLACK PEOPLE. When confronted, he admitted and acted like 
he didn’t know it would “be a problem”. This is just pure shame. 
Video credit Amun Abdibile 
https://twitter.com/xidigtv/status/1265927595339722752?s=09 
 
 
 
 
 
Welcome back to your regularly scheduled 
programming. (i.postimg.cc) 
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Evidence that the George Floyd fiasco was a false flag. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xf5gtgvMq-k&t=23sYouTube 
Different set of officers take custody of Floyd right after his arrest - 
for what reason? 
Instead of being placed into a car and taken to jail, he's laid on the 
ground instead? 
Photos from the opposite side of the video show that his arm was 
free as he laid on the ground - handcuffs had been removed for some 
reason? 
Neighbors didn't know Chauvin was a 
cop? https://truepundit.com/watch-minneapolis-cop-at-center-of-
george-floyds-street-murder-has-gone-missing-neighbors-say-they-
didnt-even-know-he-was-a-cop/ 
Floyd and Chauvin were coworkers? https://kstp.com/news/george-
floyd-fired-officer-overlapped-security-shifts-at-south-minneapolis-
club-may-28-2020/5743990/ 
This is a false flag. 
Game, set, and match, bitches. 
 
 
 
BOOM! Trump's E.O. to remove protections from law suits 
against Twitter for 1A violations! Winning!  
Trump E.O. today will clarify the law re: allowing for suits against 
Twitter, Facebook etc., due to censorship: 
(draft excerpt) 
among those rules is the immunity from liability created by section 
230 (c) of the Communications Decency Act (section 230). 47 
U.S.C. 230. It is the policy of the United States that the scope of that 
immunity should be clarified. 
Section 230 (c) was designed to address court decisions from the 
early days of the Internet holding that an online platform that 
engaged in any editing or restriction of content posted by others 
thereby became itself a “publisher” of the content and could be liable 
for torts like defamation. As the title of section 230 (c) makes clear, 
the provision is intended to provide liability “protection” to a 
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provider of an interactive computer service (such as an online 
platform like Twitter) that engages in “Good Samaritan’ blocking” of 
content when the provider deems the content (in the terms of 
subsection 230 (c) (2) (A)) obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, 
excessively violent, harassing, or otherwise objectionable. 
Subsection 230 (c) (1) broadly states that no provider of an 
interactive computer service shall be treated as a publisher or speaker 
of content provided by another person. But subsection 230(c) (2) 
qualifies that principle when the provider edits the content provided 
by others. Subparagraph (c) (2) specifically addresses protections 
from “civil liability” and clarifies that a provider is protected from 
liability when it acts in “good faith” to restrict access to content that 
it considers to be “obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively 
violent, harassing or otherwise objectionable.” The provision does 
not extend to deceptive or pretextual actions restricting online 
content or actions inconsistent with an online platform’s terms of 
service. When an interactive computer service provider removes or 
restricts access to content and its actions do not meet the criteria of 
subparagraph (c) (2) (A), it is engaged in editorial conduct. By 
making itself an editor of content outside the protections of 
subparagraph (c) (2) (A), such a provider forfeits any protection from 
being deemed a “publisher or speaker” under subsection 230 (c) (1), 
which properly applies only to a provider that merely provides a 
platform for content supplied by others. It is the policy of the United 
States that all departments and agencies should apply section 230 (c) 
according to the interpretation set out in this section. 
Full text of draft: 
https://reclaimthenet.org/trump-social-media-censorship-executive-
order/amp/ 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: ea3fcb No.9345703   (4337) 
May 28 2020 11:25:08 (EST) NEW 
Expanding on last drop:  
USA v Japan 
Apply: 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/theapothecary/2020/05/26/nursing-
homes-assisted-living-facilities-0-6-of-the-u-s-population-43-of-u-s-
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covid-19-deaths/#26ae4e9a74cd 
"Let that sink in: 42% of all COVID-19 deaths are taking place in 
facilities that house 0.62% of the U.S. population." [nursing home(s)] 
Why did our 'nursing home' population suffer a direct hit re: COVID-
19 deaths? 
NY & NJ GOV [order(s)] [push] COVID-19 positive elderly > 
nursing home(s)? 
USNS Comfort capacity? 
Hospital capacity? 
What other [D] GOV(s) mandated similar-same order(s)? 
Ask yourself a very simple question - was it known [common sense 
and [early] medical reports] elderly community most at risk? 
WHY WOULD [4] [D] GOVS PUSH COVID-19 [COV-2] 
INFECTED PATIENTS INTO [SAFE] NURSING HOMES? 
Ignorance is a choice. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 6b4788 No.9345963   (4338) 
May 28 2020 11:40:27 (EST) NEW 
Expanding on last drop: 
USA v Japan 
Apply: 
43% of 100% [nursing home] [death]  
CDC conflate 34-57% COVID-19 deaths data [include: pneumonia-
influenza]? 
Avg pneumonia-influenza death(s) per season? 
Why is the data constantly changing [past]? 
Sometimes a wayback machine can find many easter eggs [CDC data 
then vs now]. 
Ignorance is a choice. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 6b4788 No.9346230   (4339) 
May 28 2020 11:54:30 (EST) NEWEZHltAAXkAA3LBG.png 

 
 
https://townhall.com/columnists/larryoconnor/2020/05/28/michigans
-hapless-governor-continues-deadly-covid19-nursing-home-policy-
n2569605 
At what point should this be reclassified as murder? 
At what point is ignorance [common sense] no longer valid [excuse]? 
Evil surrounds us. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 6b4788 No.9346426   (4340) 
May 28 2020 12:03:57 (EST) NEW 
https://nypost.com/2020/04/23/nursing-homes-cant-reject-
coronavirus-patients-cuomo-says/ 
At what point should this be reclassified as murder? 
At what point is ignorance [common sense] no longer valid [excuse]? 
Evil surrounds us. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 6b4788 No.9346595   (4341) 
May 28 2020 12:10:57 (EST) NEW 
https://www.nj.gov/health/healthfacilities/documents/CN/temp_waiv
ers/HospitalDischarges_andAdmissions_toPost-
AcuteCareSettings.pdf 
At what point should this be reclassified as murder? 
At what point is ignorance [common sense] no longer valid [excuse]? 
Evil surrounds us. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 5544fb No.9346765   (4342) 
May 28 2020 12:19:23 (EST) NEW 
https://perry.house.gov/uploadedfiles/perry_calls_for_federal_investi
gation_5.14.20.pdf? 
At what point should this be reclassified as murder? 
At what point is ignorance [common sense] no longer valid [excuse]? 
Evil surrounds us. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 5544fb No.9346961   (4343) 
May 28 2020 12:28:20 (EST) NEW 
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USA total pop: 328 million  
COVID-19 deaths: 100,000 [lockdown] 
Japan total pop: 126 million [condensed (island)] 
COVID-19 deaths: 850 [no lockdown] 
2 + 2 = 5? 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 5544fb No.9347227   (4344) 
May 28 2020 12:39:13 (EST) NEW 
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/21/nursing-homes-
residents-account-for-81-of-covid-19-deaths-in-minnesota-but-state-
still-allows-facilities-to-admit-covid-19-positive-patients/ 
The truth is right in front of you. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9d4452 No.9349894   (4345) 
May 28 2020 16:05:01 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Wyn1745/status/1266006071413374978 
Information Warfare. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9d4452 No.9349916   (4346) 
May 28 2020 16:06:22 (EST) NEW 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-signs-executive-order-on-
social-media-companies 
@Jack 
You were warned. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 8fe25a No.9351444   (4347) 
May 28 2020 17:59:58 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1187829299207954437 
Coincidence or foreknowledge? 
Q 
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Friday May 29, 2020 

 

 
The Royal Family was a FRAUD. The New King of England is 
here and POTUS and Q know!  
King Joseph Gregory Hallett III 
POTUS has taken control of the crown until he is pronounced. 
This is incredible! Watch the whole thing! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7bA5A5Ie0V4&feature=youtu.b
eYouTube 
 
 
 
 
Psyop Confirmed: George Floyd and Officer Derek Chauvin 
both worked as bouncers at the same club whose owner operates 
the La Raza 95.7 FM Radio Station two blocks from the torched 
3rd Precinct!!  
reposting this everywhere 
https://kstp.com/news/george-floyd-fired-officer-overlapped-
security-shifts-at-south-minneapolis-club-may-28-2020/5743990/ 
http://archive.is/T75z1 
A former club owner in south Minneapolis says the now-fired police 
officer and the black man who died in his custody this week both 
worked security for her club up to the end of last year. 
George Floyd and now-former Officer Derek Chauvin both worked 
security at the El Nuevo Rodeo club on Lake Street, according to 
Maya Santamaria. Santamaria owned the building for nearly two 
decades, but sold the venue within the last few months.  
"Chauvin was our off-duty police for almost the entirety of the 17 
years that we were open," Santamaria said. "They were working 
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together at the same time, it's just that Chauvin worked outside and 
the security guards were inside."  
Santamaria still operates La Raza 95.7 FM radio station. The Latino 
owned business is two blocks east of where protests erupted in front 
of the Minneapolis Police Department Third Precinct 
 
 
 
Trump basically has ultimate power right now. 
Because all 50 states are under a state of emergency as is the whole 
country, POTUS has basically ultimate power granted to him by the 
constitution. So these rioters and looters can be easily taken care of 
with our military. Twitter can also be reduced to ashes. POTUS has 
shown great restraint so far not wanting to use this power unless he 
absolutely has to. 
 
 
 
Twitter is deleting POTUS's "likes" . Saw it myself. 
Last night I clicked the "like" button on a tweet from Trump, and just 
as I did it, I thought to myself "111k likes, cool number." I hit the 
like and BOOM, the 111k instantly changed to 109k. I wish for once 
we knew the true numbers of support POTUS gets because I'm sure 
it's considerably higher than what Twat let's us see. 
 
 
 
George Floyd age 46 Criminal Record. 
Criminal Record but He turned his Life Around!! 
**Notice how the writer tried to soften it.  
George Floyd moved to Minneapolis in 2014 for a fresh start after 
being released from prison in Houston, Texas following an arrest for 
aggravated robbery. Floyd had turned his life around but died on 
Monday after a white officer knelt on his neck while arresting him 
for allegedly paying with a fake $20 bill. None of the officers could 
have been aware of Floyd's more than a decade-old criminal history 
at the time of the arrest.  
The 46-year-old had left behind his past in Houston after being 
released from prison stemming from a 2007 robbery. He plead guilty 
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to entering a woman’s home, pointing a gun at her stomach and 
searching the home for drugs and money, according to court records 
Floyd was sentenced to 10 months in jail for having less than one 
gram of cocaine in a December 2005 arrest. He had previously been 
sentenced to eight months for the same offense, stemming from an 
October 2002 arrest. Floyd was arrested in 2002 for criminal 
trespassing and served 30 days in jail. He had another stint for a theft 
in August 1998. 
 
 
 
 
And now this: Jacob Pederson of the St. Paul PD is outed as the 
individual who smashed the windows at AutoZone. Police are 
posing as protesters burning buildings...  
https://twitter.com/umnnmmm/status/1266166048958541824?s-21 
Jacob Pederson of the St. Paul PD is outed as the individual who 
smashed the windows at AutoZone. Police are posing as protesters 
burning buildings to portray a false narrative. This happened in 2015 
and it's happening again. #BlackLivesMatter #GeorgeFloyd 
#MinneapolisUprising 
Go to the link to see the pics. 
Just wow. Need more sauce to confirm, but this is incredible. 
 
Some other interesting video posted below that tweet. The neighbors 
had no idea Chauvin was a cop? Possible that Chauvin knew the 
victim and used to work with him? This is raising the FF spider 
hairs.... 
 
Is Floyd even dead? The plot has definitely thickened 
  
My thoughts too! 
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CNN crew has been ARRESTED while covering Minneapolis 
protests, and the governor has apologized.  
"A CNN crew was arrested by Minnesota state police Friday 
morning while giving a live television report in Minneapolis, where 
the crew was covering ongoing protests over the death of George 
Floyd -- an arrest that has drawn an apology from the state's 
governor. 
Minnesota Gov. Tim Walz told CNN Worldwide President Jeff 
Zucker that he deeply apologizes for what happened, and that he is 
working to have the CNN crew released immediately. 
The crew, including correspondent Omar Jimenez, were 
HANDCUFFED and DETAINED as Jimenez gave a live report on a 
Minneapolis street shortly after 5 a.m. CT (6 a.m. ET). 
Police told the crew they were being detained because they were 
TOLD TO ME, and DIDN'T, one member of the CNN crew relayed 
to the network. 
"A CNN reporter and his production team were arrested this morning 
in Minneapolis for doing their jobs, despite identifying themselves -- 
a clear violation of their First Amendment rights. The authorities in 
Minnesota, including the Governor, must release the three CNN 
employees immediately," CNN said in a statement. 
Officers approached the crew -- which also included producer Bill 
Kirkos and photojournalist Leonel Mendez -- as they moved in to 
arrest a protester behind them. 
Jimenez could be seen holding his CNN badge while reporting, 
identifying himself as a reporter, and telling the officers the crew 
would move wherever officers needed them to. An officer gripped 
his arm as Jimenez talked, then put him in handcuffs." 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/29/us/minneapolis-cnn-crew-
arrested/index.html 
 
This was clearly staged by CNN and the cops... if they were even 
real cops. 
 
 
 
National Guard arrives in Minneapolis. POTUS.  
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
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The National Guard has arrived on the scene. They are in 
Minneapolis and fully prepared. George Floyd will not have died in 
vain. Respect his memory!!! 
https://mobile.twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/12663805103449
49761 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 7b4897 No.9363013   (4348) 
May 29 2020 12:46:30 (EST) NEW 
[Sample] 
https://twitter.com/nytpolitics/status/1266421573126406147 
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/qanon-church-omega-kingdom-
ministries/ 
Fear. 
Panic. 
Loss of narrative control. 
You are the news now. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 45bbde No.9363305   (4349) 
May 29 2020 13:04:11 (EST) NEWSorosDestroyingAmerica.jpg 

 
Nobody escapes this. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 479676 No.9365367   (4352) 
May 29 2020 15:21:31 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/ODNIgov/status/1266461778126540800 

 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 14b7fc No.9366004   (4351) 
May 29 2020 16:01:49 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge 
Worth following [DECLAS designation(s)]. 
Q 
 
 
 
PLANdemic has failed so soros and deep state have moved to 
riots! Remember ALL ASSETS will be deployed!  
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The PLANdemic is failing so George soros has bussed in agitators to 
start riots. This civil unrest was all planned. Antifa is here right on 
cue. 
 
Volatile times, and very dangerous.... do NOT underestimate this 
For those of you in suburban areas, don't be comfortable. Keep your 
head on a swivel. He's going to send them into suburban areas to rape 
and kill. Be careful. Lock all your doors. Check your car's backseat, 
etc. They released prisoners for a reason. You might want to see if 
you can get terrorism insurance on your cars and houses too. If you 
don't have a German Shepard, get one! He will Atleast wake you up, 
if they are in your yard or house so you can get your gun. 
 
 
 
 
Trump on GAB.... This account is reserved for the President of 
The United States of America, Donald J Trump. All posts will be 
mirrored here from Twitter and uncensored. (gab.com) 
 
Gab bans you if you question jews or pedophiles. We exposed it a 
looong time ago 
 
 
 
 
I'm trying, you guys, I really am. I'm sick of watching the left 
beat the right into submission. Fucking declare martial law 
already and start reclaiming our birthright. 
Sick of the left getting away with everything. 
Rioters getting away with everything 
Busted skull from bike lock 
Kidnapping and torturing white mentally ill boy 
Daily sanctioned white hatred on Twitter and Facebook 
Elderly white citizens raped, beaten and killed on videotape 
Police standing down while Antifa runs rampant 
Quarantine dragged on for 2 months longer than necessary while 
good people lose everything 
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And we can't stand up for ourselves or we're nazi stormfronters and 
they doxx us til we lose our jobs. 
This isn't going to stop without drastic measures. Arresting Hillary or 
Podesta, or regulating Twitter isn't going to do anything. CEO 
resignations don't matter to Joe Average. Round the domestic 
terrorists up, make examples. Now. Freeze Soros funds. Seize 
Clinton Foundation funds, cut off the money supply to the leftist 
media and Soros paid rabble rousers. 
Soon they'll realize they can literally get away with anything and the 
brazen murders will start. We'll have to take up arms to fight back 
and we'll be the ones prosecuted, we always are. End this farce of a 
society now and let's start over the way our founders intended. 
Rant over. 
 
 
 
 
Truth is that the vast majority of Americans don't know who 
Mike Flynn even is, definitely dont know who Ambassador 
Kislyak is, and dont even know what FISA stands for. 
 
That's why you don't waste time trying to get people to understand 
all this. A surgeon removes a cancer; it's irrelevant if the patient 
understands why other than it will kill. Cut this cancer out, and be 
done with it. 
 
They don't understand because the MSM is the enemy of the 
American people and doesn't inform them. They know all about 
Russia collusion, even though it's fake. Do you understand what "We 
are the news now” means? Well it means nothing if you don't 
actively participate in the truth movement and attempt to educate 
people about what is actually going on. 
Q needs a critical mass of awakened people to pull off the overthrow 
of the cabal. THAT IS WHY Q RECRUITED US IN THE FIRST 
PLACE. 
That this blackpill post is upvoted to the top is a disgrace. 
Fucking participate and stop complaining you lazy do-nothing 
faggots. 
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Do you know why the looters/rioters are so blazen and in full 
force compared to past events? Because of masks. That's why 
they pushed for it.  
 
Why did the virus come first? To make people afraid to take their 
masks off. So ANTIFA can hide better. 
The plandemic worked perfectly. 
If the USA burns and riots ensue over a shitbag cop and his 
security guard partner of 17 years in a staged event, what's going 
to happen when Obama is arrested?  
NOTHING, BECAUSE OBAMA IS UNTOUCHABLE NOW. The 
media empire and rulers of this world, will pit everyone against each 
other. Q-team, is this part of the plan? Was the plandemic part of the 
plan? Was the impeachment part of the plan? Was the Mueller 
investigation part of the plan? >>>>I TOLD YOU SO >>>>the cabal 
have been doing this for millennia and they are exceedingly efficient 
at "staying in power". PULL THE BANDAID OFF ALL AT ONCE 
and lets get over the short term pain for the long term gain. 
 
 
 
 
Release prisoners, toss masks on everyone, buss in agent 
provocateurs, stage a false flag against a helpless black man, 
make sure it has a good video recording. gas light with the msm, 
blame POTUS. 
Did I miss anything? 
 
 
 
 
For anybody that thinks the carnage is purely the result of black 
rage - may I present Umbrella man with his sidekick Mr Pink 
Shirt? (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/pnfdc8.mp4 
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Bring on the Emergency Broadcast System! It's time to receive 
direct coms from POTUS and shut down the media.  
Do it. 
 
 
 
Antoine Tucker @montaga: 
Use your Brains PPL!! 
https://twitter.com/montaga/status/1266203311734063107 
 
 
 
LOL. Bet this wasnt part of the plan. CNN headquarters under 
siege, vandalized by rioters. Video.  
maria viti @selfdeclaredref: 
CNN being destroyed in Atlanta 
https://mobile.twitter.com/selfdeclaredref/status/1266516096468779
008 
 
Don't be so sure. The fucking jews destroyed their own buildings in 
911 right after taking out fucking insurance policies that covered 
"acts of terrorism" - they are slimy as fuck! - CNN is going bankrupt 
and I bet that if you look into it, they are insured against this kind of 
thing. - This is probably part of their plan. - Make themsleves look 
like victims, accuse Trump of inciting violence, and pull in a shitload 
of money from insurance and lawsuits. - Study the kike's every 
fucking move. Parasites are extremely adept at taking advantage of 
hosts defenses. In the case of America those defenses are the laws 
and insurances. 
 
This is exactly my thoughts. Something here doesn’t add up. 
Destroying their build for a insurance payout, making themselves 
look like victims and pointing at Trump just gives CNN a lot of 
attention and money. 
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And just like that the news isn't talking about Flynn's 
transcripts. Once you see it it becomes, so obvious.  
The rioting in Minnesota is a distraction. 
They’re panicking. 
They’re pushing the goal line further hoping for any last-ditch escape 
route.  
It’s so obvious once you see it. 
 
 
 
POTUS : We are terminating our relationship with the WHO . 
Bye Felicia. 
https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1266445340946939906 
 
YES!!!!!!! Aren't they an arm of the UN? Do the UN next, President 
Trump! 
I am curious to know the specifics of where the funding will be 
diverted to though.. 
 
 
 
 
CNN CAUGHT RED HANDED FAKING BEING ARRESTED 
BY STATE PATROL ROFLMAO! (youtu.be) 
https://youtu.be/7QOaMvcWqm4 
 
CNN did bs back in the first war in 91. 
So, you're surprise that they would do it again? 
 
Was there ever any doubt? 
 
 
 
BREAKING EXCLUSIVE: According to Attorney the DNI 
Allegedly Has Call Records Between Seth Rich and WikiLeaks - 
It's Now Presumed Brennan's CIA Was More Involved Than We 
Thought (thegatewaypundit.com) 
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https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/breaking-exclusive-dni-
allegedly-call-records-seth-rich-wikileaks-now-presumed-brennans-
cia-involved-thought/ 
 
I can't wait until they get to the part where Donna Brazille and the 
DC mayor were at the hospital before Seth Rich was brought in. 
Even though his injuries weren't life threatening he conveniently died 
after a visit from those two clowns. 
 
I hate that woman. I wish Fox would dump her purple ass. 
 
 
 
 
Black business owner weeps after looters destroy sports bar he 
invested life savings into: "We worked so hard to get 
here" (disrn.com) 
https://disrn.com/news/black-business-owner-weeps-after-looters-
destroy-his-sports-bar-i-dont-know-what-were-gonna-
do?fbclid=IwAR1F71UcyuZ1dbewOs_DitsULDGguOiKS6Jx9TvtU
K3HJrnVQ2KP-WvmEfE 
 
So awful. One thing...once POTUS outs the DS and proves to the 
black community that the DS Dems/Soros did this on purpose via 
paid antifa/black lives matter...they have lost the black community. 
If someone starts a gofund me for this guy...(which would be 
great)...donate even if it's five bucks and in the comment section 
make sure to say Q sent me or WWG!WGA or whatever. Not only 
will this be a huge red pill and stops the narrative that Q followers 
are crazy evil terrorists...it will show the world that Q is legit and this 
Q movement is about doing the right thing, helping, patriots, love of 
country, etc. Kinda hard to bash the Q movement if all you see are 
acts of goodwill, donations, etc. Capiche? 
 
Hmmmmm, it's prolly a good idea to do this anywhere and 
everywhere you donate. 
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Saturday May 30, 2020 

 

 

 
Chief Justice John Roberts Sides with Liberal Justices as 
Supreme Court Rules in Favor of Restrictions on Religious 
Services (breitbart.com) 
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/29/chief-justice-john-
roberts-sides-with-liberal-justices-as-supreme-court-rules-in-
favor-of-restrictions-on-religious-services/ 
 
We have always known Roberts is a controlled little bitch 
 
Exactly, no one should be surprised. The only answer is more actual 
conservative judges on the SC. 
 
This is a critical moment in this country. Prior to this decision, our 
churches have been complying with requests to mitigate the 
pandemic by voluntarily limiting their services. They were not acting 
under the mandates of the state. But they were wrong to believe that 
it was their choice to impose these restrictions on their members. 
Now we see that the state is asserting its dominance over the church 
and demanding these restrictions. And it is therefore incumbent on 
the church, all churches, to stand in disobedience of these mandates, 
even if they believe that the mandates are proper and justified. 
Because to do otherwise is to accept the court's decision that the 
church operates at the will of the state. 
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WTH? MN County Medical Examiner Finds "No Physical 
Findings that Support a Diagnosis of Traumatic Asphyxia or 
Strangulation" in George Floyd Death 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/05/wth-mn-county-
medical-examiner-finds-no-physical-findings-support-diagnosis-
traumatic-asphyxia-strangulation-george-floyd-death/ 
 
 
 
An opportunity for unity! Scores Sports Bar was looted/ 
destroyed in Minneapolis, but thanks to fellow patriots got over 
500.000$ in GoFundMe already to rebuild! (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/YoungDems4Trump/status/126624814884801331
3 
 
good for him... to see his lifes work go up in smoke was 
tragic.....hope he rebuilds better than it was........What happened to 
GF was a tragedy but it is still no excuse for the barbaric behavior of 
the (protesters)?? you mean RIOTERS...It is way obvious what is 
going on....PATRIOTS be at the ready.....one of the asshats said they 
would bring it out to the suburbs....good luck with that one 
dickhead...it wont last 5 min 
 
Good, I've heard about this guy. Firefighter who wanted to start his 
own business. I just hope he's learned the hard lesson and NOT put 
his bar in the same neighborhood, but somewhere that it won't get 
torched next time something like this happens. In fact I will go out 
on a limb here and predict that any of those burned out businesses 
will not locate there again. So the inhabitants and looters will not 
have grocery stores, shoe stores, electronic stores, or anything else in 
their neighborhood for a long, long time to come. They don't deserve 
it; all they do deserve is a bleak desert of burned out blocks and have 
to travel miles and miles to get even the basics of life. 
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Examiners Floyd Report Released - Expect Chauvin To Be 
Released Without Charges (youtube.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mREdRNuaGY0 
 
 
 
 
Eric Sevareid, CBS News @sevareidcbsnews: 
BREAKING: My Source with whom I have great trust says MN AG 
Ellison is coordinating w/Antifa. This IS VERY disturbing after 
hearing his comments in today's Presser. Antifa has been bussed in 
and are being paid $20/hour with BONUSES paid to those looting 
and destroying. Soros. 
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If you can riot, you can vote in person. Bye Bye mail in 
voting! (wearethene.ws) 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/108575 
 
 
 
The Flynn transcripts in PDF format (grassley.senate.gov) 
https://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/files/2020-05-
29%20ODNI%20to%20CEG%20RHJ%20%28Flynn%20Transcripts
%29.pdf 
 
 
 
Anons on 4chan have found out: George Floyd was an actor, a 
special one...(wearethene.ws) 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/108461 
 
 
 
I remember POTUS saying "That Wall is more important than 
you'll ever know". Well, Now u know.  
Do u remember when tens of thousands of foot soldiers were coming 
up here in caravans? Imagine what the streets would look like and 
how many more cities would burn if u added all of those caravan 
jihadis in with MS-13, BLM, Pantifa, Local Wannabes, TDS'ers they 
bus around, the bad cops, the usual dick state dem assets, etc.  
Just wanted to remind people of that since it's easy to forget shit 
when u consume as much info as we do. Also POTUS activated a 
million reserves/Nat Guard for this shit, not corona. He knew the kit 
sink was coming in 2020. I quit date fagging but sure would be a 
good time for some arrests too if they end up rolling troops up in 
these lib cities. 
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Q!!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: c06c87 No.9378157   (4352) 
May 30 2020 11:05:48 
(EST) NEW16577718_7293223_image_a_56_1564261558047.jpg 

 
 
https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/119629.pdf 
Irregular warefare. 
Insurgency. 
Insurgency is the organized use of subversion and violence to seize, 
nullify or challenge political control of a region. As such, it is 
primarily a political struggle, in which both sides use armed force to 
create space for their political, economic and influence activities to 
be effective. Insurgency is not always conducted by a single group 
with a centralized, military-style command structure, but may 
involve a complex matrix of different actors with various aims, 
loosely connected in dynamic and non-hierarchical networks. To be 
successful, insurgencies require charismatic leadership, supporters, 
recruits, supplies, safe havens and funding (often from illicit 
activities). They only need the active support of a few enabling 
individuals, but the passive acquiescence of a large proportion of the 
contested population will give a higher probability of success. This is 
best achieved when the political cause of the insurgency has strong 
appeal, manipulating religious, tribal or local identity to exploit 
common societal grievances or needs. Insurgents seek to gain control 
of populations through a combination of persuasion, subversion and 
coercion while using guerrilla tactics to offset the strengths of 
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government security forces. Their intent is usually to protract the 
struggle, exhaust the government and win sufficient popular support 
to force capitulation or political accommodation. Consequently, 
insurgencies evolve through a series of stages, though the 
progression and outcome will be different in almost every case. 
Location(s) [cities] loss-of-control? 
[D] controlled? 
Define 'stand down' [safe haven] order. 
Define 'organized' group. 
Coordination of 'organized' [& funded] group(s) in [D] controlled 
'safe haven' cities across US [pre_knowledge to group(s)]? 
https://banks.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=15
48 
https://fitzpatrick.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/fitzpatrick-
condemns-antifa-and-political-violence 
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/454038-2-republican-senators-
introduce-resolution-to-label-antifa-as-domestic 
Thank you for playing. 
Have a Nice Day. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: c06c87 No.9378188   (4353) 
May 30 2020 11:07:09 (EST) NEW 
>>9378157 
'War[e]fare' misspelling unintentional.  
On the move. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 833dbf No.9378487   (4354) 
May 30 2020 11:28:45 (EST) NEWDX_JFPcVoAAbkiN.jpg 

 
Anti-American? 
Domestic terrorists? 
Organized? 
Fascists? 
Extreme Radical(s)? 
Violent? 
POTUS action coming. 
Homeland Security _FBI_DOJ action coming. 
Investigations may lead to [D][F] 'support' targets. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 833dbf No.9378677   (4355) 
May 30 2020 11:37:58 (EST) NEWEZRxlgiUcAEcAnG.jpg 

 
 
 
 
All over the country there are reports of pallets of bricks being 
dropped off by unmarked vehicles along protest 
routes (mobile.twitter.com) 
https://mobile.twitter.com/naithanjones/status/126674097967722496
0 
 
 
 
Undercover police dressed as rioters, showing up and instigate 
property damage and then encourage the younger more 
impressionable black kids to join in, then calling media to the 
location (mobile.twitter.com) 
https://mobile.twitter.com/NaithanJones/status/12667394633188433
94 
 
 
 
What we are witnessing is the Insurgency in action.  
We were warned about this months ago. Prepare accordingly, 
they’re not stopping at Minneapolis. 
The insurgency is compromised mayors and governors. 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dfeca6 No.9379818   (4356) 
May 30 2020 12:58:39 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/MattFinnFNC/status/1266780532681199622 
Humanity at its finest. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2ed5a0 No.9380132   (4357) 
May 30 2020 13:19:47 (EST) NEWEZSMxkOXYAA7ctK.jpg 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2ed5a0 No.9380476   (4358) 
May 30 2020 13:39:37 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1266798202185043970 
Be vigilant. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 58b904 No.9382690   (4359) 
May 30 2020 16:37:32 (EST) NEW 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/fbi-s-top-
lawyer-dana-boente-ousted-amid-fox-news-n1219721 
Update the list. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 63d310 No.9383164   (4360) 
May 30 2020 17:11:47 (EST) NEW 
Insurrection Act of 1807. 
[Determination that the various state and local authorities are not up 
to the task of responding to the growing unrest] 
Call the ball. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b9967d No.9384394   (4361) 
May 30 2020 18:33:04 (EST) NEWEZTNDcZUwAAIdY5.jpg 

 
https://twitter.com/bvoice_p/status/1266869413690535936 
On the ready. 
God save America. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paying people to get on unemployment, shutting down small 
businesses, telling farmers to pour out milk/kill their cattle, 
rioters burning down businesses, this is a Bolshevik Revolution. 
They're trying to destroy the middle class and middle class 
businesses. Walmart, Amazon, etc are making record profits while 
small businesses are suffering. The elite corporations are pushing out 
small businesses. This class divide is Communism.  
Incentives everyone to leave their jobs to get paid more to be on 
unemployment is Communism.  
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Telling middle-class businesses they can't run their own businesses is 
Communism.  
Telling farmers to destroy the food supply is Communism.  
Sending out rioters and chaos agents is Communism.  
Trying to steal the election by breaking the chain of custody between 
the voter and ballot box is Communism. 
Trying to silence the President of the United States with moral 
argument bullshit is Communism. 
We are at war if you haven't noticed. 
 
“We are at war if you haven't noticed.” 
No, they are throwing any piece of shit at the wall and desperately 
hoping one will stick. 
I'm in a blue state and hit yard sales today. No one was wearing a 
mask. The old tricks no longer work. It's not war, it's panic. 
 
I hope you're fucking right because op makes a good point. 
 
 
 
 
Why do They never riot in republican cities / towns? So strange, 
almost like they are protected in Democrat cities. 
 
Because Soros pays off those corrupt mayors who allow this to 
happen. 
 
You got it. Think of "Sanctuary Cities". Sanctuary for what exactly? 
They have been planning this for years. To bad that POTUS deported 
most of MS-13 or this would be a bit more serious. 
 
 
 
 
Mark Dice @MarkDice: 
It’s not about a white police officer killing a black man. It’s about an 
attempted Communist revolution. 
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PENTAGON INVOKES THE INSURRECTION ACT OF 1807 
ORDERS THE ARMY TO BE PREPARED TO DEPLOY US 
MILITARY POLICE TO QUELL SOROS-FUNDED RIOTS IN 
MINNEAPOLIS(nowtheendbegins.com) 
 
Those Soros funded riots are just not in Minneapolis. I can guarantee 
that. There is no way they can coordinate the logistics, 
communication, and funding of these riots without major backing 
and planning, and we all know where that is coming from. 
 
 
 
 
All 50 states under declared states of emergency from pandemic. 
Riots should be met with force.  
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Sunday May 31, 2020 

 
 
 
 
The "bar" where both Floyd and Chauvin worked at together is 
actually an IOOF Temple. Who is the IOOF you ask? 
>Independent Order of Odd 
Fellows(myheartlandnotebook.files.wordpress.com) 

 
 
Stories from people who escaped child/adult sex slavery and mind 
control mention the Shriners, OddFellowes and being brought to and 
abused at their parties and gatherings. 
 
Yes kind of a masonic offshoot group. 
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Even an evil racist cop doesn't murder a handcuffed suspect with 
3 other cops all knowing it is being recorded. Why can't Q just 
simply out the murder as an FF? Why must we live in this sea of 
lies?  
Why the fuck do we have to play along with this total bullshit? 
https://files.catbox.moe/pnfdc8.mp4MP4 
 
The whole scenario makes no sense at all. And supposedly Q has it 
all. Then the why the FUCK is this shit getting passed off as real? 
https://files.catbox.moe/i6p6zk.mp4MP4 
 
(No EMT would just cart off somebody without assessing and trying 
to save them) 
Why is NOTHING BEING DONE? 
WHY THE FUCK IS THIS STUPID OBVIOUS CHARADE 
ALLOWED TO CONTINUE? 
 
 
 
Trump speech at rocket launch, double meanings: "The decades 
of lost years and litle action are officially over" - Offense 
started?  
"Past leaders put the USA at the mercy of foreign nations to send our 
astronauts into orbit" >>> politicians selling their soul and betraying 
their countries and duty's, to the highest bidders... the date was on 30 
2020 > 322 > Skull and bones > trolling [them] - Surely there's more 
to find in yesteerday's speech 
https://twitter.com/TeamTrump/status/1266846741787074560 
 
 
 
 
WikiLeaks Bombshell: The Soros/Clinton/Vatican Partnership  
in preparation for the U.S. Papal September visit, the Vatican 
proactively sought input from the most radical fringe of the 
Democratic Left. 
In August 2016, DCLeaks documents hacked from Soros’ Open 
Society, exposed the $650,000 Soros grant to PICO, a radical 
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organization of community organizers for the express purpose to 
travel to the Vatican for strategy meetings in anticipation of the 2016 
election. 
Are these same groups still working together? All roads lead to 
Rome. 
 
We WILL arrest salon, tattoo, bar owners, church goers, moms 
playing with kids at park, anybody in violation of 'stay at home 
order'. We will NOT arrest or detain looters and rioters causing 
violence. 
THEY hate you AMERICA. 
THEY want to see you burn. 
THEY want you divided. 
THEY are fighting for their lives. 
THEY are breathing the last breath of evil. 
Nothing is working. 
Nobody will escape unpunished. 
Reconcile. 
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Liberal America sees it happening with their own eyes yet still 
believes everything they're told by their 
leaders. (files.catbox.moe) 
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Trump supporters are shooting people in 
Minneapolis. (files.catbox.moe) 
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Things the rioters have ended ... 
Catturd ™ 
@catturd2 
Things the rioters have ended ... 
the coronavirus nonsense 
lockdowns 
the gun control argument 
the mail-in ballot argument 
any chance of Biden winning. 
"we're all in this together" Hollywood lies. 
https://twitter.com/catturd2/status/1267059387803275269 
Because none of this really matters – (((THEY))) believe this event 
will physically result in POTUS being removed from the White 
House. 
God save America 
1332 
Q !4pRcUA0lBE No.74  
May 10 2018 21:43:20 (EST) 
Fellow Patriots: 
What you are about to learn should not only scare you, but intensify 
your resolve to take back control [Freedom]. The information that 
will become public will further demonstrate the criminal & corrupt 
[pure evil] abuse of power that the Hussein administration undertook 
in joint efforts w/ domestic and foreign dignitaries. The snowball has 
begun rolling - there is no stopping it now. D5. 
Stay the course and trust the plan.  
Protective measures are in place. 
Remain BRAVE.  
We knew this day would come. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQYouTube 
United We Stand (WW). 
WWG1WGA. 
We FIGHT. 
Conspiracy no more. 
Q 
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He's doing it! POTUS announces ANTIFA will be designated a 
terrorist organization!(mobile.twitter.com) 
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
The United States of America will be designating ANTIFA as a 
Terrorist Organization. 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 07322b No.9394984   (4362) 
May 31 2020 11:44:56 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: 116bf1 No.9394869  
May 31 2020 11:35:41 (EST) NEWAntifa.JPG 
POTUStweet_Antifa.JPG 
I know we're beyond the need for Q proofs, but… 
Q post May 30, 2020 
POTUS tweet May 31, 2020 
>>9394869 
https://twitter.com/IngrahamAngle/status/1267118003663093760 
Keyword: Insurgency 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 07322b No.9395126  (4363) 
May 31 2020 11:53:28 (EST) NEW 
https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/119629.pdf 
Insurgency can be defined as ‘the organized use of subversion and 
violence to seize, nullify, or challenge political control of a region.’ 
Insurgents seek to subvert or displace the government and 
completely or partially control the resources and population of a 
given territory. They do so through the use of force (including 
guerrilla warfare, terrorism and coercion/intimidation), propa- ganda, 
subversion and political mobilization. Insurgents fight government 
forces only to the extent needed to achieve their political aims: their 
main effort is not to kill counterinsurgents, but rather to establish a 
competitive system of control over the population, making it 
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impossible for the government to administer its territory and people. 
Insurgent activity is therefore designed to weaken government 
control and legitimacy while increasing insurgent control and 
influence. 
Insurgents require supporters, recruits, safe havens, money, supplies, 
weapons and intelligence on government actions. A robust 
insurgency can be waged with the support of just a small percentage 
of a given population. 
NEXT: 
Counterinsurgency may be defined as ‘comprehensive civilian and 
military efforts taken to simultaneously defeat and contain 
insurgency and address its root causes’. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 07322b No.9395183   (4364) 
May 31 2020 11:56:13 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: 0074b6 No.9395159  
May 31 2020 11:54:58 (EST) NEW 
>>9395126 
". . . and address its root causes.” 
Please and thank you. 
>>9395159 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: fc161f No.9396837   (4365) 
May 31 2020 13:51:01 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1267146207102631936 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b9dffc No.9398032   (4366) 
May 31 2020 15:10:23 (EST) NEW 
Antifa 'mapping' started a long time ago. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b9dffc No.9398389   (4367) 
May 31 2020 15:26:53 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: 5cf9bf No.9398276  
May 31 2020 15:21:54 
(EST) NEW6AD6A5C3_A81D_4664_A806_44FD1887BBA1.png 

 
Oh, shit 
>>9398276 
Trolling is fun! 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b9dffc No.9398590   (4368) 
May 31 2020 15:34:45 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/drewp1973/status/1267192271843266562 
Buckle up. 
Here we go. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 39ec33 No.9399444   (4369) 
May 31 2020 16:14:52 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/GarnaMejiaKSL/status/1267144803394809857 
Humanity at its finest. 
TOGETHER WE WIN. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 387919 No.9399905   (4369) 
May 31 2020 16:42:21 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/TrumpStudents/status/1267202212192796673 
Q 
 
 
 
Now that ANTIFA will be correctly designated as a terrorist 
organization, celebrities donating to their gofundme bail 
accounts are financing terrorism. (washingtontimes.com) 
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/may/30/celebrities-
called-out-donating-protester-bail-fun/ 
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AG BARR: The violence instigated and carried out by Antifa 
and other similar groups in connection with the rioting is 
domestic terrorism and will be treated 
accordingly." (justice.gov) 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/attorney-general-william-p-barrs-
statement-riots-and-domestic-terrorism 
 
Oh it allows a lot more than that: the full might of our military can be 
unleashed against them anywhere in the world.  
I believe that includes here in the U.S. with all of POTUS' EOs and 
emergency powers in effect right now (thanks to Corona kek). 
 
Clear path to deployment in any NATO country. Oh and Defender 
Europe is wrapping up and all those troops are still sitting around. 
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STRENGTH.... then get censored. 
What the fuck is this shit. @seancordicon immediately suspended 
after potus retweet. 
https://twitter.com/adizfoshiz/status/1267197673532125184?s=21 
 
I think they call that "Further Evidence" of Twatter being a publisher 
with an opinion. 
 
Time for shut down of internet and msm and activation of EBS 
 
 
 
Just heard a panelist on Fox News say "The leading cause of 
death to black men is police brutality." NO ONE corrected him. 
I am done with this clown shit.  
 
Other black men would be the right answer! 
 
The leading cause of death to black males is abortion. Most never 
have a chance. 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 387919 No.9399905   (4370) 
May 31 2020 16:42:21 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/TrumpStudents/status/1267202212192796673 
Q 
 
 
 
Remember that time a billionaire pedophile was killed in jail 
while guards looked the other way and everyone rioted because 
justice couldn't be served? Yeah, me either.  
 
Because the perps who sponsored his killing, are the same ones 
organizing the riots. Our side doesn't riot. 
 
Ding ding ding! We have a winner. 
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Q!!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9375a6 No.9402273   (4371) 
May 31 2020 19:17:46 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/yashar/status/1267239843693596672 
False. 
Woodshed utilized re: intelligence management [monitor[ing] of 
situation(s)]. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b785d4 No.9402610   (4372) 
May 31 2020 19:39:20 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/marklevinshow/status/1267192115488083969 
All assets being deployed. 
People used as pawns [controlled]. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b785d4 No.9402777   (4373) 
May 31 2020 19:47:15 (EST) NEW 
YOU ARE WITNESSING THE GREATEST [COORDINATED] 
DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN TO EVER BE LAUNCHED 
AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. 
INFORMATION WARFARE. 
INFILTRATION V INVASION 
INSURGENCY. 
IRREGULAR WARFARE. 
[D] EFFORTS TO REGAIN POWER. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b785d4 No.9403145   (4374) 
May 31 2020 20:00:54 (EST) NEW 
Be strong in the Lord. 
Q 
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Wanted: incidents of CBS or local affiliates inciting, 
coordinating, or facilitating interstate insurgency - post here. 
Censoring White House communications was a “green light” signal 
that the insurgency was legitimate, has backing, is more powerful 
than the government, and is authorized to begin. 
This Republic is NOT going to fall by actions outside the Voting 
Booth. We demand 1) swift justice, 2) immediate reparations from 
the misfeasors, and 3) resignations from coup participants on 
government payroll. 
Our federal enforcement agencies need a broad view and 
understanding of all the interstate actors and the wide range roles 
they played to create this carefully timed, planned, and sourced 
country-wide insurgency. Crowd Sourcing this information is key to 
preserving the Republic. 
Any truthful fact or information, no matter how small, needs to be 
posted here — so that a Dossier is made to assist federal 
enforcement. 
 
 
 
 
THEY'RE BURNING DOWN CHURCHES IN DC RIGHT 
NOW (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/LibertyHangout/status/1267282326729433088 
Every single one of the fucks needs to be mowed down; time to put 
away the paintball guns, and make them feel the burn of a 5.56 
 
They're brainwashed by evil. 
  
They're Bolshevik kikes. 
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Brian Cates awesome thread! President Trump didn't take over 
states for COVID, but he is authorized to do so for terrorism!  
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1266951414808547329.html 
They are deliberately trying to make Trump seize control from the 
governors and send in the US military so they can IMPEACH HIM 
for it. 
Here's what these dumbasses forgot. 
COVID wasn't an organized criminal conspiracy. 
THIS IS.  
Not only is this an organized criminal conspiracy, it's a conspiracy 
that involves terrorist attacks on US cities where the people plotting 
these attacks are crossing state lines.  
During a national state of emergency, the President can send in the 
military to help enforce the law. 
He couldn't do that with COVID, just come in with the US army and 
tell the governor "Get out of the way, I'm taking over!" 
But he CAN with this. 
AND IT'S PERFECTLY LEGAL.  
As all these anarchist groups are about to discover over the next 
couple of days. 
Happy to create this thread for this anon's 
comment: https://voat.co/v/QRV/3848581/24072124 
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Monday June 1, 2020 

 

 
My Mom was watching Everybody Loves Raymond last night on 
TVLand, and this popped up on the screen at the 
end. (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/pqdult.jpeg 

 
 
This is more proof that NONE of the media can be trusted. 
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Monday morning and the demoralizers with short memories are 
out in full force.  
How many times does Trump have to go against the cabal to prove to 
you people he's not one of them? 
In no particular order. 
He's fucking over china with the tariffs. Cabal would have left China 
in tact, its basically turning into the cyberpunk hell they want with 
the social score. And they were fucking over the US, which they 
want. We're the population with the most weapons, they don't want 
us more powerful than we already are. 
He destroyed ISIS. The Cabal has no reason to destroy their own 
forces they invested in. 
USMCA. Cabal would have left the US to continue to get fucked by 
everyone. 
The Wall. This hampers their child trafficking and drug running to 
destroy America. Also cuts down illegals. 
North Korea. At the start of the presidency they were like the #1 
threat, and Trump made peace, even had them blowing up their 
border patrol stations along with south korea. 
They paycheck protection program. Again, if he were cabal he would 
have just left America to rot rather than go with the 16 year plan. 
Leaving the WHO, a cabal controlled organization. 
Executive Order on Preventing Online Censorship 
- https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-
preventing-online-censorship/ 
And probably the largest. He calls out the MSM. The MSM is the 
cabals ultimate weapon / mind control tool. It's how they pacify the 
population. There is 100%, no reason to remove that. The MSM 
talking heads are literally cabal, and they would not have called 
themselves out. They do not want the people to wake up. Even if 
they were going for a new form of control there's no reason to call 
themselves out as liars, they'd just implement that new form of 
control.  
The internet fucked the cabal hard, information is power. 
Anons, feel free to comment and add your own. I will update with 
the good ones. 
               
And don't forget that social media can be liable as publishers now 
when they choose to censor for their side. 
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LOL at all my friends and family members calling for gun 
purchase advice. 
LOL at all my friends and family members calling for gun purchase 
advice. 
Every person who though I was paranoid and overreacting for the 
last 10 years.  
Even the lesbian couple neighbors who barely acknowledged my 
existance and rebuffed several attempts at neighborly discourse 
suddently realize they are not islands. 
Amazing the sense self protection makes when threats start to roll in 
your town and helicopters circle all day. 
In all cases I have been the bigger person and offered advice and 
assistance if the need arises. 
Recommeding: 
-children's size aluminum bats 
-fixed blade knives 
-handgun 
-shotgun 
-semi auto rifle if they are serious 
 
At this point it's too little, too late. I used my stimulus money to buy 
a nice 1911 .45 ACP. I feel as if that was one of the main reason we 
were given this money, followed by POTUS designating gun shops 
as essential businesses.  
If you've been following Q this whole time & you're not armed now, 
you fucked up. 
 
I geared up after living in a sanctuary shit hole for 6 months after 
college. Nothing like living in a liberal dystopian paradise to 
encourage you to get some fucking guns. 
 
Started 30 years ago.  
I'm set. 
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BLACKOUT NECESSARY (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/dd8xbw.jpg 

 
 
 
 
So, I'm not enjoying "the show"  
I'm watching my country being torn apart by niggers being lead and 
pandered to by jews. 
-The Micheal Flynn story is a faint memory. 
-Every network on t.v. is either directly pandering to the nig nogs by 
playing on their emotions 
or are talking about a celebrity (slave driver) who is. 
-White Americans are being constantly told that the nation they built 
is both bad and not theirs simultaneously (which is 
a fucking paradox). 
- There hasnt been a single arrest of one of the leftists leaders....and 
not only that they're on 
t.v. with their failures of offspring on social media discussing how 
they back these terrorists. 
So...now what ? When am I going to start enjoying this show ? 
 
 
 
 
21 Interesting Questions on the George Floyd Incident. 
Ella Corder on Facebook at 04:44: 
LOTS of puzzling Questions about the Floyd George Incident: 
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1. Why does one photo from behind show the man on the road is not 
handcuffed and the video from the front that he is handcuffed? 
2. Why is the cop car in the restaurant surveillance video different 
than the one Floyd was lying behind (different car numbers)? 
3. Why were the cops in the surveillance footage that arrested him 
different than the police in the actual incident? 
4. Why does the video show the diesel fuel price as 99 cents instead 
of the regular price in the area of $2.49? 
5. Why does the Police Car have a non-Municipal license plate with 
"Police" on it? 
6. Why does Derek have a completely different police badge on top 
of a second police badge matching his partner's if they work for the 
same precinct? 
7. Why is it not odd that both Officers Tou Thao and Derek Chauvin 
have both previously been investigated for excessive use of force and 
not charged by State AG Amy Klobuchar? 
Additionally, Officer Derek Chauvin is married to his partner's sister 
Kelli. 
8. Is there any cop dumb enough to continue kneeling on someone’s 
neck for 8 minutes when surrounded by people and being video 
recorded? 
9. Is it possible for the deceased’s cousins and fiancé to be 
completely tearless during interviews? 
10. Why does the main cop have one hand in his pocket most of the 
time he’s kneeling? 
11. Why did the kneeling officer appear completely cool and calm, 
as if he was posing for the camera? 
12. Doesn’t it seem strange that Floyd and the officer that kneeled on 
his neck worked security together on the same shift at the El Nuevo 
Rodeo Club, the officer for 17 years (both were laid off because of 
the Covid Virus)? 
13. Why do the neighbors of this officer say they didn’t know he was 
a cop and never saw him in uniform? 
14. Why has the same attorney been hired as with all the other big 
supposed police killings of blacks? Attorney Benjamin Crump. The 
same attorney that worked on previous cases that resulted in busses 
bringing in rioters from outside the city? 
15. Why does store surveillance video show Floyd calmly and 
submissively walking with the officer and not resisting arrest while 
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the officer gently allowed him to sit down on the side walk, and 
multiple officers calmly chatting with him? Is this the kind of suspect 
that a police officer would feel the need to put on the ground and 
place his knee on his neck 
16. Why did the EMT workers (wearing Police Uniforms including 
bullet proof vests) roughly handle and dump the unconscious George 
on the stretcher? This is not how trained emergency workers lift a 
person with a possible neck injury. Why did they not attempt triage 
or try CPR? 
17. Can someone really not breath when someone kneels on his neck 
and is the victim really able to speak for considerable periods of time 
if he can’t breathe? 
18. Post killing: Why is a white man that looks like an undercover 
(St Paul) cop in black and a riot gear mask carrying a black umbrella 
walking around breaking windows (and others dressed similarly 
starting fires) and instigating a riot? Is this reminiscent of “umbrella 
man” during the JFK shooting? 
19. Why were almost all the rioters leading the destruction of the 
neighborhood at the beginning of the riots “white” and not from 
Minneapolis... in a black neighborhood after a police killed a black 
man? 
20. Why did the Chief of Police make it a point that those Inciting 
the Riots and Arsonists were not from Minnesota? 
21. Why was a CNN News Crew not only detained but also 
Arrested? 
What did I miss? 
 
Body cam! 
Where is his body cam? No chest mount, no head mount. 
 
Exactly. I noticed that right away 
 
If this is false flag to incite racial war then I hope intelligence 
agencies have intel on this so they can prosecute the ones who 
organized this. That would be so disgusting, so despicable, but it's 
actually something that Deep State would do - as they are already 
highly organized crime machine. 
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Stefan asks the question (files.catbox.moe) 
 

 
 
 
Free riot bricks showing up everywhere (files.catbox.moe) 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: aa586e No.9412563   (4375) 
Jun 1 2020 10:45:25 (EST) NEWEZbP3qaXYAIPve1.jpg 

 
MSDNC [knowingly] using fake footage? 
MSDEN pushing [AMERICA ON FIRE] narrative? 
Why? 
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: aa586e No.9412659   (4376) 
Jun 1 2020 10:51:23 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/JaValle/status/1267250753422241792 
Do you see what is happening? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: aa586e No.9412693   (4377) 
Jun 1 2020 10:53:07 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Chimneysweepwa/status/1267204351795146752 
Do you see what is happening? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: aa586e No.9412773   (4378) 
Jun 1 2020 10:57:16 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1267456527524409345 
Sums it up perfectly. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: aa586e No.9412978   (4379) 
Jun 1 2020 11:08:42 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/qanon_b/status/1267473176742842368 
Sums it up perfectly. 
Black community used as pawns? 
Welcome to the [D] party. 
UNITY CREATES PEACE. 
UNITY IS HUMANITY. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: aa586e No.9413062   (4380) 
Jun 1 2020 11:13:28 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: dc418a No.9412961  
Jun 1 2020 11:07:26 
(EST) NEWScreen_Shot_2020_06_01_at_12_06_58_PM.jpg 

 
 
Cuomo warns protests could spark coronavirus comeback 
https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-cuomo-
briefing-daily-manhattan-20200601-nogowjc65vdnhchzfnto7vrhty-
story.html?utm_medium=notification&utm_source=onesignal 
>>9412961 
Attempting to establish new narrative 'riots' created[ing] second 
COVID-19 wave? 
Loss of control [first wave]? 
Regain control necessary re: vote-by-mail re: [D] state bailout(s) re: 
economy-unemployment kill etc? 
All assets deployed. 
Win by any means necessary. 
2020 Presidential Election. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 9358aa No.9413350   (4381) 
Jun 1 2020 11:34:26 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/ginnylauren/status/1267492209256996865 
No civility unless [D]s win congressional control? 
Translation: MSDNC will incite and push division unless [D] control 
established. 
Think pre_midterms. 
Think pre_2020_P_election [now] 
Reconcile. 
1:1 
The only thing that matters to them is regaining power. 
[prevent public learning of truth] 
[prevent accountability] 
[self-preservation] 
These people are sick! 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 5f0dfa No.9414112   (4382) 
Jun 1 2020 12:21:29 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/michael08930353/status/1267494617349578765 
Police ordered to stand down by [D] mayor(s) [D] gov(s)?  
ANTIFA [coordinated] SAFE ZONES? 
Q 
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New Garrison: Pandorasoros' Box 
[–] 24091260? 1 point (+1|-0) 14 hours ago  
https://www.grrrgraphics.com/pandora-soros-box 

 
 
SOROS FUNDED CIVIL WAR 
If a politically naive person watched nearly a week’s worth of 
protests and general mayhem on MSNBC and CNN like I did, they 
might arrive at a logical conclusion: It’s all Trumps’ fault. Over and 
over again I heard guest ‘analysts’ as well as host ‘journalists’ say 
the rioting was due to Trump’s ‘systemic racism.’ They even said the 
president fanned the flames of violence. 
We can expect Maxine Waters to shrilly blame Trump for anything 
negative including bad weather. Don Lemon blamed Trump so hard 
that he almost got emotional over it. I actually expect him to cry—
that’s how earnest he became while in the throes of his Trump 
Derangement Syndrome. 
The blame actually goes to Soros. He funds Black Lives Matter and 
the Antifa. Even those on the left complained that 80% of the rioters 
were ‘imported from out of town’ and incited violence. Palettes of 
bricks were left in handy locations to be thrown through windows. 
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Protests are legal and to be expected in this instance but rioting, 
violence and looting are crimes. 
President Trump talked about designated Antifa as a terrorist 
organization by executive order. Antifa individuals who commit acts 
of violence should be arrested and held accountable. The real 
terrorist organization includes George Soros, Bill Gates, and the 
globalist cabal. They all want to destroy America in order to bring 
about globalism. 
—Ben Garrison 
Let’s just call it what it is. An insurrection taking place against the 
government because “Orange Man” will win in November! 
-Tina 
 
 
 
 
A federal judge has ordered former Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton to sit for a sworn deposition for the first time in 
connection with her use of a private email account during her 
State Department. 
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From "BURN THAT SHIT DOWN!" to "ERRMUHHGERSH 
SAVE MY NEIGHBORHOOD!!!!" in about .5 seconds.... Life 
comes at you FAST when you're a faggot! (files.catbox.moe) 
 

 
 
 
 
This is MY president!! Walks out into the Lion's Den, in the 
open, two blocks to St Johns and ZERO FUCKS given!!! 
BADASS!!! (files.catbox.moe) 
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RED-PILLING THE FUCK OUT OF LAS VEGAS. SOMEONE 
POSTED PICS ONLINE OF MY 
BILLBOARD!! (files.catbox.moe) 

 
THIS IS HOW I SPENT MY FAMILY'S COVIDBUCKS! 
IT WILL BE UP FOR A MONTH. GOT A GREAT PRICE 
BECAUSE ALL BUSINESS IN LAS VEGAS IS DEAD. 
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Does anyone else think it is strange that the same guy who did 
the jfk autopsy is also the guy who observed the jeffery epstein 
autopsy, and also did the george floyd 
autopsy? (files.catbox.moe) 
 
 
 
 
Is there anything more pathetic than a white male leftist?  
Actual faggots. Pathetic cucks. 
 
Real women (like me) love real men. Not soy boys. 
 
WE LOVE YOU TOO, Ma'am. 
 
 
 
What are the odds? Knee to the neck in Paris, May 
28? (files.catbox.moe) 
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OANN Reporter Chanel Rion to Kayleigh McEnany: Will 
Trump Administration Investigate Members of Congress for 
Support or Ties to Antifa? (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/oann-reporter-chanel-
rion-kayleigh-mcenany-will-trump-administration-investigate-
members-congress-support-ties-antifa-video/ 
 
 
 
Forty things we're not talking about right now.  

1. Biden and Ukraine $ 
2. Biden and China $ 
3. Biden and Tara Reade 
4. Biden and dementia 
5. Biden and Flynn and Biden's sabotage of Trump presidency 
6. Obama and Flynn and Obama's sabotage of Trump 

presidency 
7. Judge Sullivan corruption and activism 
8. Obama and shadow government and sedition/treason 
9. Voting fraud efforts 
10. Illegal immigration 
11. How COVID-19 isn't anything like what was predicted 
12. How the shutdown makes no sense any longer 
13. Trump's effectiveness with growing an economy and making 

jobs 
14. FISA abuse 
15. Mueller investigation misdeeds 
16. Schiff's and Pelosi's direction of unjustifiable impeachment 

effort 
17. Congressional insider trading leading up to pandemic 

declaration 
18. Hydroxychloroquine effectiveness 
19. Zinc's effectiveness and Vitamin C effectiveness 
20. Dangers of vaccines 
21. Hillary and emails 
22. Hillary and Clinton Foundation criminality 
23. Hillary and Steele Dossier 
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24. Hillary and DNC emails 
25. DNC and Seth Rich 
26. Comey's role as ringleader and lies before Congress 
27. Brennan's role as ringleader and lies before Congress 
28. Clapper's role and lies before Congress 
29. Tarmac meeting 
30. Fast and Furious 
31. FiveEyes intel abuse 
32. Uranium One 
33. Cash payoffs to Iran 
34. Epstein's honey pot and murder 
35. Child sex and ritual murder web, and extortion from it 
36. MSM collaboration/propaganda 
37. Controlled judges, prosecutors, local governments 
38. Smollett 
39. RBG health 
40. There is strangely no war in North Korea, Iran, Afghanistan, 

Syria or China 
Bonus content: 

1. Crowdstrike 
2. Burisma 
3. Feinstein and Chinese chaffeur 
4. Awan brothers. 
5. Google, Twitter, Facebook. 
6. Rothschilds. 
7. Federal Reserve. 
8. World Bank. 
9. UN. 
10. WHO 
11. Ilhan Omar's many crimes. 
12. CIA and drug cartels. 
13. MKUltra and FFs. 
14. Vindman and Sondland and Yovanovitch, et al. 
15. Politicized inspector generals. 
16. Valerie Jarrett as Obama's handler, live-in 
17. Huma and Wiener and Wiener's laptop 
18. Wray's lack of progress with FBI 
19. Fauci and Gates 
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Tuesday June 2, 2020 

 

 
Don't let the riots distract you from Tom Fitton is taking 
HILLARY CLINTON TO COURT TODAY at 9:30am!!! WILL 
SHE SHOW UP??? (youtube.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxBqov-vtas&app=desktop 
 
 
 
 
For anyone still wondering why these organized riots happened 
and why the deep state is panicking... 
WINNING 
Hillary has court today 
Rosenstein testifies before the Senate on the Russia collusion hoax 
tomorrow 
The Senate votes to subpoena 53 Obama officials the day after that 
for their roles in #ObamaGate 
Senate Motion PDF: Motion to authorize the Chairman to issue 
subpoenas for records and testimony to U.S. Government agencies 
and to individuals relating to the Federal Bureau of Investigation's 
Crossfire Hurricane Investigation 
Plus we have the General Flynn case totally falling apart as we 
speak. 
Textbook false flag event.  PANIC. 
IT'S OUR TURN>>>ENJOY THE SHOW! 
POTUS: I have a chance to break the deep state.MP4. 
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In a nutshell... 
https://files.catbox.moe/rjq73x.jpg 
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Black woman to stop supporting George Floyd 
protests (files.catbox.moe) 
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Lock-down was huge red flag. (files.catbox.moe) 
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The Mayor of Seattle is Literally Lying to the World, Hoping 
You'll Believe Her Words Over What Your Own Eyes See on 
Video (files.catbox.moe) 
 

 
 
 
Hmmm very interesting (files.catbox.moe) 

 
 
You're right! 
 
https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2017/crime-in-the-u.s.-
2017/tables/table-43 
https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2018/crime-in-the-u.s.-
2018/tables/table-43 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/police-shootings-
2017/ 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2018/national/police-
shootings-2018/ 
 
 
 
 
 
Robert Sacamano @ScarletKnight89: 
Replying to  
@dbongino 
Hey Dan, Have you seen this mugshot of de Blasio's daughter yet? 
How is he able to effectively lead his police department, when his 
kid is out there rioting against them. de Blasio should resign or pass 
off his powers temporarily and let someone without this conflict 
handle it 
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White bar owner shoots and kills a black rioter in self defense. 
Won't face charges. MSM is using it to catalyze the war on 
whites. (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/72vlyc.png 
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Take note of every shitbag company posturing and virtue 
signaling during this. Spend your money accordingly. 
For example, Activision just delayed indefinitely the new season of 
their top-selling videogame, Call of Duty: Modern Warfare. 
https://twitter.com/CallofDuty/status/1267626497902174208 
Twitter even calls it sensitive content, for fuck's sake. 
 
 
 
 
Democrat-run states had the worst COVID-19 deaths and worst 
lockdowns destroying their populations; Dem-run states and 
cities are having the worst rioting/looting. Vote Dem if you want 
more of this.  
I am going to post this every day on every social media site until the 
election. It needs to be heard by everyone. 
 
No thanks. 
After watching all this shit, I'll never be voting for Democrats ever 
again. 
 
Sometimes you need to show people. 
 
Chauvin was a Democrat, his black police chief a Democrat, 
Minneapolis mayor a Democrat ,The governor a Democrat, The 
black AG a Democrat, The State of Minnesota votes Democrat---- 
IT's TRUMP'S Fault. It's White Conservative's fault. 
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Gaslighting example - calling looting, assaulting, destructive 
rioters peaceful protesters. Democrats are evil. 
 
Communists don't have points or principles, only pretenses meant to 
enable their crimes. 
They're antithetical to truth, and vice versa.  
They label the cure the "disease", and the disease the "cure". 
ALWAYS SPEAK THE TRUTH!!!! 
To exercise your rights to protest, communicate, and persuade, is 
absolutely American! 
To use force, or threat of force, and violence, is terrorism, and 
obviously criminal, and anti-American. 
The communists have many useful idiots on all "sides" doing their 
bidding. Don't be their useful idiot! 
Freedom is always the solution!!! 
 
(((MSM))) 
(((Communists))) 
“Some call it Marxism (Communism), I call it Judaism.” – Rabbi 
Stephen Samuel Wise - The American Bulletin, May 5, 1935. 
(Judaism is nothing but disguised, camouflaged Communism, 
therefore, Zionism is nothing but Communism) 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 3248f7 No.9436630   (4385) 
Jun 2 2020 18:36:14 (EST) NEWEZX0vp9U8AA_ejy.jpg 

 
https://www.foxnews.com/us/antifa-arrests-coming-riots-suburbs 
"But even before riots exploded across the United States in the 
aftermath of George Floyd's death, federal and local officials have 
long been investigating the inner workings and revenue stream of the 
anarchist, left-wing outfit." 
"And arrests among its highest ranks may be imminent." 
"Intelligence sources pointed out that indictments have been building 
for some time, and a close examination of funding revenues remains 
under the microscope. While Antifa operates as something of a 
leaderless militant wing, sources closely engaged in the matter said 
that there are identifiable top brass driving and inciting criminal 
activity." 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: bc1172 No.9437364   (4386) 
Jun 2 2020 19:13:32 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Educati0n4Libs/status/1267934110347124738 
Expect us. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: bc1172 No.9437450   (4387) 
Jun 2 2020 19:17:45 
(EST) NEWf768deaef22da979abcfb73c9175b54d71fcf891666c5449
c1969c07c3cc8920.png 

 
WE ARE UNITED. 
WE WILL PREVAIL. 
GOD BLESS AMERICA. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 804282 No.9439115   (4388) 
Jun 2 2020 20:44:44 (EST) NEWEZjPmtJXQAAcau2.jpg 

 
 
1591110298900.png 
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All systems go. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 804282 No.9439209  
Jun 2 2020 20:48:02 (EST) NEWDez9iD3VQAAjVT9.jpg 

 
62988de6a69205cf00f7f8d5d6ded8d0.jpg 

 
Dark to Light. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 804282 No.9439358   (4390) 
Jun 2 2020 20:52:10 (EST) NEW 
Proverbs 13:9 
The light of the righteous shines brightly, but the lamp of the wicked 
is extinguished. 
Q 
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Written by a NYC police office on the front lines last 
night. (files.catbox.moe) 
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Wednesday June 3, 2020. 

 

 

MSM mind control had people in a frenzy of fear over COVID-
19 "pandemic" just to stop on a dime and pivot them to packed-
crowd protesting overnight.  
Witness the power of the MSM over an uninformed and sleeping 
public. 
The fake news media is the enemy of the American people. 
 
Knowing you're on the right side is a fucking blessing. The 
brainwashed masses give me nausea, but the feeling of justification 
from knowing where I stand is worth every headache. 
 

 
 

Message from truck drivers (threadreaderapp.com) 
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1267914489866989571.html 
 
 
Deb Richie 🥂 @DebRichiee: 
 
PSA from your Truck drivers- If you or your loved ones plan on 
blocking a road, bridge, highway etc. the game has now changed for 
the American trucking industry.  
After drivers being beaten, murdered or left for dead, the new 
protocol is HAMMER DOWN! (This is not a joke)  
A post from many other Truckers: 
DEAR AMERICA, WE ARE SERIOUS... 
 
THE AMERICAN TRUCKER will not be held hostage, threatened, 
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robbed, or killed. We will not be a victim. We will not be this 
generation's version of Reginald Denny. Every driver knows that 
name. Do you?  
We will defend ourselves everytime, up to and including, using our 
80,000lb trucks and it's 1,800 foot-pounds of torque to run you over. 
 
Cities where looting, rioting, and stopping trucks is happening.... 
You are hearby put on notice.  
Threaten, delay, attempt to stop a truck, we... The American trucker 
will consider that act as an attack on our lives. We will defend 
ourselves, our equipment, and our load.  
Food, medicine, hospital supplies, gasoline, and a million other daily 
items we deliver to your cities ARE A-POLITICAL. Everyone needs 
them, including your dumbass. We don't "need" to come to your 
lawless city. YOU NEED us to deliver your food and supplies to 
your city.  
We drivers have social media too. If your city becomes too chaotic 
and violent. Becomes too unsafe for us... Word will spread very 
quickly amongst the 3.5 million truckers. We will stop delivering to 
your city. Period. ! 🇺🇸  
No driver will travel into a city that reminds us of scenes from a 
"Mad Max" movie. 
 
Threaten an American truck driver while he's working and it will 
take you, and your city, down a path where YOU WILL LOSE. 
 
Take a moment and seriously think:  
Do you really want to risk your doctor NOT having the supplies he 
needs to save you while in surgery? Do you really want to stop the 
medicines keeping your kids and parents alive?  
Keep your silly shit off the US Interstate and US highway system. 
Congregating in the roadway will only get you run over. Having 
people standing and blocking the highway is a threat to our physical 
safety and we will respond appropriately to your attack.  
Standing in the roadway is NOT a protest. It is an attack on our 
safety. Air horns will sound, steering wheels will be held tightly, but 
those brakes will not be touched. You will move, or you will die. 
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80,000 pounds at 70mph will win every time. STAY OUT OF THE 
ROADWAY.  
In closing: DONT FUCK WITH THE AMERICAN TRUCKER 🇺🇸 
God Bless America  
 
 
 
 
George W. Bush Cheers Protests as Sign of 'Strength' - HELLO 
GEORGE. 
https://www.breitbart.com/2nd-amendment/2020/06/02/george-w-
bush-cheers-protests-sign-strength/amp/ 
https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1267914457101094913 
Tik Tok Maggie. < 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 903ea7 No.9442918   (4391) 
Jun 3 2020 01:04:16 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/QArmyST/status/1268051203256127489 
Worth remembering.  
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 903ea7 No.9442935   (4392) 
Jun 3 2020 01:05:26 (EST) NEW 
Mistakes to some are roadmaps to others. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 903ea7 No.9443138   (4393) 
Jun 3 2020 01:21:55 (EST) NEWEZkF5V9X0AAsLYP.jpg 
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10.31.2017_10:00:15 
Full circle. 
Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate? 
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in 
domestic terrorism?  
What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the 
law? 
Think recent events. 
You have more than you know. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e4580c No.9443292   (4394) 
Jun 3 2020 01:32:14 
(EST) NEWScreen_Shot_2020_06_02_at_2_25_54_PM.png 

 
https://twitter.com/thevagrantpepe/status/1268016901663395840 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e4580c No.9443386   (4395) 
Jun 3 2020 01:39:40 
(EST) NEW83570f6baf9d60fec89e7c68b0d811c452fe4da3fdf54fbd
29b9dcc3f426be4b.jpg 
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Now, re_read again: 
https://www.foxnews.com/us/antifa-arrests-coming-riots-suburbs 
"But even before riots exploded across the United States in the 
aftermath of George Floyd's death, federal and local officials have 
long been investigating the inner workings and revenue stream of the 
anarchist, left-wing outfit." 
"And arrests among its highest ranks may be imminent." 
"Intelligence sources pointed out that indictments have been building 
for some time, and a close examination of funding revenues remains 
under the microscope. While Antifa operates as something of a 
leaderless militant wing, sources closely engaged in the matter said 
that there are identifiable top brass driving and inciting criminal 
activity." 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e4580c No.9443483    (4396) 
Jun 3 2020 01:44:26 (EST) NEW200601_1591066627421.jpg 

 
God wins. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
What the George Floyd false flag really tells us. 
Just how much control the media still has on the normies. We got a 
long way to go yet, boys. 
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Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump: 
So pathetic to watch the Fake News Lamestream Media playing 
down the gravity and depravity of the Radical Left, looters and 
thugs, ripping up our Liberal Democrat run (only) cities. It is almost 
like they are all working together? 
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Enraged Italians Abandon Masks, Denounce Pandemic As 
Scam (zerohedge.com) 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/enraged-italians-abandon-
masks-denounce-pandemic-scam 
 
It's definitely a good idea. Burn the masks! 
 
Dear LORD God, please wake up the world.  
The Time is NOW. 
I pray in the Name of Jesus. 
 
 
 
 
YUGE, if true!!!! Next Level TROLLING!!!! (files.catbox.moe) 
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Floyd was arrested in the past for beating a pregnant black 
woman and pointing a gun at her pregnant belly . Dig!  
Sauce: https://3bfe4b635ee1-004918.vbulletin.net/node/36107 
 
 
 
SORRY AMERICA - Those Catastrophic Mortality Rates Sold 
to Us by the WHO, Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx Were a Huge Scam - 
TGP (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/sorry-america-
catastrophic-mortality-rates-sold-us-dr-fauci-dr-birx-huge-scam/ 
 
 
 
No Riots in Red States where all the supposed RACCCCISSTTS 
reside... Blacks live in Red States, too. Racism should be worse, 
right? Nope.. Perceptions of Racism higher in Blue States. 
 
Yeah in some cities you have a Democrat mayor and Governor who 
do not support the police and let their neighborhoods get trashed only 
to turn around and say "See? Do you really want 4 more years of 
Trump?!" 
 
all riots are in liberal run cities. You'd think blacks would wake up 
and get off the plantation. What is ironic is they have all voluntarily 
walked back on to the DEM plantation after they were freed. 
 
Yes, because libtards are racist. 
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Rudy Giuliani: De Blasio Is Calling Individual Police Chiefs and 
Telling Them Not to Enforce the Law or Make Arrests - 
TGP (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/rudy-giuliani-de-blasio-
calling-individual-police-chiefs-telling-not-enforce-law-make-
arrests-video/ 
 
Q explains in drop #4393.  
We have to allow these people to commit acts of treason and 
sedition, you can't simply arrest them on suspicion or pretense, that is 
"Minority Report" and that is not the world we live in, people are 
innocent until a crime has been committed. Unfortunately, at the very 
least, you won't get justice for those that only conspire to commit a 
crime, they must commit the crime and then they can be punished or 
the crime. 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: bc122d No.9452636   (4397) 
Jun 3 2020 15:20:00 (EST) NEWEZm2EeIX0AE9Yut.jpg 
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THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP. 
They want you divided. 
They want you labeled by race, religion, class, sex, etc. 
Divided you are weak [no collective power]. 
Divided you attack each other and miss the true target [them]. 
MSDNC projection re: scope & size meant to instill fear and basic 
'follow the pack mentality' [psych 101][echo-chamber][group think] 
'If majority thinks xyz - xyz must be true' 
PRO AMERICA v ANTI AMERICA 
Re-obtain power by any means necessary. 
Prevent public exposure of truth. 
Prevent accountability. 
Your life means nothing to them [sheep]. 
You are a vote when it matters and a dollar sign when it does not. 
Stand Strong. 
Stand Together. 
Humanity is Good. 
Unity is Humanity. 
Unity is Peace. 
Be Strong in the Lord. 
Pray for Strength. 
Pray for Guidance.  
Pray for America. 
Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against 
the devil's schemes. 
Q 
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Q!!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: bc122d No.9453134   (4398) 
Jun 3 2020 15:44:46 (EST) NEWgallery_medium.jpg 
 

 
https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1268268026131935232 
POTUS walk to Church. 
MSDNC: POTUS cleared peaceful protestors using tear gas, rubber 
bullets [attack on humanity _racist] etc. 
PELOSI walk. 
MSDNC: PELOSI [D]s are one with the people and the black 
community ["protestors" reaching out for her hand _peaceful] 
POTUS holds Bible  
MSDNC: Fake pictures created of Hitler holding Bible [project white 
supremacy narrative] 
PELOSI holds Bible 
MSDNC: PELOSI [D]s are a blessing for our black communities 
Attempt to divide and control? 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 424879 No.9456890   (4399) 
Jun 3 2020 19:17:54 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Eric_Schmitt/status/1268195075953176576 
Safe zone(s) known. 
Coordinated. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 424879 No.9456958   (4400) 
Jun 3 2020 19:21:07 (EST) NEWDmYfacLU0AAR9rQ.jpg 

 
THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP. 
Q 
 
 
 
Jesse Watters dropping red pills everywhere on Fox 
News (streamable.com) 
https://streamable.com/hjesog 
 
Holy truth RPG.. Watters might be the most fully-dialed in / 
commentator on the MSM. 
Watters was more clear, on-point, and over-the-target in his remarks 
than I have ever seen. And pretty rightfully fired-up too! 
I don’t watch MSM other than clips like this, but that was well 
fucking done. 
 
You can tell he fully understands what is really happening and the 
global struggle.  
He probably knows he will be fired instantly if he goes too far to 
name or expose it, but he is putting in good work. 
This was like a master class with him showing us how concise, well-
formed insights and discussion of underreported revelations can 
bring perspective and clarity and TRUTH to the topics he covers. 
 
Jesse has got to be here with us.  
He just took our words mainstream. 
  
"I know someone who's a 'Q' guy"- Jesse 
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jessie fallows Q sevral months back he brought up Q and it was not a 
hit piece but a fair discussion. 
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Thursday June 4, 2020 

 

 
As they clearly and blatantly destroy the country, Democrats 
actually have many believing it's POTUS' fault.... Why are MSM 
and Social Media not being taken out for spreading 
PROPAGANDA?  
Blame it on a satellite network malfunction or some technical issue, 
but they HAVE GOT TO GO. 
 
This is the GREAT AWAKENING 
The truth is not taught but learned. It wouldnt be the GREAT 
awakening without awakening as many people as possible. The only 
people that are left are the people 95% inundated by the MSM 
propaganda.... The people living in the big cities themselves.  
They need to see something absolutely despicable, and see the 
media, who they still trust, defend it. Right now the MSM is 
propping up violence, death and decay. They can see that because 
they live there. 
They need to figure it out for themselves or the red pill wont take. 
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October surprise is next.....Black Lives Matter only trends in the 
summer before elections and then nobody talks about it - 
weird. (i.imgur.com) 
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BASED PATRIOT! (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/NigrumFry/status/1267239415853785091 
 
That was fucking great! (((They))) know that the blacks are waking 
up. If POTUS were to get 20% of the black vote...he will win in a 
landslide. 
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Jane Fonda signs petition to cut funding for police. How about a 
petition saying Jane Fonda is not allowed any kind of bodyguard 
or personal protection?!?  
Maybe if she can't live in a gated community with her own personal 
bodyguards she would be OK with the common person having police 
protection. 
 
 
 
So, this is what i have figured out so far about COVID and the 
riots. Any holes in my theory/corrections?  
Start by sending fake money into the us. Lots of it. Every major city. 
Bribe politicians.  
https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/local-media-release/cbp-officers-
seize-900k-worth-counterfeit-us-currency 
establish narrative that there is a deadly virus 
this creates social tension 
ignite it with the first opportunity, idk like a death in police custody 
that looks bad 
pay rioters to destroy your economy 
plant fake military people to try to fan the flames of unrest 
we are at war 
 
 
 
Warning To antifa; If You Think Patriots Will Take A Knee 
Like The Cucked Are, You Are In For A Big Surprise. 
Americans are bowing down before the mob because of the Big Lie 
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/06/americans_are_bowi
ng_down_before_the_mob_because_of_the_big_lie.html 
The only reason you'll see me on a knee is to steady my aim. 
MAGA. 
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650 arrested in NYC last night. Then 650 released, to riot again. 
Soooo, no consequences then? 
Obviously, Di Blasio did it on purpose because this is a commie take 
over and he doesn't want this party over.  
Will Cuomo remove the mayor? Will be telling if he doesn't.  
Will NY turn red?  
Hope so.  
These looters and rioters need to pay. 
EDIT: Now I am hearing curfew was moved from 7 to 11 pm.  
Blasio is one sick fuck. 
 
It’s an insurrection. This is why the President has warned the 
governors to get control of the situationsnd restore law and order or 
he will send in the military. This why there are senators trying to 
introduce legislation to make changes to the Insurrection Act. We are 
at war. 
 
 
 
 
The 20 page George Floyd autopsy report as a pdf. Is there any 
drug he didn't take? 
VI. Toxicology (see attached report for full details; testing 
performed on antemortem blood specimens collected 5/25/20 at 
9:00 p.m. at HHC and on postmortem urine) 
A. Blood drug and novel psychoactive substances screens: 
1. Fentanyl 11 ng/mL 
2. Norfentanyl 5.6 ng/mL 
3. 4-ANPP 0.65 ng/mL 
4. Methamphetamine 19 ng/mL 
5. 11-Hydroxy Delta-9 THC 1.2 ng/mL; 
Delta-9 Carboxy THC 42 ng/mL; Delta-9 THC 2.9 ng/mL 
6. Cotinine positive 
7. Caffeine positive 
B. Blood volatiles: negative for ethanol, methanol, 
isopropanol, or acetone 
C. Urine drug screen: presumptive positive for cannabinoids, 
amphetamines, and fentanyl/metabolite 
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D. Urine drug screen confirmation: morphine (free) 86 ng/mL  
https://www.hennepin.us/-/media/hennepinus/residents/public-
safety/documents/Autopsy_2020-3700_Floyd.pdf 
Credits for the link to the german blogger Danisch.de 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Minneapolis: Somali rioters shout "Free Mohamed Noor" on 
CNN. Mohamed Noor was MPD's first Somali cop who shot and 
killed a white woman who called police for 
help. (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/3r108k.mp4 
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Member last year when a massive cache of 1,000 guns were 
seized from a Bel-Air mansion connected to Gettys? Methinks it 
was a stash house for the riots [THEY] were planning and White 
Hats intercepted! (latimes.com) 
https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-atf-lapd-
investigation-20190508-story.html 
 
 
 
Judge Ends Hillary Clinton's Reign of Terror, Orders Her To Sit 
For Deposition Over Email Server | News Thud (newsthud.com) 
https://newsthud.com/judge-ends-hillary-clintons-reign-of-terror-
orders-her-to-sit-for-deposition-over-email-server/ 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 05ff5f No.9466087   (4401) 
Jun 4 2020 11:51:36 (EST) NEWEZrZLLPXQAYisPO.jpg 

 
 
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%205-
y&geo=US&q=black%20lives%20matter 
Do you see a pattern? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 05ff5f No.9466275   (4402) 
Jun 4 2020 12:01:13 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Yoder_Esqq/status/1268362041221361664 
Demons continue to serve the devil in his attempt to lead the world 
away from God and into sin. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 97b185 No.9467267   (4403) 
Jun 4 2020 12:59:29 (EST) NEWEZRIAxpXQAAotiO.jpg 

 
 
https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1268594745254780928 
What happens if a breach occurs @ WH? 
Attempts [coordinated] to 'capture a horrifying moment'? 
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/goal 
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What happens then? 
Heavy protect (WH) _prev? 
POTUS 'warning' meant to push 'rational thought' (peaceful 
protestors) _prev coordinated anarchist [anarchy 99] push to victory 
[WH breach]? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Anyone feel like the shit is about to hit the fan BIGLY? 
The energy is at an all time high. 
We have a Full Moon And Lunar Eclipse on Friday. Very 
significant. 
We have leaks of military leaders talking about not following orders, 
should Trump call on them. Is this a set up 4 the left, bad info or? 
What is going on? CV1984 to Riots and that was preceded by other 
shams and yet people are still sleeping. 
I am concerned as an American. 
I Trust The Plan but things are getting crazy. 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 02a68a No.9468549   (4404) 
Jun 4 2020 14:16:58 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/wmalnews/status/1268584801965146114 
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/501173-pelosi-demands-trump-
clarify-deployment-of-unidentified-law-enforcement-in-dc 
Important to understand. 
What happens if a breach occurs @ WH? 
Attempts [coordinated] to 'capture a horrifying moment'? 
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/goal 
What happens then? 
Heavy protect (WH) _prev? 
POTUS 'warning' meant to push 'rational thought' (peaceful 
protestors) _prev coordinated anarchist [anarchy 99] push to victory 
[WH breach]? 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 02a68a No.9468617   (4405) 
Jun 4 2020 14:21:11 (EST) NEW2078.JPG 

 
 
https://deadline.com/2020/06/los-angeles-mayor-eric-garcetti-city-
officials-cutting-100-150-million-from-lapd-budget-funds-to-be-
reinvested-in-communities-of-color-1202950811/ 
Important to understand. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 00792f No.9468672   (4406) 
Jun 4 2020 14:24:32 (EST) NEWEJ1k0tqX0AAkx2P.jpg 

 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 00792f No.9468936   (4407) 
Jun 4 2020 14:39:26 (EST) NEW 
http://www.citypages.com/news/minneapolis-city-council-members-
consider-disbanding-the-police/570993291 
Important to understand. 
ONLY AT THE PRECIPICE [moment of destruction] WILL 
PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 00792f No.9469167   (4409) 
Jun 4 2020 14:48:02 (EST) NEW 
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/enlightenment/ 
The Enlightenment is often associated with its political revolutions 
and ideals, especially the French Revolution of 1789. The energy 
created and expressed by the intellectual foment of Enlightenment 
thinkers contributes to the growing wave of social unrest in France in 
the eighteenth century. The social unrest comes to a head in the 
violent political upheaval which sweeps away the traditionally and 
hierarchically structured ancien régime (the monarchy, the privileges 
of the nobility, the political power of the Catholic Church). The 
French revolutionaries meant to establish in place of the ancien 
régime a new reason-based order instituting the Enlightenment ideals 
of liberty and equality. 
…enlightenment with the process of undertaking to think for oneself, 
to employ and rely on one’s own intellectual capacities in 
determining what to believe and how to act.  
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 62f1ac No.9470223   (4409) 
Jun 4 2020 15:45:35 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/jeremyfaust/status/1268615125323272192 
When media and [D] elected officials [coordinate] [knowingly] 
attempt to prevent a 'medically verifiable' solution [prevention] re: 
COVID-19 [prev_death] we enter a STATE OF CRISIS. 
When [D] elected officials [coordinate] [knowingly] push COVID-
19 positive 'elderly' patients into nursing homes [HOT SPOT(s)_ 
most at risk] we enter a STATE OF CRISIS. 
Your life means nothing to them [sheep]. 
You are a vote when it matters and a dollar sign when it does not. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 62f1ac No.9470331   (4410) 
Jun 4 2020 15:49:46 (EST) NEWEZsibwiXgAAecF4.jpg 

 
Operators are standing by. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 37091d No.9471255   (4411) 
Jun 4 2020 16:30:12 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/honest2gosh/status/1268655091290181632 
THE NEWS IS FAKE. 
THE WAR IS REAL. 
Q 
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Okay, it's finally dawned on me. This is a war. They will try to 
win at any cost. This is an uprising, a revolution, an insurgency, 
a Coup d'état.  
Yes, I vaguely knew that. But the latest Q posts plainly indicate that 
they are attempting to besiege the white house. 
Witness also the shill activity here, it's a different tone. 
Apparently Trump has a private force protecting him, and the DC 
mayor is calling for every kind of stand down. 
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/501173-pelosi-demands-trump-
clarify-deployment-of-unidentified-law-enforcement-in-dc 
https://twitter.com/wmalnews/status/1268584801965146114 
 
The useful idiots think this is the glorious revolution, and once they 
win they will be able to kill us with impunity like Che Guevara. Oh 
what fun for them.  
But in reality their masters are playing them. Americans do not like 
riots and disorder. They do not like looking like a banana republic 
where our justice system is so corrupt and inept that our stores are 
looted and nobody can do anything about it.  
The puppet masters, they are just trying to make Americans unhappy 
and blame Trump for incompetent leadership. They know that most 
Americans don't understand all the details about the Fed govt vs. the 
States. 
 
Remember, Obama's good buddy, veteran radical Bill Ayers? He was 
quoted in the 70s as saying if the revolution overthrew the 
government they would have to kill about 25 million Americans who 
were staunch capitalists. Their revolution is an end justifies the 
means thing. If you do not have their ideas you are a poison to their 
perceived Utopia and must be eliminated. These are the kinds of 
people that seeded this progressive leftist ideology long ago and they 
see this as their moment. 
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Curfews DROPPED for LA, Seattle and DC tonight. Almost 
seems.........coordinated! (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/ai7jvr.JPG 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
A 17 year veteran paid Protector of a Latin Night Club, 
murdered an associate he worked with at the same Latin Night 
club, what were they selling? fentanyl (wearethene.ws) 
https://wearethene.ws/notable/110374 
https://wearethene.ws/assets/images/l0/5d/5c/5d5cd72e7d5368d2a67
1d3098a6a5f426e89e77601bb6ed0456ef6549cc1e4e2.jpg 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 5d646d No.9472679   (4412) 
Jun 4 2020 17:55:20 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1268675068814659584 
We are fighting for our survival. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 5d646d No.9472818   (4413) 
Jun 4 2020 18:02:12 
(EST) NEWf768deaef22da979abcfb73c9175b54d71fcf891666c5449
c1969c07c3cc8920.png 

 
https://www.axios.com/tina-kaidanow-fifth-pentagon-official-
resigns-4ea23438-d930-4e6b-be1e-9e370492e385.html 
https://twitter.com/Calloutfortruth/status/1268642419635114000 
Those loyal to our Constitutional Republic and our Command 
Structure. 
Those loyal to the Office of the President and the will of the people. 
Those who swore an oath to protect and defend against all enemies 
foreign and domestic. 
Those good people who serve proudly for America. 
CASTLE_ROCK. 
FOR GOD AND COUNTRY. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 866b8a No.9473673   (4414) 
Jun 4 2020 18:49:59 (EST) NEW 
EAM LOYALISTS: 
RED1: POTUS twitter removal 
RED2: Central communications blackout [continental US] 
RED3: CLAS movement PELOSI or PENCE 
RED4: Movement of MIL assets [10th Mountain_1st 
Marine_CPSD_Marine_QVIR] to central locations under guise of 
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citizen riot control. 
RED5: NAT MIL COM CEN  
RED6: SEC OF DEF _instruct1 
USSS 
CASTLE_ROCK 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 25f29e No.9474380   (4415) 
Jun 4 2020 19:20:42 (EST) NEW 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/06/james-mattis-
denounces-trump-protests-militarization/612640/ 
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/pentagon-
congress/2020/06/02/senior-military-leaders-being-called-to-testify-
to-congress-about-george-floyd-protest-response/ 
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-
security/pentagon-distances-itself-from-trump-on-crowd-control-
laments-murder-of-floyd 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/06/04/revolt-
generals/ 
Riot [coordination] in select safe-zone cities [D] control mayor(s) 
[allow] staged event allow former-active MIL brass assertion of 
'Unconstitutional' 'Threat to Constitution' _Mutiny 
MSM public optics 'staging' underway. 
ALERT readiness: severe-critical 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 503789 No.9476284   (4416) 
Jun 4 2020 20:47:53 (EST) NEW 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/jeremiah-ellison-minnesota-ag-
keith-ellisons-son-dismantle-minneapolis-police-department 
Infiltration instead of invasion. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 10733c No.9478007   (4417) 
Jun 4 2020 22:14:36 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1268706422503735296 
Remember your oath. 
Remember why you joined. 
It's about the person standing next to you. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 10733c No.9478238   (4418) 
Jun 4 2020 22:26:06 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/DanScavino/status/1268738637333700608 
Biblical. 
Q 
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Friday June 5, 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b7d259 No.9479292   (4419) 
Jun 4 2020 23:33:42 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: b5d729 No.9478621  

J  

un 4 2020 22:46:44 (EST) NEWClipboardImage.png  
ClipboardImage.png 
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>>9478238 lbQ 
ive never seen lightning do that before 
https://twitter.com/DanScavino/status/1268738637333700608 
>>9478621 
Have faith. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 596fe0 No.9479373   (4420) 
Jun 4 2020 23:38:34 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/SenMikeLee/status/1268756501516050432 
Do you see what is happening? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 596fe0 No.9480002   (4421) 
Jun 5 2020 00:14:41 (EST) NEW 
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https://twitter.com/Harlan/status/1268679251475206145 
Do you see what is happening? 
Q 
 
 
 
Am I right to assume that the President's MAGA rallies can 
resume now that large public gatherings are now safe again?  
Where are these loud voices from Fauci to Governors who maintain 
it’s not safe to open the economy or for people to get back to work. 
Why is George Floyd’s family the only ones able to celebrate the life 
of their loved one? Is this “Black Privilege” or what? Not only are 
they allowed one memorial service but they’re having multiple ones 
around the Nation. What is going on here? 
 
 
 
 
If "White Privilege" existed, why did Elizabeth Warren have to 
lie about being a Native American to get ahead in life?  
 
 
 
 
To all the corrupt deep state fuckers, HEAR THIS - If team Q 
fails we will all hunt you down ourselves. You will not be safe 
either way. GAME OVER.  
Just sayin, treason is treason and it's in the Constitution We The 
People have the right do what needs to be done to rid the world of 
this evil scourge. I'm rooting for Q but the last few posts sound very 
bleak, so you Deep State Faggots need to know you are going down 
either way, your time in this world is over and we are coming for 
you. EXPECT US! 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 13a0c6 No.9487818   (4422) 
Jun 5 2020 12:51:30 (EST) 
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https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1268957599539527680 
Change We Can Believe In. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: f72c77 No.9488073   (4423) 
Jun 5 2020 13:28:16 (EST) 
Anonymous ID: 834d48 No.9487886  
Jun 5 2020 12:56:58 (EST) 
>>9487818 (LB Q) 
Q 
Are Herridge's pen positions comms? 
>>9487886 
Follow the pen. 
Have you not been following? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: f72c77 No.9488295   (4424) 
Jun 5 2020 13:48:26 (EST) 
https://twitter.com/BardsFM/status/1268728481497649154 
What happens when the gag order is lifted [case dismissed]? 
"I am not done."  
Be All You Can Be. 
Army Strong. 
They knew they could not destroy America through invasion. 
Infiltration at the highest levels of government, media, science, 
health, military CoC, ….. 
FINAL LEVEL.  
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 6a06a6 No.9488666   (4425) 
Jun 5 2020 14:07:25 (EST) 
https://twitter.com/ArthurSchwartz/status/1268928282990387200 
Full MSDNC blitzkrieg.  
Known and ready. 
October surprise(s) being prepped and warmed.  
Q 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b1c6b3 No.9489290   (4426) 
Jun 5 2020 14:41:03 (EST) 
Important to understand. 
MSDNC [+social media] projection we are the minority is false. 
WE ARE THE MAJORITY AND GROWING EVERY SECOND 
OF THE DAY. 
MSDNC [+social media] projection we are divided is false.  
WE ARE UNITED AND ONLY GETTING STRONGER. 
People are awake and see what is happening. 
Patriots have no skin color. 
Humanity is good. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a3ee6d No.9491229   (4427) 
Jun 5 2020 16:50:11 (EST) NEWEZx1SOsWoAEX4ZJ.jpg 

 
Seeing is Believing. 
Have faith in Humanity. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 8a4487 No.9492213   (4428) 
Jun 5 2020 17:57:11 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/MayorBowser/status/1269037339994660864 
Attempt [another] to remove WH protection. 
Ask yourself, why? 
Enemy of the People. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Popular gamer on YouTube gets redpilled by recent events, 
denounces the anti-white system and pledges never to buy a 
video game again. (youtube.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Il1ce0UplZI 
 
 
 
 
 
AG Barr drops a HUGE stealth bomb on the heads of the cabal!  
Brian Cates nails it again...Draw and Strike!  
https://threader.app/thread/1268573651672104967 
AG Barr nails the socialist DSers right between their bewildered 
eyes. And General "Mad Dog" Mattis just got juked with Trump's 
head fake to use the U.S. Military to quell the rioting. It won't be the 
Military. Federal agents will take care of the rioters that cabal 
Governors and Mayors are using to cause chaos and destruction. 
Mattis got juked so bad that he is now standing in the middle of the 
public square with his political pants down around his 
ankles...exposed for the DS puppet that he is. 
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Well I'll be. This was the whitepill I needed. Logic and sense rules 
the day. Part of Trump's brilliance is making us think he's weak, 
when really he's doing all sorts of stuff on the DL. Idiots continually 
think he's just flailing around. This is amazing! 
 
I have learned to like it when POTUS looks weak or backed into a 
corner.  
I've listened to a few stories from some people that have known 
Trump (forget names atm) over the years. A few statements kept 
getting repeated. They say right when u think u got him, that's when 
he strikes u down. Those statements make sense especially if u 
consider one his fav books (Sun Tzu - Art of War) and his love of 
strategy. Not worried. He's got this. Best Show Ever. 
 
 
 
Area of Illinois, moving train Chicago. Looks exactly like Looter 
Civil War part of africa, if africa had trains. (invidio.us) 
https://invidio.us/watch?v=gDN44wXPIjQ 
 
 
 
 
Antifa using fake blood. Save this and share it. (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/ktcbcy.jpg 
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It's all so blatantly fake. 
All of it. When you really look at all the evidence, they don’t even 
try to make it seem real - 9/11 building 7 and pentagon anomalies, 
mass shooting crisis actor interviews, Bin laden’s poorly 
photoshopped death/capture picture, obummer’s birth certificate with 
multiple obviously edited layers, Christchurch shooting disappearing 
bullet casings, George Floyd’s public execution by a smug white 
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cop. Are they this sloppy or are they really rubbing it in peoples’ 
faces? Is part of their psychological fuckery to brainwash the masses 
who won’t look at the clear absurdities, and pit us against each other 
thinking the other is batshit stupid? Oyyyyy 
 
 
 
 
Candace Owens Does NOT Support George 
Floyd (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtPfoEvNJ74&feature=emb_title 
 
 
 
 
PSA: Q4414 - you do realize that we are at RED5 or maybe even 
RED6? "Tonight's the night; they're going down!" "Timber!" 
Posting for an anon who doesn't have enough CCP and is witty about 
it as well! :). From https://voat.co/v/QRV/3858336/24147952 
I can't post my own topic due to CCP (funny abbreviation, isn't it?). 
Please spread this far and wide! 
Q4414 - you do realize that we are at RED5 or maybe even RED6? 
RED1 - Twitter removal - Trump had a tweet removed a few days 
ago. 
RED2 - Blackout in DC. This was either on purpose or a result of 
enemy action (EMP, Cyber attack?) 
RED3 - Trump said PENCE was "gone far away somewhere" a 
couple of weeks ago. Pelosi may actually be secured, too. 
RED4 - Military assets have been moving into place for days now. 
RED5 - Military secured the NORAD base in Colorado a few days 
ago. They are now the central command. 
We are now ready for RED6: 
Today there are coded comms from the Left calling for siege of the 
White House. 
Trump will be evacuated to AF1. The "storm is upon us" tweet/DHS 
EAM will be sent... 
BE READY. ANY MINUTE NOW! 
I will also include Q4414, so you can more easily "line up" the 
RED1 through RED6 items. Note that the "Emergency Action 
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Message (EAM)" was added by the qmap.pub owner, and was not 
something Q said: 
4414 
Emergency Action Message (EAM) 
Q 
!!Hs1Jq13jV6 
4 Jun 2020 - 7:49:59 PM 
EAM LOYALISTS: 
RED1: POTUS twitter removal 
RED2: Central communications blackout [continental US] 
RED3: CLAS movement PELOSI or PENCE 
RED4: Movement of MIL assets [10th Mountain_1st 
Marine_CPSD_Marine_QVIR] to central locations under guise of 
citizen riot control. 
RED5: NAT MIL COM CEN  
RED6: SEC OF DEF _instruct1 
USSS 
CASTLE_ROCK 
Q 
 
 
 
Lancet withdraws study that found HCQ ineffective agains 
Coronavirus.  
https://www.thelancet.com/lancet/article/s0140673620313246?utm_c
ampaign=tlcoronavirus20&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=socia
l 
https://hannity.com/media-room/breaking-now-medical-journal-
retracts-study-that-found-hydroxychloroquine-dangerous-for-covid-
patients/?utm_source=socialflow 
 
 
 
40 second video from 1943 that explains why the world has gone 
to shit (files.catbox.moe) 
submitted 2.2 hours ago by bas14_ to videos (+106|-1) 
https://files.catbox.moe/uawun7.mp4 
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Saturday June 6, 2020 

 

 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 7b393f No.9504553   (4429) 
Jun 6 2020 13:32:28 (EST) NEW 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/lifesite/Open_Letter_President_Donald_T
rump.pdf 
The Armor of God 
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the 
full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil’s 
schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against 
the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark 
world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. 
Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil 
comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have 
done everything, to stand. Stand firm then, with the belt of truth 
buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in 
place, and with your feet fitted with the readiness that comes from 
the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, 
with which you can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one. 
17 Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is 
the word of God. 
And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and 
requests. With this in mind, be alert and always keep on praying for 
all the Lord’s people. 
Have faith in Humanity. 
Have faith in Yourself. 
Have faith in God. 
The Great Awakening. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 4fde16 No.9505231   (4430) 
Jun 6 2020 14:18:13 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1269345227703234560 
Remember your oath. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 4fde16 No.9505682   (4431) 
Jun 6 2020 14:42:52 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/robbystarbuck/status/1269350320964059138 
Do you see what is happening? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 1bdfa8 No.9506457   (4432) 
Jun 6 2020 15:37:17 (EST) NEW 
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/06/06/defense-secretary-
mark-esper-orders-national-guard-in-d-c-to-disarm-wear-soft-caps-
instead-of-helmets/ 
Do you see what is happening? 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 1b5c9b No.9507497   (4433) 
Jun 6 2020 16:38:47 
(EST) NEWCASTLE_ROCK_GODSPEED.png 

 
 
 
 
Shit's getting real. Secret Service Special Operations Counter 
Sniper Team heading into the Ronald Reagan Presidential 
Foundation and Institute building a block north of White 
House.(files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/ir39ti.mp4 
 
Herd of sheep and goats do not even note or pay heed to the pack of 
wolves that just strolled through them. 
 
 
 
 
Hell's Angels Accept Challenge from Antifa to Protect 
Placerville, Cali. 
For anons who may have missed or forgotten the recent post about 
Placerville: 
Newspaper there recently defended the authenticity of Qanon. 
So let's see how fast Antifa will run from Hell's Angels. Hahaha. 
ANTIFA has threatened the town of Placerville CA . They said if 
anyone stands in their way “there will be consequences “ . So Hells 
Angels and the Mongols biker gangs have accepted the challenge !👍 
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https://twitter.com/LeahR77/status/1269013614104645632?s=20 
 
 
 
Sick!!! CNN Guest Proposes Abusing White Children in Wake of 
George Floyd's Death, "White Kids Don't Deserve Innocence" 
(VIDEO) (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/cnn-guest-proposes-
abusing-white-children-wake-george-floyds-death-white-kids-dont-
deserve-innocence-video/ 
 
 
 
Tucker Carlson on letter signed by 1200 experts. Letter states 
rioters present no coronavirus transmission risk but non-rioters 
who oppose stay-at-home orders will be treated as white 
nationalists. (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/yie24o.mp4 
 
 
 
IF George Floyd was a martyr for the left and they've 
continually plastered his face all over the MSM.... Why was 
George Floyd's funeral closed casket?? Wouldn't [THEY] want 
his dead body visible?? (mobile.twitter.com) 
https://mobile.twitter.com/C487162158/status/126909993403438694
5 
 
 
 
The Military is fighting back! Go National Guard! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWASf13hW3MYouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Ez-3uBfgLo&t=93sYouTube 
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Pizzagate 2020 - 30 Minutes Video Without Voice Commentary 
With Highlights, Lots Of Information, Share With People! Wake 
Up Masses. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nznOnKttZmA&feature=youtu.b
eYouTube 
Huge portion of info on Pedogate. 
Non sign in 
link:: https://www.nsfwyoutube.com/watch?v=nznOnKttZmAYouTu
be 
HRCEmails: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YN9f0e4ahmIYou
Tube 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e7f559 No.9508369   (4434) 
Jun 6 2020 17:19:04 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/sixthsealnews/status/1269391807173079040 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: c88b54 No.9508904   (4335) 
Jun 6 2020 17:45:28 (EST) NEWEZ3NfndUYAEfVVF.png 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a0cde9 No.9510953   (4335) 
Jun 6 2020 19:30:37 (EST) NEWG_Floyd.jpg 

 
https://twitter.com/ObamaFoundation/status/1262054709772324866 
Reconcile. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 57aa1b No.9511197   (4437) 
Jun 6 2020 19:43:52 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: ac933c No.9511175  
Jun 6 2020 19:42:01 (EST) NEW 
Q you really need to walk that last one back….. 
 
The same reason a thumbnail of a gray clapboard shows up on a 
YouTube video when it's been deleted… 
 
The thumbnail is CURRENT (obama.org main image)……… but the 
content is OLD. 
 
Q you really need to retract 
that…………………………………………………. 
>>9511175 
def visit_twitter_and_log_in 
visit 'https://cards-dev.twitter.com/validator' 
find('input.js-username-field').set(ENV['TWITTER_USERNAME']) 
find('input.js-password-field').set(ENV['TWITTER_PASSWORD']) 
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click_on('Log in') 
end 
def enter_url_and_click_preview(url) 
find('input.FormControl').set(url) 
click_on('Preview card') 
result = has_content?('Page fetched successfully') 
visit 'https://cards-dev.twitter.com/validator' 
end 
end 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 57aa1b No.9511227   (4438) 
Jun 6 2020 19:45:16 (EST) NEW 
Not all posts are meant for Anons. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 57aa1b No.9511354   (4439) 
Jun 6 2020 19:51:08 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1269354427133112322 
Q 
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Sunday June 7, 2020 

 

Standing Down and De-Funding Police?? You mean like the 
American built Iraqi Army did, giving rise to ISIS? Is this 
another CIA/Mossad trick? >> DON'T GIVE AN INCH, 
POTUS!! #LAW&ORDER  
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/u-s-supplied-equipment-abandoned-
by-iraqi-troops-in-ramadi/ 
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-middle-east-28497722/isis-
overruns-syrian-military-base-of-raqqa 
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/how-isis-islamic-state-isil-got-its-
weapons-iraq-syria 
 
 
 
Q Told Us From the Start: The Only Way is Military (Q-26) and 
Antifa/Soros is the Justification. 
Q26 - Think about it logically. 
The only way is the military. Fully controlled. Save & spread (once 
11.3 verifies as 1st marker). 
Biggest advanced drop on Pol. 
My interpretation of Q: The only way the riots will end is to cut off 
the head of the Snake = Soros. He will get arrested first by Military 
which will lead to all his minions. But the election on Nov 3rd has to 
come first while Antifa is allowed to riot for proof and justification 
of arrest. 
Q4393 
10.31.2017_10:00:15 
Full circle. 
Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate? 
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in 
domestic terrorism?  
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What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the 
law? 
Think recent events. 
You have more than you know. 
Q 
 
 
 
California sheriff's deputy killed, two others wounded in IED 
ambush - Leftwing Escalation (thepostmillennial.com) 
https://thepostmillennial.com/california-sherriffs-deputy-killed-ied-
ambush 
 
 
 
The Obama PR team created that George Floyd Twitter card 
image before he "died", and their test using this validation 
service was detected by the NSA. BUSTED. (i.postimg.cc) 
https://postlmg.cc/t1ZK5m1n 
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Monday June 8, 2020 

 
 
 
All of the black people that I know are very nice people. I 
frequently greet strangers and some of them are black. It seems 
like out in the real world normal people are working hard to 
unite. 
 
I have had the same experience. The only people that are scary and 
dividing are liberals. 
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The Bolshevik Revolution also provides another lesson for all would 
be revolutionaries, that they should heed. 
Whilst a revolution is underway, those that revolt are a positive, 
however once the revolution is over those that revolt are a liability. 
Want proof, Leon Trotsky (Lev Davidovich Bronstein) the person 
who created ,the Red Army, was instrumental in Red October, was 
murdered by an assassin in Mexico City in 1940 for speaking out 
against Stalin, In the 1930s Stalin held huge show trials to provide 
that ability to kill many of the high ranking revolutionaries that a 
mere 15 years earlier had created the Soviet Union.  
So, all the Antifa type be careful for what you wish for it may come 
to pass. 
 
 
 
 
HERE IT COMES George Floyd's Family Asks United Nations 
to Disarm Police in U.S. (breitbart.com) 
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/06/08/george-floyds-family-
petitions-united-nations-help-disarm-police-united-states/ 
 
 
 
 
The same people that say all protesters aren't bad because of the 
actions of a few want you to believe all cops are bad because of 
the actions of a few. 
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Highly Decorated D.A.R.E. Cop Arrested For Running An 
Enormous Child Porn Ring. 
On Thursday, Kovacs, 58, was arrested at his home for unspeakable 
crimes against children. Kovacs stands accused of producing, 
distributing, receiving, transporting and possessing child 
pornography on a massive scale. How many sickos are out there that 
one would need a MASSIVE scale to describe this? This is truly 
disturbing. Seems like every organization that was sold to us for the 
betterment of children are involved in abusing them. 
https://thepedogate.com/politics/highly-decorated-d-a-r-e-cop-
arrested-for-running-an-enormous-child-porn-ring/ 
 
 
 
 
 
A Farm Kid Writes Home After Joining The Marines.  
Dear Ma and Pa: 
I am well. Hope you are. Tell Brother Walt and Brother Elmer the 
Marine Corps beats working for old man Minch by a mile. Tell them 
to join up quick before all of the places are filled. 
I was restless at first because you get to stay in bed till nearly 6 a.m. 
But I am getting so I like to sleep late. 
Tell Walt and Elmer all you do before breakfast is smooth your cot, 
and shine some things. No hogs to slop, feed to pitch, mash to mix, 
wood to split, fire to lay. Practically nothing. 
Men got to shave but it is not so bad, there’s warm water. Breakfast 
is strong on trimmings like fruit juice, cereal, eggs, bacon, etc., but 
kind of weak on chops, potatoes, ham, steak, fried eggplant, pie and 
other regular food, but tell Walt and Elmer you can always sit by the 
two city boys that live on coffee. Their food, plus yours, holds you 
until noon when you get fed again. It’s no wonder these city boys 
can’t walk much. 
We go on “route marches,” which the platoon sergeant says are long 
walks to harden us. If he thinks so, it’s not my place to tell him 
different. A route march is about as far as to our mailbox at home. 
Then the city guys get sore feet and we all ride back in trucks. 
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The Sergeant is like a school teacher. He nags a lot. The Captain is 
like the school board. Majors and Colonels just ride around and 
frown. They don’t bother you none. 
This next will kill Walt and Elmer with laughter. I keep getting 
medals for shooting. I don’t know why. The bulls-eye is near as big 
as a chipmunk head and don’t move, and it ain’t shooting at you like 
the Higgett boys at home. All you got to do is lie there all 
comfortable and hit it. 
You don’t even load your own cartridges. They come in boxes. 
Then we have what they call hand-to-hand combat training. You get 
to wrestle with them city boys. I have to be real careful though, they 
break real easy. It ain’t like fighting with that ol’ bull at home. I’m 
about the best they got in this except for that Tug Jordan from over in 
Silver Lake . I only beat him once. He joined up the same time as 
me, but I’m only 5’6″ and 130 pounds and he’s 6’8″ and near 300 
pounds dry. 
Be sure to tell Walt and Elmer to hurry and join before other fellers 
get onto this setup and come stampeding in. 
Your loving daughter, 
Alice 
 
 
 
Eric Trump retweets Joan Rivers Bday (wonder if he knows 
Michelle is a tranny). 
https://twitter.com/EricTrump/status/1270003092579405826?s=20 
 
 
 
 
Q...If You're Listening...PLEASE. 
Just drop ONE of the real BOOMs. Anything. Something that doesn't 
fuck up the plan. You say "we have it all"...ok...please, just publicly 
throw a wrench in these bastards machine of evil; one they can't 
explain away and forget about after the next BS news narrative. 
But I literally cannot turn on a TV without wanting to throw the 
remote at it for over 3 years now. 
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Social Media is a Liberal run/controlled nightmare. I see SO MANY 
people I knew growing up who are so fucking indoctrinated I don't 
see how they can possibly wake up - - I DON'T SEE HOW THE 
ENTIRE WORLD HASN'T ALREADY!! 
I'm worried that the plan requires 2 terms for Trump; what if they 
cheat, what if he loses? We are fucked.  
Just please, one thing, anything, something that every brainwashed 
moron who is bowing down to black people in the streets and 
begging forgiveness from them will have to stop, dead in their tracks, 
and say "what the fuck? holy shit! we've been played!!" 
I believe. I pray. I trust the plan. I can't imagine the scale and level of 
horror that must be going on behind closed doors. But morale feels 
like it is petering out...drop that pic of Obama with the AK...have the 
doctors who made Michael into Michelle come forward while 
releasing/leaking the "Obama Kids" DNA tests.....A-N-Y-T-H-I-N-
G. 
I mean, they are literally rioting, looting and murdering people in the 
street...and it ain't the pedovores getting the beatings...its law-abiding 
citizens! Business owners. Residents. Normal people. 
I really hope this ending that is "going to be Biblical" is like, 
incoming any minute...and if not...please, throw us a bone. Please. 
What else are we supposed to do? Patriots have been peaceful so 
far...you said the military will do the "heavy lifting"...so I'm waiting, 
patiently. But I have kids and a wife to protect and I can only shoot 
and reload so fast when they start spreading out of the cities and into 
the more rural areas... 
I have faith. I trust the plan. I'm praying hardcore lately that the plan 
is about to be made known worldwide... 
 
 
 
The enemy jails another scientist and strips his PhD for 
discovering the truth!  
Germer Rudolf has done a forensic chemical analysis of the claimed 
gas Chambers. He has proven without a doubt that they are a 
complete fabrication. 
The book is hard science so not an easy read. TLDR the gas 
Chambers are fake news. 
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Because he uncovered the truth evil vermin who want to keep up the 
lie used their control of education to illegitimately sand bag his PhD. 
They used their corruption of politics to jail him. This brave man 
gave up his freedom to teach us the truth. He is a martyr! 
https://m.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-chemistry-of-auschwitz-germar-
rudolf/1125999012 
 
If you want to spread the truth, you allow it to be investigated to 
make it even more credible to skeptics. If you want to spread a lie, 
you throw people in jail for investigating or even questioning it. 
 
 
 
 
Paul Sperry @paulsperry_: 
BREAKING: Minnesota Attorney General Keith "X" Ellison refuses 
to publicly release video footage from the body cams of accused 
cops who struggled with 6-4, 235-lb George Floyd. Footage is said to 
reveal Floyd violently resisting arrest and fighting with cops inside 
police vehicle 
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Tuesday June 9, 2020 

 

 
 
The WHO is now announcing that asymptomatic transfer of 
#COVID19 is rare. This is a complete turnaround from their 
initial information. So, the masks are unnecessary without 
symptoms?? SCAM!! (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/drdavidsamadi/status/1270143769627766784 
 
 
 
 
 
#1 Rule in Writing: 'WRITE WHAT YOU KNOW' -- When TV 
and Movies are Full of Satanism, Torture, Murder, Pedophilia 
and Sadism.. It Becomes Very Clear What is Going with People 
in the 'BIZ' 
STOP subsidizing The CULT 
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COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO STANDS UPANTIFA STANDS 
DOWN! (itsmac.com) 
https://itsmac.com/2020/06/02/coeur-dalene-idaho-stands-up-antifa-
stands-down/ 
 

 
 
 
 
Black activist says those calling to defund police should offer own 
zip codes as trial areas (justthenews.com) 
https://justthenews.com/government/courts-law/black-activist-says-
rich-liberals-wanting-defund-police-should-offer-own-zip 
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EXCLUSIVE: Donations, Including International Funding, to 
BlackLivesMatter.com Go Directly to the DNC - This Is Money 
Laundering (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/exclusive-donations-
including-international-funding-blacklivesmatter-com-go-directly-
dnc-money-laundering/ 
 
 
 
 
If Peaceful Protests are Exempt From the Lockdown Rules, 
Would Not Everyone Returning to Work and Opening their 
Buisnesses Also be A Peaceful Protest?  
Asking for a friend. 
 
 
 
 
Defunding the Police is the first step before installing the 
Marxists Social Justice Police Force.  
Soros has already elected the Governors and political leaders of the 
Marxists Social revolution. 
The most critical point that has yet to be fully explored is all the 
elected Judges and Prosecutors and City Council members that Soros 
has gotten into office. 
The reason our local governments all look so looney tunes is because 
we do not really know who they are or what they really believe, 
follow the money they used to get elected and you will find out what 
it is they are working for.  
One thing is for sure they do not work for the people. 
EVERY elected official who received Soros funding of any kind 
should be impeached and removed from office and never be allowed 
to run for public office ever again. 
The evidence of the infiltration is being shown daily. 
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Hacked Documents: Soros Funded Black Lives Matter * No 
surprise...(thenewamerican.com) 
https://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/politics/item/23896-
hacked-documents-soros-funded-black-lives-matter 
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WATCH this reporter getting busted! Beautiful to watch this 
guy getting called out.(twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/Wirral_Innit/status/1270322145973993473 
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OUR loved ones lost during the Plandemic could NOT have a 
proper funeral b/c of COVID. But a fentanyl addict/woman 
abuser/police instigator has had NUMEROUS funerals 
broadcast nationally by the MSM. (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/uw0f7s.JPG 
 
 
 
 
Kneeling, like wearing a mask, is a ritual of Subordination and 
Acquiescence, demonstrating to God and the Universe your lack 
of Will. 
These rituals are being systematically implemented, to break our will 
and garner gestures of servitude from the masses. Don't bend a knee! 
And fuck the masks! 
 
 
 
I'm sorry, Chicago. You're screwed. This is your 
Mayor. (twitter.com) 
https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1270375422891405315 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e687b2 No.9548995   (4440) 
Jun 9 2020 14:10:32 (EST) 
Sometimes a PSA re: coordinated and intended plans serves to 
prevent the action.  
Reach has meaning. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 68a3d8 No.9552801   (4441) 
Jun 9 2020 18:29:22 (EST) 
https://twitter.com/AKA_RealDirty/status/1270485094604685315 
The wait will soon be over. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a339b3 No.9553065   (4442) 
Jun 9 2020 18:43:50 (EST)ERBmDUDXYAAwNVY.jpg 

 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/barr-says-familiar-names-among-
those-doj-is-investigating-in-durham-probe.amp? 
"For the first time in American history, the police organizations and 
the national security organizations were used to spy on a campaign 
and there was no basis for it," Barr said. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a339b3 No.9553260   (4443) 
Jun 9 2020 18:54:08 
(EST)b7c716d68a2f073fe5dff16a4e410f97c0007201a2470a2bc7790
57f101ea055.jpg 

 
https://twitter.com/CarlHigbie/status/1270494551845875715 
People are waking up [[D] party con]. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 95384e No.9554450   (4444) 
Jun 9 2020 20:10:54 (EST)EZnDyBHXgAAw52R.jpg 
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Wednesday June 10, 2020 

 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 22d977 No.9565350   (4445) 
Jun 10 2020 18:14:50 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/kristina_wong/status/1270852952698347520?cxt
=HHwWgIC79d6B_aIjAAAA 
Follow the pen. 
Q 
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HIGH ENERGY!!! JUST IN: President Trump tells reporters he 
will restart MAGA rallies in Oklahoma, Arizona, Florida & 
North Carolina (twitter.com) 
 
 
 
 
DEFUND Walmart, Bank of America, Starbucks, Chipotle, 
NIKE, et al Companies Pushing Social Agendas and MARXIST 
Propaganda. 
 
Follow the money. EBT is 20% of Walmart's revenue. Every time 
congress wants to lower the monthly allowance, Walmart shows up 
in D.C. to talk them out of it.  
Follow the Money Follow the Money Follow the Money. 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: f36748 No.9565986   (4446) 
Jun 10 2020 18:51:54 (EST) NEWEaHQS9wXYAALqYz.jpg 

 
What happens when [D]s can no longer cheat electronically?  
Push vote-by-mail? 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 693cd1 No.9566723   (4447) 
Jun 10 2020 19:37:51 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1270874599635529732 
Welcome to the [D] party con. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dfa70c No.9566900   (4448) 
Jun 10 2020 19:51:30 (EST) NEWEaMPZW_XsAEPRxl.jpg 

 
https://twitter.com/samanthamarika1/status/1269407379721908227 
WOKE. 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dfa70c No.9567059   (4449) 
Jun 10 2020 20:04:00 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1270829461710057474 
Not Anonymous but Twitter. 
[owned and operated] 
A creation to combat 'Q' aka 'you'. 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: dfa70c No.9567180   (4450) 
Jun 10 2020 20:10:38 (EST) NEW 
Do Anons understand what is about to be unleashed? 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: bdd040 No.9567851   (4451) 
Jun 10 2020 20:40:37 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/RealDealAxelrod/status/1270879193627103232 
Welcome to the [D] party con. 
Q 
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Thursday June 11, 2020 

 

 
Nazis arose because German society in the Weimar Republic fell 
apart. Antifa was rampant. Monuments were destroyed. LGBT 
was prolific. Ordinary Germans wanted law and order back. 
Sound familiar?  
 
Same with Mao and China CCP installation, young were 
brainwashed into attacking old and the 5000 year old Chinese culture 
and statues... same old playbook 

 

BLM deface statue of slavery abolitionist Matthias Baldwin who 
established a black children's school and paid the teachers' 
salaries. BLM's aim is to destroy white monuments, not slaver 
monuments. (files.catbox.moe) 
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This isn't about slavery. It's about white history. Once destroyed 
they'll then push the jewish revised version. Followed by 
reattribution of select parts of our history to blacks and jews. 
"Every record has been destroyed or falsified, every book rewritten, 
every picture has been repainted, every statue and street building has 
been renamed, every date has been altered. And the process is 
continuing day by day and minute by minute. History has stopped. 
Nothing exists except an endless present in which the Party is always 
right." - George Orwell, 1984 

 

Tucker Carlson on BLM army taking over six city blocks in 
Seattle: "A group of racist lunatics with semi-automatic weapons 
have created its own country but you're not worried it's 
happening." (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/7cytpb.mp4 
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Two top cop shows now cancelled, not to offend criminals. COPS 
and Live PD. we have jumped the shark and the pier. 

 

IF Black Lives Mattered to Democrat Party there would not be 
ghettoes in all of the cities they control.  
JUST SAYIN' ! 
Look at all the places in this great land being forced to live under 
progressive tyranny. 
They are SHIT HOLES. 
And that's being nice. 
And RINOS have not CARED enough to do anything either! 
I HOPE PRESIDENT TRUMP turns around our inner cities! 
NO MORE GHETTOES!!!!! 

 

Democrats are domestic Terrorists. 
How much proof do we need to label Democrats domestic terrorists? 
Can you name some evidence? 
 
At this stage, I'm not even sure you can call them purely "Domestic". 

 

Replacement is underway.  
Minneapolis, Chicago and Portland are looking pretty rough. They 
are cities governed by Marxist and have gone through the full 
demographic and cultural replacement. Do you hear me? The cities 
have been replaced among others that are well on their way to total 
replacement and transformation. The actual people that built the 
cities are leaving or already gone and what is left is an underclass 
culture of welfare dependence, gangsterism, drug houses and crime. 
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Congratulations Seattle! You are the laughing stock of the U.S. 
and the rest of the world. 
Thanks for playing. The country can see how they NEVER want this 
kind of disgusting filth in their government. Thank you Seattle for 
allowing the show to be played in YOUR cesspool, in Democrat-
land. Washington and others were never really in play but you have 
done much to give us a 'free play' card and we will surely take full 
advantage of it. BIG MISTAKE! 
The puppet masters took YOUR babies and turned them into 
mindless agents of evil, without an escape plan, without food and 
water, without a way to return home. They have been marked and are 
being used in an attempt to regain control and power. They have no 
free will of their own and are in a state of perpetual purgatory. NO 
REAL STRATEGY. 
The Liberals will abandon, disregard, ignore and screw you as they 
always have. Your master will have betrayed you and let you hang to 
dry. You are not protected, by no means, you are their sheep use to 
send ONLY a message and are being sacrificed without regards to 
your well-being. IT IS NOT SAFE. 
Understand Seattle that you have been PLAYED. YOUR master has 
already abandon you, listen to how they want you to move, pawns. 
You are NOT the piece that they have made you to believe. You are 
their sheep, they will slaughter you before anyone can save you. This 
is a mere whisper. YOU MUST SAVE YOURSELVES. 
You are telling the country a STORY, the media will prove some 
cover, spread lies, rumors and falsehoods. THIS IS INEFFECTIVE 
MEDICINE. 
In the end the country will show you IT'S STORY. It is stronger, 
much stronger. HIGH DOSE OF EXPERIENCE AND TRUTH. 
 
 
 
 
Q!!Hs1Jq13jV611 Jun 2020 - 10:53:44 AM (4452) 
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1271078294960640001 
Q 
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Q!!Hs1Jq13jV611 Jun 2020 - 10:59:42 AM  (4453) 
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1271093215144312832 
Q 

 

Q!!Hs1Jq13jV611 Jun 2020 - 11:25:47 AM  (4454) 
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/tucker-carlson-we-were-lied-to-
about-coronavirus-and-the-mass-lockdowns-heres-the-proof 
"We were all played. Corrupt politicians scared us into giving up 
control over the most basic questions in our lives. At the same time, 
they gave more power to their obedient followers, like Antifa, while 
keeping the rest of us trapped at home and censored online." 
virus OR ELECTION? 
virus OR EXCUSE TO PUSH VOTE-BY-MAIL? 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 2f69ee No.9574475   (4455) 
Jun 11 2020 10:46:01 (EST) NEWEaPHMwtXkAAxn7Z.jpg 
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EaKQ6OHWkAMxCtD.png 

 
What happens when [D]s can no longer cheat electronically?  
Push vote-by-mail? 
What 'event' was necessary to provide cover for push? 
Q 
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a12626 No.9575034   (4456) 
Jun 11 2020 11:41:49 (EST) NEW 
https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/press/rep/releases/chairman-
graham-announces-committee-to-consider-subpoena-authorization-
related-to-oversight-of-fisa-process-crossfire-hurricane-investigation 
Committee approved [12-10] [today]. 
https://www.axios.com/senate-judiciary-subpoena-russia-
investigation-65085cd6-8787-4b35-92f1-c5b6e7272c76.html? 
Why it matters: Graham now has sweeping authority to subpoena 
documents and more than 50 individuals related to the Russia 
investigation, including former FBI director James Comey, former 
CIA director John Brennan and former Director of National 
Intelligence James Clapper. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a12626 No.9575415   (4457) 
Jun 11 2020 12:09:50 (EST) NEW 
Anonymous ID: 415e6c No.9575226  
Jun 11 2020 11:53:48 (EST) NEW 
>>9575034 
 
Finally, now we can have real hearings instead of the sham/scam 
hearings in the D controlled House 
>>9575226 
Logical thinking. 
Do you hold hearings [before or after] select item(s) DECLAS? 
How do you exert maximum pressure (publicly)?  
SENATE WAS THE TARGET. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 0c776e No.9575678   (4458) 
Jun 11 2020 12:33:00 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/SpeakerPelosi/status/1270831123745120258 
Why are [D]s attempting to remove their past ['as' confederates]?  
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Knowing the past helps to understand the present. 
https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/minute/Confederate_G
eneral_Becomes_Secretary_of_the_Senate.htm 
https://twitter.com/sixthsealnews/status/1269391807173079040 
Welcome to the [D] party con. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e57933 No.9576376   (4459) 
Jun 11 2020 13:38:04 (EST) NEW 
https://twitter.com/JasonButtrill/status/1271091823822409728 
The hole runs deep. 
Q 
 
 
 
So, let me get this straight on the "Autonomous Zones" in 
Seattle.................  
They built a wall to protect their border. 
They have stop and frisk at the entry points. 
They are now collecting "taxes". 
They have signs that say "cowards hide behind their guns" and also 
have armed guards at their entrances.  
They believe in "autonomous zone exceptionalism". 
They want to be completely insular, but they are ordering out for soy. 
They more than likely oppose capitalism, yet drink Starbucks and 
use their iPhone to tweet. 
Against fascism but appoints a warlord. 
Hates police then creates a police force. 
Anything else I am missing at this point?? 
 
 
 
Do you really think it's just coincidence....  
Do you really think it’s just a “coincidence” that Jeffrey Epstein 
abruptly died right before he was going to prison for the rest of his 
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life and would likely need to testify against or expose some of the 
worlds biggest names in connection with his pedophilic crimes?  
Do you really think it’s just a “coincidence” that the pathologist who 
was hired to do George Floyd’s autopsy was the same pathologist 
who “observed” and had connections to the autopsy for Jeffrey 
Epstein? 
Do you really think it’s just a “coincidence” that members of the 
Chinese Communist party were part of the group outside the 
Whitehouse rioting and causing destruction and most of the rioters 
and looters in Minneapolis were from out of state?  
Do you really think it’s just a “coincidence” that an event guaranteed 
to spark anger about racial injustice happened at the very moment the 
unemployment rate in the country was at an all time high because of 
Coronavirus? Allowing millions who were now without jobs to have 
the ability to spend their time looting and rioting? 
Do you really think it’s just a “coincidence” that random piles of 
bricks magically appeared in various cities right before riots broke 
out, while there were no construction sites or possible need for a pile 
of bricks within miles?  
Do you really think it’s just a “coincidence” that scientists 
discovered the Coronavirus was actually man-made and that it had 
been doctored to bind to humans? Or that it hardly mutated since it 
began to infect us which suggests it was already fully adapted to 
humans? 
Do you really think it’s just a “coincidence” that the virus they 
created which caused a huge pandemic just so happened to be an 
airborne virus that would make it perfectly acceptable for paid rioters 
and looters to wear masks and conceal their identity, yet blend in 
perfectly with the crowd since everyone else is wearing masks too? 
Do you really think it’s just a “coincidence” that the media used a 
picture from an Italian hospital on the news during the COVID 
pandemic pretending it was a current scene at a hospital in New 
York........and then apologized publicly and called it a “mistake” and 
then two months later used a picture off the World War Z movie 
trailer on the news pretending it was America on fire? Was that also 
a “mistake”?  
Do you really think it’s just a “coincidence” that while the media and 
news shoved their twisted narrative in our face and focused solely on 
the riots and looting going on, that we missed the DIRE news that a 
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judge ruled that Hilary Clinton WILL in fact be forced to testify 
regarding her missing emails? Or that the Senate gave authorization 
to subpoena over 30 Obama officials in the Obamagate case? 
Do you really think it’s just a “coincidence” that all of these terrible 
things are happening back to back to back to back on an election 
year?  
Because if you do.......think again. This was planned. And we paid 
the price just like they wanted us to. Innocent and beautiful lives 
have been taken because of their sick agenda - beautiful black souls, 
beautiful white souls, beautiful law enforcement souls. HUMAN 
souls. 
WE ARE BEING PLAYED. WAKE UP AND SMELL THE 
BULLSHIT AMERICA.  
Wake tf up. 
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Why are the lights still on in "CHAZ"?  
If they've declared autonomy then they can figure out the electricity. 
Garbage disposal? Figure that out too. 
Water? Figure it out. 
No deals. 
 
Meanwhile, Garcetti (mayor of LA) cut off power/water to business 
that defied his COVID orders. 
Fucking backwards world, man... 
 
 
 
CHAZ (Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone) struggles with its new 
found liberty from civil society. This is just precious.  
The self declared “CHAZ” or Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone is 
struggling in its infancy as a sovereign area free from the horrors of 
American civil society. 
It seems they invited the homeless into the area to share in their 
newly formed utopian wonderland. 
The innocent homeless who we all know have high standards strong 
work ethic and are pure as the driven snow.....promptly stole their 
food supply.  
Next these wunderkind pioneers of freedom put a call out for help to 
resupply them with “more food to keep the area operational. If 
possible bring vegan meat substitutes, fruits, oats, soy products, etc. 
anything to help us eat.” 
Next these geniuses decided they would become self sufficient by 
planting a garden.  
The garden was not tilled or planted in rows and consisted of a few 
bags of potting soil poured on top of the grass with random plants 
planted haphazardly around the patch.  
One twitter patriot commented that “they planted enough for about 4 
people to have a salad in about a month”. 
This is just too precious. At least until word of what happening 
inside this zone gets out - looting at will, assault for any reason, 
sexual assault, etc. Or as soon as first responders need access to save 
someone’s life and can’t get in.  
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This so called CHAZ only ends one of three ways.  
Surrender (not as long as Dems in control) 
Forced take back by local or Fed authorities (Trump has made the 
ultimatum but State pushes back and will wait to late to act)  
Total burn down and destruction of the area, loss of life and property, 
multiple assaults, casualties and atrocities (to anyone in CHAZ, get 
out now. Save what you can but save yourself first). 
 
 
National Guardsmen found glass baked into pizza they ordered 
in DC (postandcourier.com) 
https://www.postandcourier.com/news/2-sc-national-guardsmen-
found-glass-baked-into-pizza-they-ordered-while-on-dc-
deployment/article_f402ada4-aa7f-11ea-adfa-23420e017a92.html 
 
 
 
President Trump's best tweet yet.  
The Radical Left Democrats: First they try to take away your guns. 
Then they try to take away your police! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BREAKING: Twitter Admits China Used Nearly 200,000 Fake 
Accounts To Influence Politics, 150x More Than 
Russia (thenationalpulse.com) 
https://thenationalpulse.com/news/twitter-ccp-200k-russia/ 
 
 
 
Dems' confidential 2015 memo warned against interacting with 
'radical' Black Lives Matter movement (foxnews.com) 
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https://www.foxnews.com/politics/democrats-radical-black-lives-
matter-memo-resurfaces 
 
Now BLM is a fundraising arm (corporate donation laundry) for the 
DNC via ActBlue. 
 
"Under no circumstances, Perry says, should Democrats "say 'all 
lives matter' nor mention 'black-on-black crime.'"" 
We don't need memos to know what they are doing. Everything is 
obvious by their actions. It is nice to have concrete evidence for 
those that are too far gone. 
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Friday June 12, 2020 

 
 
 
 

Illinois teacher investigated and may be fired for saying on 
Facebook: ''I will speak on any topic I choose because I live in a 
free country. I find the term white privilege as racist as the N-
word." (dailymail.co.uk) 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8414893/Teacher-posted-
white-privilege-offensive-N-word-investigated-Illinois.html 
 
 
 
 
 
Truck Drivers Say They Won't Deliver To Cities with Defunded 
Police Departments. 
As cities across the country are discussing defunding or disbanding 
their police departments, truck drivers are voicing concerns of safety. 
Seventy-seven percent of truck drivers say they will refuse to deliver 
fright to cities with defunded police departments. 
Truck driving is historically ranked as one of the most dangerous 
jobs in the country. In 2018, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistic reported 
truck driving as the most deadly job in the country. 
Truck drivers have spent the last year on the front line of a global 
pandemic and protests. Now many are fearful of what might happen 
if police departs disband or are defunded. 
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Truck drives have been voicing their concerns on the CDLLife App. 
After reading about their concerns, CDLLife posted a poll on the 
app. 
We asked drivers on the app, “Would you pick up/deliver to cities 
with defunded or disbanded police departments? Why or why not?” 
To date, 77% of drivers say they will refuse loads to cities with 
disbanded or defunded police departments. 
Here are some of their responses:  https://cdllife.com/2020/truck-
drivers-say-they-wont-deliver-to-cities-with-defunded-police-
departments/ 
 
 
 
 
 
How about a moment of respect for this black man who served 
his community for 40 years and was killed while protecting it - 
Captain David Dorn. (youtube.com) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_QrfK-sYqI 
 
 
 
 
Steve Scalise Announces Plans to Investigate Governors Who 
Ordered Nursing Homes to Take In COVID-Positive Patients, 
asks Democrats to Join Him - BONGINO 
REPORT (bongino.com) 
https://bongino.com/steve-scalise-announces-plans-to-investigate-
governors-who-ordered-nursing-homes-to-take-in-covid-positive-
patients-asks-democrats-to-join-him 
 
 
 
 
Man rides his motorcycle into central Chicago to document the 
#BlackLivesMatter riots. "I literally feel like I'm in the 
Apocalypse right now." (files.catbox.moe) 
https://files.catbox.moe/zc957r.mp4 
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The only reason this is happening is because they're letting it happen. 
 
 

 
 
Nigel Farage on London libraries "decolonizing" their 
collections: 'The book burning has started. This fanaticism is 
very dangerous.' (i.ibb.co) 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Trump the greatest president we will ever see. 
that's all. 
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China is losing billions every week due to Trumps tariffs, don't 
think they are not retaliating. Silent War, they own the 
Democrats and they are making them dance.   
 
Fentynal as a chemical weapon, check. 
Covid-19 as a biological weapon, check 
Antifa as a culture destroying weapon, check. 
The DNC as a treasonous-surrender-monkey weapon, check. 
Seems a little more retaliation is in order.... 
 
 
 
 
At the PEAK of slavery in 1860, only 1.4% of Americans owned 
slaves. What your history books (don't) tell you is that 3,000 
blacks owned a total of 20,000 slaves the same year.  
The first slave owner in America was a black man: 
Anthony Johnson (b. c. 1600 – d. 1670) was a black Angolan known 
for achieving freedom and wealth in the early 17th-century Colony 
of Virginia. He was one of the first African American property 
owners and had his right to legally own a slave recognized by the 
Virginia courts. Held as an indentured servant in 1621, he earned his 
freedom after several years, and was granted land by the colony.[1] 
He later became a successful tobacco farmer in Maryland. He 
attained great wealth after completing his term as an indentured 
servant, and has been referred to as "'the black patriarch' of the first 
community of Negro property owners in America".[1] 
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Saturday June 13, 2020 

 
 
 

 
Mod here. The "12 users" thing is not a glitch. It is now a shill-
meter. As soon as it goes to zero, no more shills logged in to 
QRV. Probably due to arrest or death from jizz inhalation. 
 
 
 
 
Corona not as infectious as feared? Preliminary research says 
'70% of those infected don't pass it on"(sciencealert.com) 
https://www.sciencealert.com/70-of-those-infected-with-the-
coronavirus-don-t-pass-it-on-says-preliminary-research 
 
 
 
 
 Who selects the students for military academies? Who has been 
in control of that for the past 30 years? The Deep State? 
Indoctrination! (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/west-point-graduates-
write-letter-directed-military-leaders-stand-president-trump/ 
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Breaking. Hells Angels AND Mongols Riding Together To 
Seattle. More than a few veterans in that group I'll 
venture. (twitter.com) 
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Suddenly, the police and mayor will care about doing their jobs and 
do everything they can to stop these people from obliterating 
CHOAD. $20 this will happen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Coup on the way? Biden convinced 'military will escort Trump 
from the White House with great dispatch' 
https://www.intellihub[dot]com/biden-convinced-military-will-
escort-trump-from-the-white-house-with-great-dispatch/ 
Former Vice President Joe Biden appeared on Fox News where he 
may have accidentally let the cat out of the bag per se when he 
alluded that a military deep state coup may be forming behind the 
scenes and may eventually be headed to the White House to remove 
President Donald Trump from the Oval Office physically. 
The far-left candidate who can oftentimes barely remember his own 
name made a rather unusual statement after taking about how four 
chiefs of staff came out “ripping the skin off Trump.” 
“You have so many rank and file military personnel saying ‘whoa 
we’re not a military state this is not who we are,'” he said. “I am 
absolutely convinced they will escort him from the White House 
with great dispatch.” 
 
"Appear weak when you are Strong". This is all a military psy-op, 
and those generals speaking out are designed to lul the enemy into 
believing that its position is stronger than it is, and Trump's weaker. 
With lib-tards at their backs, the Dems and assorted traitors are about 
to have the trap sprung on them. This has been a precision operation 
from a timing perspective, dangerous because it is taking the country 
right to the edge so that the blind can finally see. Hold on tight 
patriots, it's gonna get more uncomfortable before it gets better. Have 
faith in the military and the President - this was planned long ago - 
"we knew this day would come - Q" 
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Q!!Hs1Jq13jV613 Jun 2020 - 2:35:27 PM  (4460) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPG_0m2RMxE 
They can no longer hide in the dark. 
It's happening. 
You are watching it. 
The World is Watching. 
Have faith in Humanity. 
Q 
 
 
Q!!Hs1Jq13jV613 Jun 2020 - 3:03:17 PM  (4461) 

 
EZlRSs1WoAAZ7lS.jpg 
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Only when evil is forced into the light can we defeat it.  
Only when they can no longer operate in the [shadows] can people 
see the truth for themselves. 
Only when people see the truth [for themselves] will people 
understand the true nature of their deception.  
Seeing is Believing.  
Sometimes you can't tell the public the truth. 
YOU MUST SHOW THEM. 
ONLY THEN WILL PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE. 
It had to be this way. 
This is not another 4-year election. 
GOD WINS. 
Q 
 
 
 
Q!!Hs1Jq13jV613 Jun 2020 - 3:44:41 PM  (4462) 
Division is man-made. 
Division is designed to keep you powerless. 
Division is designed to keep you fighting each other.  
Division is designed to keep you enslaved.  
The Narrative Has You. 
No one person is above another. 
Unity is Strength. 
Unity is Love. 
Unity is Humanity. 
Trust yourself. 
Think for yourself.  
Only when good people [collectively] come together will positive 
change occur.  
Q 
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Q!!Hs1Jq13jV613 Jun 2020 - 4:10:58 PM  (4463) 
YOUR VOICE MATTERS. 
YOUR VOTE MATTERS. 
Everything you see today is an attempt to eliminate that.  
To remain silent _living in fear [controlled] is to remain powerless. 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/powerless 
A Moment In Time. 
History has taught us that People Will Rise [Judgement [Revolution] 
Day] against the Rulers. 
From Pharaohs to Kings to Elected Officials. 
A rigged system of control and corruption [evil]. 
[on the backs of people] 
Modern day slavery. 
People Will Rise Again. 
Put on the full armor of God so that you can take your stand against 
the devil's schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, 
but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of 
this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly 
realms. 
Q 
 
 
Q!!Hs1Jq13jV613 Jun 2020 - 4:15:27 PM  (4464) 
The 'how' will be hard to understand for most. 
Focus on the 'why'.  
The 'when' is now. 
Q 
 
 
Q!!Hs1Jq13jV613 Jun 2020 - 4:17:24 PM  (4465) 
Biblical Times. 
Q 
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Q!!Hs1Jq13jV613 Jun 2020 - 4:32:49 PM  (4466) 
https://www.ushistory.org/declaration/document/  
When in the Course of human events it becomes necessary for one 
people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them 
with another and to assume among the powers of the earth, the 
separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of 
Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of 
mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel 
them to the separation. 
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created 
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit 
of Happiness. — That to secure these rights, Governments are 
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of 
the governed, — That whenever any Form of Government becomes 
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to 
abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on 
such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them 
shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. 
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established 
should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly 
all experience hath shewn that mankind are more disposed to suffer, 
while evils are sufferable than to right themselves by abolishing the 
forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses 
and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a 
design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is 
their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards 
for their future security. — Such has been the patient sufferance of 
these Colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains them 
to alter their former Systems of Government. 
Q 
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Q!!Hs1Jq13jV613 Jun 2020 - 4:45:56 PM  (4467) 

 
 
EaWb3M9WoAALEEZ.jpg 
Symbolism will be their downfall. 
They are fighting to regain control. 
You stand in their way. 
You awake is their greatest fear. 
Q 
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Q!!Hs1Jq13jV613 Jun 2020 - 5:12:04 PM  (4468) 

 
unnamed.jpg 
https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1271909520135110658 
The Daily "Beast." 
Q 
 
 
There are roughly 50 QAnon supporters who are running for 
Congress this year. (archive.is) 
https://archive.is/UCJYk 
 
 
 
Federal Lawsuit Could Limit Fluoride in Drinking 
Water (ewg.org) 
https://www.ewg.org/news-and-analysis/2020/06/federal-lawsuit-
could-limit-fluoride-drinking-water 
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We're living in time in history that people will read about and 
study for hundreds of years probably more and you're a direct 
part of it ain't that amazing. We are participating in historic 
events.  
 
That's what I keep telling people who are buying into the TDS 
propaganda!! They are going to have to watch a documentary about 
it to learn what's really going on. Missing out big time. 
 
 
 
BOOM, BREAKING REPORT: Ukrainian Law Enforcement 
Arrest Individual Allegedly Attempting to End Investigation Into 
Burisma and Hunter Biden with $6 Million Bribe!! (Joe 
Worried) (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/breaking-report-
ukrainian-law-enforcement-arrest-individual-allegedly-attempting-
end-investigation-burisma-hunter-biden-6-million-
bribe/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons 
 
 
 
 
Professor Calls For White People To Die, College Insists That He 
Did Nothing Wrong - While White Professor Is Being 
Investigated Over 'Black Privilege' Tweet | Red State 
Nation (redstatenation.com) 
https://redstatenation.com/professor-calls-for-white-people-to-die-
college-insists-that-he-did-nothing-wrong-while-white-professor-is-
being-investigated-over-black-privilege-tweet/ 
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Cali court suspends Newsom's cheat-by-mail voting order as 
unconstitutional, bars him from making any new orders on 
voting. (eastcountytoday.net) 
https://eastcountytoday.net/judge-suspends-executive-order-as-
violation-of-california-constitution/ 
 
 
 
 
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 24d1d3 No.9606278   (4474) 
Jun 13 2020 22:01:32 (EST) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=57&v=oysFCNPg0
DA&feature=emb_logo 
Another free pass? 
Q 
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Sunday June 14, 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Who the fuck knows anymore?  
I can’t keep up. I just can’t. I’m exhausted trying to figure out what 
we’re all supposed to do, believe, and be outraged by next. 
Two months ago, First Responders were all the rage. In fact, they 
were heroes. We gave them free coffee, meals, and cheers as they 
drove by.Today we hate them and want them defunded because they 
can’t be trusted. 
Nurses and Doctors are still cool for now. But they may be 
unemployed. They too are heroes, unless of course they truly believe 
all lives matter. Then they’re filled with hate and are part of problem 
like so many others. 
Just 45 days ago protests weren’t “essential” and were considered 
criminal, selfish and a murderous activity. Today they are gloriously 
critical and celebrated. All of the obvious criminal and murderous 
activities are simply ignored. If you protest about lockdowns for 
freedom, you are selfish and you will spread a virus. If you protest, 
loot, and riot for social justice, you are a warrior and the virus cedes. 
Trust the experts. No, not those experts. Don’t wear masks ... wear 
masks, but only good ones. Wait, don’t wear masks, wear anything 
as a mask. Nevermind on the masks. Not sure, but if you don’t, you 
hate people because you could be an asymptomatic spreader. Wait. 
That's not a thing anymore? 
For 3 months, NOTHING was more important than social distance. 
In fact, we gave up all of our liberties for it. We canceled schools, 
medical and dental procedures, canceled activities, closed businesses, 
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eliminated every spring rite of passage from prom to graduation, 
denied people funerals, even at Arlington, and we wrecked the 
economy for it. Then came social justice, and social distance was no 
more. Now things are more cut and dry though. A thousand people at 
three memorials for someone they never even met. It's a matter of 
"respect". But you can only assemble 100 or less people. 
Black Lives Matter. Of course they do. Then multiple black police 
officers and individuals were killed during the “peaceful protests”. I 
don’t see any outrage. Black individually owned businesses burned 
to the ground. Silence. Deadliest weekend in Chicago. NOTHING!! 
I’m really confused now. Look at the data, NO, not that data. Do the 
math. No, you can’t do the math like that. Only the experts can 
understand the data and math. What do you mean other 
cities/states/governors are interpreting the data differently? Pools are 
safe in Indiana, but not Michigan? Playgrounds are safe in your town 
but not mine? Amusement parks are safe in Florida but not Ohio? 
Just listen to the black community leaders. No, not them. 
If you are silent you are part of the problem. If you speak, you are 
part of the problem. If you have to ask, you don’t understand. If you 
don’t ask, you don’t care. 
It’s all so predictable, tedious, and exhausting. Nothing adds up. It’s 
one gigantic common core Math life problem, with ever changing 
denominators that I’m sure the media and politicians are eagerly 
ready to solve for us....until the next "crisis". 
 
 
 
 
Association of American Physicians and Surgeons Sues FDA for 
"Irrational" Interference of Access to Life-Saving 
Hydroxychloroquine (thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/association-american-
physicians-surgeons-sues-fda-irrational-interference-access-life-
saving-hydroxychloroquine/ 
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Five African Students Hold Black Lives Matter Protest in 
Ukrainian City - City Council Minister Asks for their Names So 
He Can Deport Them (real , not satire)(thegatewaypundit.com) 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/five-african-students-
hold-black-lives-matter-protest-ukrainian-city-city-council-minister-
asks-names-can-deport/ 
 
 
 
 
I hope someone is connecting that the recently released violent 
criminals "for COVID19 protection" were among the organized 
looting in all the BLM riots.  
You know that connection exists. I hope someone in the DOJ is 
proving it. And then nailing all the Dem governors who released 
them. 
 
Organized "looting?" They were supposed to act as the new 
mercenaries after their cartel and MS-13 employees were arrested or 
deported. 
Arson, murder, destruction of evidence. Middle school kids were 
targeted with Bolshevik narratives intended to program them into the 
streets and then many 14-16 year old girls went missing from the 
"peaceful protests" - so no doubt there's trafficking into prostitution 
and baby farms for the elites involved as well. 
 
 
 
 
 
President Bolsonaro of Brazil encourages population to enter 
hospitals to look where all the alleged "corona" patients are. 
They found a completely empty hospital!  
Here an article criticizing Bolsonaro's order: 
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/internacional/en/scienceandhealth/20
20/06/president-of-brazil-encourages-population-to-enter-hospitals-
to-film-hospital-beds.shtml 
But that's what the people found in a hospital that allegedly was full 
of dying "corona" patients: 
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https://files.catbox.moe/05uwm5.mp4MP4 
Edit: catbox.moe seems to be down from time to time. Here's another 
source for the same 
video:https://twitter.com/i/status/1271931375487258630 
There's surely more to come. "Corona" will go down in history as the 
biggest hoax ever. 
 
I don’t know man. Does this not make you question other things you 
heard about throughout history. Like SARS maybe. If they have the 
audacity to lie like this in 2020 why should anybody believe 
anything in history considering the mass population had a major 
disadvantage with no internet or global connectivity like we have 
now. 
 
You mean like those 2-3/6 million Jews who lived in what would 
become Nazi controlled territory, even though ~70% of them 
migrated ahead of actual Nazi control so to kill 6 million Jews the 
Nazi's would have had to kill Jews 3 times over to even approach 
that number, and we still find absolutely no factual evidence of the 
mass murder of Jews just Bolshevik propaganda. 
 
Over here in Europe you can get prison time for questioning the 6M 
number. The fact that they covered it in law is a huge fucking red 
flag for me. In pre-school we get the history lessons about WW2; 
Nazi's bad cause they think they are 'ubermensch' (best race) and 
they hate jews for being (lesser race). After hanging out on Voat and 
getting semi-black pilled over the year i think the good/bad factions 
in the biggest war (yet) have been flipped in books, i mean who is 
calling themselves gods chosen people, and who is the greatest 
villain? Is this thinking mirror what Q told us about ? 
 
I stand with Tucker Carlson. I do NOT stand with Disney, T-
Mobile or Papa Johns.  
Tucker Carlson is one of a very few voices left on TV that speaks out 
against the globalist Left. Withdrawing advertising from his show is 
an effort by these globalist companies to silence his voice. Therefore, 
I will not buy anything from these companies. Disney is a pedo 
operation. I like Papa John pizzas but will buy my pizzas elsewhere 
in the future. 
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Happy Birthday POTUS !!  
President DJT has been kicking arse since he took office. 
He turns 74 today. Doesn't look 74, more like mid 60's. 
Here's to another 4 more yrs... 
WWG1WGA 
 
 
 
 
2 Years Ago I made the claim that Nearly Every Major Actor 
and Athlete were Blackmailed Pedophiles // Lots Mocked the 
Idea. 
They are not uniting behind this Racism/Police LARP 
They are all acting out of Self Preservation and doing exactly what 
their Masters demand.  
THEY ARE SLAVES to their own Vile Acts 
 
100% correct, all of Hollywood, celeb athletes, musicians, university 
presidents & many professors, most CEOs, Congressmen, Senators, 
Governors. This plague of satanism is much more widespread than 
we know. We must bring the pain. 
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